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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCT IObJ 
Understanding man i n  h i s  urban environment i s  a major 
concern of t h e  social s c i e n t i f i c  e n t e r p r i s e ,  Louis Wirth, 
a sociologist, has suggested tha t  urbanism as a character- 
is t ic mode of l i fe m i g h e  be approached empi r i ca l ly  from 
t h r e e  i n t e r r e l a t e d  perspe&ivesg 
(1) as  a physical s t r u c t u r e  comprising a populat ion 
base, a technology, end an ecological order, 
( 2 )  as a system of social o rgan iza t ion  involving a 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  social s t r u c t u r e ,  a series of 
social f n s t i t u t & o n s  and a t y p i c a l  p a t t e r n  of 
social re la t ionsh%ps:  and 
( 3 )  as a set of attitudes and ideas, and a 
c o n s t o l l a t i o n  of p e r s o n a l i t i e s  engaging i n  
typical €oms of c o l l e c t i v e  behavior and . ' 
s u b j e c t  to characteristic mechanisms of 
social con t ro l .  1 
While cons ide rab le  e f f o r t  has been devoted to system- 
a t i c  exp lo ra t ion  w i t h i n  t h e  first and t h i r d  persgsctive,)  
the  second has  been r e l a t i v e l y  neglected.  T h i s  s tudy 
seeks to expand understanding -of ulrbanism as a System of 
social o rgan iza t ion  involving a c h a r a c t e r i s t i c  s o c i a l  
structure, a series of social I n s t i t u t i o n s  and a t y p i c a l  
p a t t e r n  of social r e l a t i o n s h i p s .  Within t h i s  perspect ive ,  
it seeks t o  explore  one p a r t i c u l a r  pattern of s o c i a l  
r e l a t ionsh ips :  that  which o b t a i n s  among s t r a n g e r s  i n  
pub l i c  s e t t i n g s ,  2 
An a t t e m p t  w i l l  be made to  gaia some understanding 
of t h i s  p a t t e r n  through an a n a l y s i s  of t h o s e  techniques  
by which modern man is able, in Kenneth Kenistonos words, 
"to make his way in a world of strangers , , , to cope 
with unexpected situations and unfamiliar peoplen , 3  I 
will be concerned with some of the ways in which man 
behaves in public settings in the presence of strangers 
and I will suggest that sone un&erstanding of this behavior 
may be gained by viewing it as a set of techniques, 
utilized by man in h i s  attempt to neutralize the dangers of 
the urban s&.tuation, 
To suggest that urban man requires special techniques 
to cope with strangers is to Imply a view of the nature of 
man, of social life and of the urban settfng that is not 
readily explicit. Therefore, before it will be possible 
to analyze these "coping teehniquesH, it will be necessary 
to make explicft the postulates upon which this study is 
based, 4 
The Fragile Nature of Ean 
The concept of anxiety is basic to an understanding 
of man0s cu&ious ways and has came to be central in modern 
thought, The nature.and role of anxiety has been succinctly 
stated by Ernest Becker, 
Anxiety is a prime mover of human behavior, and 
man will do anything to avoid it , , . . Anxiety 
pervades the organism when it is completely 
wwerless to overcome a danger. Anxiety is a 
flood of utter chaos, of annihilating destruction, 
which the organism has not sufficient resources 
to oppose, Unlike fear, which the organism 
rallies to w e r c m e  or escape, anxiety pennits 
no rallying, Except in the smallest of doses, 
it is overwhelming, crushing, obliteratingo5 
In its purest and most primitive form, anxiety is 
probably shared.by all animals, for whom it serves a life 
preserving function, n L i f e  acknowledges its powerlessness 
to cope with certain situat%ons so ehat in avoiding 
them it avoids For the human infant. in his 
terrible helplessness, anxiety arises at the threat 
of abandonment or separation from the succoring adult, 
It is at this stage of life that man0s experience with 
anxiety probably comes closest to ehat of other animals. 
But as the infant grcrwa, the similarities between 
himself and subhuman animals begin to diminish, for 
the chfld learns something, which as far as we know, no 
other animal has ever learned. He learns the word, "Ia, 
He develops a self--a linguistic and symbolic creation-- 
which mediates between the physical environment (including 
physical needs) and the response of the organism, 
Instead of the organiszn being controlled by the stimuli 
of the physical environment, the self makes possible 
the control of the stimuli by the organism. This control 
incluaes at least partfa1 mastery of that most devastating 
of stimuli--the primitive anxiety of physical annihilation, 
The ego grows by putting anxiety under its 
control, as it finds out w h a t  anxiety is 
for the organism and then chooses to avoid it 
by building defenses that handle it, The 
ego finds out what situations are dangerous 
and then ennables the organism to exist in 
a world in which there is no danger by 
steering clear of these situations, 7 
While the Uself* is an adaptPve device par ex- 
cellence, providing r r n a ~  with a freedom from the merely 
physical world, at the samo time, the self carries with 
it a peculiar contingency, Its developnent gives man 
considerable mastery over the anxiety of physical 
annihilation ., but at the same t i m e ,  a new, perhaps 
equally devastating anxiety has been introduced--the 
anxiety of psychlleal annihilation. 
Anxiety, as Paul Tihlfeh has pointed out, is the 
threat of nnothingnessmo8 For the sub-human a n i m a l  or 
for the infant, the threat can only be to lifer nothing- 
ness can be only non-life. But man develops an entity 
apart from his physical being? a symbolic entity, perhaps, 
but nonetheless real, It Is Pn this entity, in  this 
social being, the self, not in the body, that man truly 
tesideae9 Thus. far man. unlike the infant and the sub- 
human animal, nothingness threatens more than the 
organism. It threatens the much more fragile self, an 
object m o r e  important than the mere organism, E m  is 
the only animal upon whom destruction can be wrought 
without the shedding of blood, 
But what is th%s self? What is the nature of the 
threat of notkingaess? tiaw is the self protected against 
this threat? 
It is difficult to capture the nature of the #selfa 
with mere words, ( ~ h f s  is the supreme paradox, for words 
give birth to the self? yet once in existence, the 
creation eludes its creator,) There can be no self without 
language, because there carr be no self without the pronoun, 
"Ia, As language is symbolic communication, so the self 
is a symbolic creation. It is a "sense of absolute 
separateness from the e~vlronrnent~,~~ The tools for this 
sense of separateness are provided by the language of the 
culture into which the organism is born. The self is 
the separation of what is "meu from w h a t  is not ame88. It 
is the circumscription of the organism in space and in 
time, "1 am here right nown. @I will be there, tomorrowu. 
Because it is a sense of separateness from the environment, 
the self I s  also the sense of control over the responses 
which the organism make8 to the stimuli from the 
environment. 
To control Is to choose and to choose is to impute 
meaning, To impute meaning Is to project action possibil- 
ities and to conceive co~gpses of conduct. The linguistic 
ability which gives the organism a sense of separateness 
Prom the environment, also gives it a sense of control 
by providing meaning. am a woman, I am not a man, and 
what it means to be a woman I s  different from w h a t  it 
means to be a man," nI am an American, I am not a Russian, 
and what  it means to be an American is different frm w h a t  
it meana to bs a Russianen am in New York, I am not 
in Little Rock, and what it means to be in New York is 
different from what it means to be in Little nock, 
The self, then, is a symbolic canstruetion, a 
linguistic edffic~p it is a sense of separateness, of 
control, and most of all, of meaning, 
The 1;npartance of meaning cannot be overstated, It 
is the sine gua non of the self, The self is a creation - -
of symbols and the essence of symbols is meaning and the 
essence of meaning is the possibility for courses of action. 
Thus, the threat of nothingness for the self is the threat 
of meaninglessness, As Paul Tillich so rightly saw, it 
is not the anxiety of physical annihilation that poses 
the real threat to man, but the anxiety of psychical 
annihilation or meaniPlglessness, l1 ~f the symbols, 8yImo 
awaman*, aAmericanUo W e w  Yorku , Uhere*o nthere'l, anww, 
mtomor~oww, do not mean possibilities for action, then - 
the symbolic self, created out of all these andother symbols, 
collapses, And this is unbearable, for it is in the self 
that man resides. Destroy the self and you have destroyed 
the man, even though the organism may continue to function 
as a physical being. 12 
But just as the self gains control over the anxiety of 
physical annihilation, so too it develops a defense against 
the anxiety of meaningless or psychical annihilation. This 
defense is a sense of self-esteem, @*Self-esteem is. the 
w a r n  inner feeling of self righteousness that arms the 
individual against anxietyw. l3 Self -esteem is the glov 
of certainty that the world of meaning is intact, that 
the multitude of symbols forming the self are real, It 
is, as Becker has said, a feeling of "primary value In a 
world of meaningu. 14 
The necessity for self-esteem introduces the dynamic 
and pracessual nature of man, The human animal is an 
energy-coravelrting organ1 m and as such, must continue 
action, Indeed, "the fundamental problem of every living 
organism is simply the continuation of action in the face 
Among sub-human animals and infante,  this action in 
the face of stimuli is relatively direct, Among men it 
is mediated by the self. Yet whether the response is 
direct or mediated, whether the stimuli are controlled 
or uncontrolled, the organism must still act. It is 
through action that man provides his self with the 
esteem it requare8 far continued existence, The cultwe 
into which the iatlividual is born provides the Uprescription 
for meaningful actionm,16 By acting on the basis of this 
prescrbption and by receiving direct and continual 
confirnation that he has acted mrighthyM, the human 
builds andl maintains his self~esteem. 
But it is at this Hfeedba~kQ point that we discover 
the danger inherent in this system. The maintenance of 
self-esteem and thus the protection of the individual 
from the anxiety of meaninglessness is dependent upon 
the responses to the indfvidual of other individuals, 
each w i t h  selves to protect, each with-esteem to build. 
Thus emerges the fundamental meerkainty of social life, 
that  
What guarantee does the individual haveAtha otheras 
self concern m d  his own self concern are mutually 
compatible? There is always the possibflity that the 
next individual he meets will fail to confirm the 
n~ightnesea of his actions, wili challenge and thus 
threaten to destroy his carefully built world of meaning, 
The self-system is a delicately fashioned, and, 
for many, a precariously fragile creation. One 
daesn0e have to be schizophrenic to wonder how 
most people stand up so well to the outright 
threats and insidious undenninings that take 
place in social relations. The self-system 
of many is charged with the explosfve potential 
of massively undermf ning anxiety,l7 
It is in interaction with others that man must win 
or lose the struggle for his continued existence as a 
social being--as an organism with a self, 18 
The self, then, is an extremely fragile creation, 
and an object whfch cannot exist outside the world of 
human f nteractione but which, paradoxically, faces 
possible destruction in that very world, To understand 
fully the "nature of mann., therfors, we must also 
understand the world in which he struggles for continued 
existence, We must understand the nature of social 
life. 
The Protective Nature of Social Life 
If man is to exist as a social being, as an organism 
w i t h  a self, there must be some minimal guarantees that 
in his interaction with others, he wfll receive the 
affinnatio~ and confirnation of himself as arighta, And 
if he is to receive this confinnation there must be same 
guarantee that the meaning whfch he assigns to his actions 
Is shared by others. If this meaning is to be dependable, 
then the behavior of his fellow humans must, at least to 
a certain degree, be predictable, The laying out of a 
predictable world is the "basic function of cultureaa 
Within the culture which nurtured and shaped him, the 
individual 
, , . can count on others to behave according 
to his expectation, The basic personal.ity 
structure in a culture permits everyone to  
share a frame of reference in r ard to a 
wsychological behavioral world. f? 
While the culture provides a wbackground of shared 
meandngU which makes possible a degree of predictability 
In the behavior of each of its members, it is the task 
of the society, of social life, to work out the arrange- 
ments, the structure and roles and rules which can 
protect the individual and his fragile self in his day 
to day interaction with ok-r equally fragile selves, 
Within the view of self ornployed here, there is a 
sense in which society is a kind sf extension of mul- 
tiple selves, serving primarily as an environmental 
controlling device and protecting man from the primal 
anxiety whfch he seeks to escape. 
Drawing upon the comparative analysis of animal 
behavior, D, 0. Hebb and W. R, Thompson have propounded 
some empirical generalizations that are germane to 
understanding social life in this way, According to these 
scholars, there is strong evidence for the proposition 
that susceptibility to motional disturbance increase8 
with intellectual development, Man, as the most 
intelligent of animals, fs thus the most susceptible, 
Y e t  man, seemingly, is among the least disturbable of 
animals. Human society, itself, however, may be exactly 
the device that allows man to avoid too-strong emotional 
disturbance, While hman society is surely a means of 
obtaining control over the physical environment, it may 
also be the means by which man avoids excessive emotional 
disturbance through control of t)ze behavior of other men, 20 
social life is organized so as to provide man w i t h  
the kind of supports and confirmation of his adequacy, 
worth asd legitimacy Prom his fellow lnan that he requires 
for the maintenance of h i s  fragile self, 
The following, rather long passage from E r n e s t  Becker, 
makes this paint with great clarfty, 
A soeiety, BasicaPly, is a practical wstem of 
interaction set up to exploit the environment 
so that its members can survive, Usually we 
conceive of this social organization as a 
rather routine arrangement, The institutions 
of socltety are conventions whfch the members 
follow so that the work can be done? that I s ,  
bricfclayers know haw to lay bricks and how 
to act on the job eurd at the union hall. But 
this picture is muck tao deceptively couxsep 
it obscures the crucial underlying dynamic. 
Tn more subtle focus, the fundamental task' 
that every society on earth must face is 
truly monumental, Society must protect its 
person-objects at their sorest point? the 
fragile selfoesteem of- each and every member, 
In the social encounter, each member exposes 
for public 'scruti~v and possible intolerable 
undermining, the one thing he needis most: 
the positive self-valuation he has so laboriously 
fashioned, With stakes of this magnitude 
there can be nothing routine about social 1 e, 
Each social encounter is a Ixkllawed event, 3f 
It is precisely because there can be "nothing 
routine about social lifew that such men as Erving 
Goffmanhavebeen concerned with spelling out in great 
detail,.the ritual elements of social interaction. 
~t is therefore important to see that the seli 
is in part a ceremonial thing, a sacred object 
which must be treated with proper ritual care 
and in turn must be presented in a proper light 
to others, A s  a means through which this self 
is established, the indivfdual acts with proper 
demeanor while in contact with others and is 
treated by others with defe'renee, , , , The 
environment must ensure that the individual will 
not pay too high a price for acting with good 
demeanor and that deference will ba accorded 
him, Deference and demeanor practices must be 
institutionaLized so that the individual will 
be able to project a viable, sacred self a d 
stay in the game on a proper ritual basis, 3 f ~  
It Is because the minteance of seli is such an overridhng 
concern in social life that social life can be viewed 
as a bargain, a whispered enjoinder: "Let us all protect 
each other so that we can carry on the business of livingt8 .23 
It is a fundamental task of society to socialize its 
"person-obje&sfl in such a way that they will be willing 
to abide by the ground rules of this bargain, The society 
must teach them to revere themselves as Uritually- 
delicate objectsn so that they will be sufficiently 
concerned with their OWXI protection to extend that 
protection to others. 
A peraones performanee of face-work extended 
by his tacit agreement to help others perform 
theirs, represents his willingness to abide by 
the ground rules of social interaction, Here 
is the PIEhllmark of his socialization as an 
interactant, If he and the others were not 
socialized this way, interaction in mast 
societies and most situations would be a much 
more hazardous thing for feelings and faces, 
The person would find it impractical to be 
oriented to symbolically conveyed appraisals 
of social worth, or to be possessed of feelings: 
that is, it would be impractical for him to be 
a ritually delicate object, And as I shall 
suggest, if the person w e r e  not a ritually 
delicate object, occasions of talk would 
be organized in the way they usually are, !at 
The f a i l u r e  of one Pnteraeant to hold up h i s  part 
in the s o c i a l  ritual  casts doubt upon the e n t i r e  performance, 
To doubt the perfo-snance is t o  ch ip  away at the shared 
meaning which under l ies  it and t h u s  to expose a l l  
p a r t i c i p a n t s  to that a m i e t y  w h i c h  thev are working so 
hard to avoid, Responses to glimpses of anxiety might 
include a l i ena t ion ,  embarrassment, 26 or, perhaps. 
shame. 27 
For an animal trained as a perfomer, f a i l u r e  
to uphold oneo$ part i n  t h e  p l o t  I s  deeply 
wounding. To Bungle the perfonmanee, t o  
show oneself hopelessly inept ,  i s  to lose 
face and jeopardize the face of others. 
To lose face is t o  strike at o n e e s  fragile 
self-estem, to o w n  oneself t o  the core 
of anxie ty  pronaness.28 
Thus, t h e  demand that s o c i a l  l i f e  makes on t h e  
individual: .is two-f old: he must pro jete himself i n  such 
a way as to apwar cmpoeene and i n  r e l a t i v e  control' of 
himself and his surroundings8 and he must do a l l  he can 
to a s s i s t  others i n  t h j i r  at tempts t o  appear the same 
way, These two aspects of the social demand are highly 
i n t e r r e l a t e d ,  By rnafntaining himself as a competent 
actor, the  individual protects both himself and others 
from possible shame and embarrassment at his performance7 
by a s s i s t i n g  others to appear as competent actors, he 
p ro t ec t s  both them and himself from poss ible  s h e  and 
embar~assment at their performance, 29 
8 Q * 
I have attempted t o  s p e l l  out,  however briefly, the 
postulates about the nature of man and of s o c i a l  l i fe which 
under l i e  t h e  P o l l o w l ~ g  analysis of manes behavior i n  
publie s e t t i n g s .  That  analysis requires f u r t h e r ,  pn 
understanding of the unique and p e c u l i a r  characteristics 
of  social l i f e  mder the c o n d i t i o n s  of urbanism. 
The Dangerous Nature of the Urban Settinq 
The foregoing c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n  of man as fragile and 
s o c i a l  l i f e  as p r o t e c t i v e  con ta ins  t w o  implicit a s s e r t i o n s  
about the cond i t ions  of social l ife mder which manos self 
and self esteem can be successfully protected and sus- 
tained, These are% 
(I) that the fndivbdualswho Interact I n  social life 
all share a simllar c u l t u r a l  background and a l l  
adhere to and have a stake in the r u l e s  of 
i n t e r a c t f a n  Paid down by their socfetyt and 
( 2 )  that  the individuals who i n t e r a c t  i n  s o c i a l  
l i fe  all k n w  one another ,  at least to the 
extent that they are cognizant of each 
o e h e r D s  roles and statuses and can thus 
respona to each other i n  the proscribed 
manner. 
A s  is readily evident ,  t h e s e  two pre-requfsites for 
a n  a n x i e t y  free social l i fe  simply do not e x i s t  for large 
numbers of urban i n h a b i t a n t s  dur ing  large segments of 
their typZcal day, The c i t y ,  as it is c m o n l y  defined,  
is a permanent se t t l ement  of socially heterogeneous 
is 
i nd iv idua l s ,  a settlement which,, both r e l a t i v e l y  large and 
densely populated. 30 As a s o c i a l l y  heterogeneous u n i t ,  the 
c i t y  c o n t a i n s  pe r sons  from a wide varfety of c u l t u r a l  
backgrounds and t r a d i t i o n s ,  Far from being surrounded 
by persons who share h i s  c u l t u r e  and have a stake i n  
preserv ing  h i s  system of meaning, the u r b a n i t e  is  ins tead ,  
l i v f n g  i n  a world peopled by many strange and allen others, 
I n  add i t ion ,  as Robert Park has suggested, the c i t y ,  by 
i t s  very nature ,  offers o p p o r t u n i t i e s  for the except ional  
and abnormal types of man, 
. . . a great c i t y  tends to spread out end l a y  
bare to the public view i n  a massive, manner 
a l l  the hman characters and traits which are 
ordinarily obscuredl and suppressed i n  smaller 
communities. The city, i n  short, shows the 
goad and evil i n  human ' nature in excess,31 
Thus, the urban dweller is  surrounded not only by persons 
of d i f f eren t  cultural  teadftions, but by unconventional 
types f m  h i s  UCJSI culture a8 w e l l .  
A s  a settlement which is both larye m d  densely 
populated, the c i t y  precludes any p o s s i b i l i t y  that a l l ,  
or even large numbers of, its inhabitants will know one 
another. Louis Wfrth has noted that the 
increase in the number of inbibitants of a 
emunity beyond a few hundred 1s bound to 
l i m i t  the p o s s i b i l i t y  of each m e m b e r  of the 
colnmu~ity knowing a l l  the others personally, 
Max Wsber, i n  recognizing the social 
sicynifieanee of this fact, explained that 
from a sociological paint  of vfew barge 
numbrs of inhabitants and density of 
settlement mems a Sack of that mutual 
acquaintanceship which ordinarily "Iheres 
betwean inhabitants in m neighborhood, 
The increase in numbers thus fnimlvea a 32 changed charaeer of social relationships.  
Or, more simply, in the words of Jane Jacobs: 
Cities d i f f e r  from tcrvrns and suburbs i n  basic 
ways and one of these is t ha t  cit es are, 
by definition, full of strangers. 33 
That is, on city sidewalks and parks, in  busses and 
subways, in retaurants and bars and libraries and 
elevators, in depoes and texminals, urban man i s  
surrounded by persons whac  he does not know and w i t h  
whom his only relationship 1s that he and they happen to 
occupy the same territory a t  the same t i m e .  
i3y its very nature,  then, the urban settfng-heter- 
ogeneous i n  composition, dense i n  settleme~t and l a rge  i n  
s ize-- fa i l s  to provide, f o r  those  who dwell within it, 
the r e q u i s i t e  condi t ions  f o r  anxiety-free s o c i a l  l i f e ,  
I t  is i n  t h i s  sense, that it may be said t o  be dangerous, 
Given manes need for continual  support and self- 
confirmation f r o m  others, let us examine a number of 
specific ways in which the city makes problemastic the 
fu l f i l lmen t  of t h i s  need, 
First, surrounded as he i r s  by persons whoin he does 
not  know personally, and i n  fact may never have seen before, 
the urban dweller  is unable to anticipate and thus be 
prepared f o r  and protected against any inappao~rfate 
conduct on the  part of othere ,  While In a small 
town or village, those individuals  whose inadequate 
selves th rea ten  the soc i a l  ceremonial may be quickly 
labeled, e a s i l y  recognized and rou t ine ly  ant icfpated,  
the city allows for no such protective arrangements. 
The urbani te  knows nothing personally of the man s i t t i n g  
next t o  him i n  the  bus depot or walking ahead of h i m  on 
t h e  strest, and he has no way of antfcipating whether t h e  
stmngeres a c t i o n s  may suddenly appar inappropriate,  
should t h e  stranger begin to undress or direct loud and 
i n s u l t i n g  remarks toward him, t h e  urbanite, lacking any 
pre$!ation for such behavior. w i l l  be unable to prof fe r  an 
appropr ia te  response, Whatever damage the stranger0 s 
behavior causes t o  the  s o c i a l  ceremonial, w i l l  go mo 
repaired. And by h i s  f a i l u r e  t o  provide an appropr ia te  
response, ths urbani te  w i l l  ha& demonstrated t o  all o the r s  
about h i m ,  his inadequacy as a s o c i a l  par t ic ipant .  His 
self-esteem w i l l  be damaged, his self, threatened. 
Second, the urbani te  must make judgments about those 
eroundl him, Judgments which will guide his ac t ions  and w i l l  
determine whetqner hisself is  supported, on the basis of 
vexy l i t t le  concrete informetion, That is, he is dependant 
for cues 8s to how he ought to behave toward the s t rangers  
about him almost e n t i r e l y  upon information gleaned through 
sight, Georg S l i m e l  took note of ehfa s t r a n g e  arrangement 
as early as 1908, 
Social l ife i n  the large city as compared t o  the 
e m s  sheds a great preponderance of occasions t o  
see rather thm hear people, Before the appearance 
of omnibuses, ra i l soads ,  and street cars i n  the 
nineteenth  century, men were not i n  a s i t u a t i o n  
where for periods of minutes or hours they could 
or must look at each other without t a l k i n g  to  
one another. Modern social l i f e  Ancreases i n  
ever  growing degree the role of mere v i s u a l  
hpression which always characterizes the pre- 
ponderant pa= 'of a h 1  sense r e l a t i onsh ips  between 
man and man and must plaes  social a t t i t u  s and 
f se l ings ,upon  an e n t i r e l y  changed basis. 98 
Should the judgments based on visual frnpresrsians prove 
f n c o ~ r e c t ,  the urbglnite w i l l  behave I napproprizately, and 
again, h i s  self-esteem w i l l  ba damaged, h i s  self, threatened, 
Th%rd, in che same way that the u r h n l t e  is dependant 
on v i s u a l  cues to guide him in h i s  behaGi'or toward others ,  
o t h e r s  are a l s o  dependant upon visual cues to guide them 
i n  t h e i r  behavior toward him, i f  h i s  self i s  to be 
c o n f i m ~ ,  he must convey clearly and without recourse to 
verbal cammunicatfon, .just w h a t  kind of person he r e a l l y  is, 
If there are to be no mis-understandings, h is  mperforznanceu 
m u s t  be flawless, 
R o b e r t  Park, i n  d lscuss ing the self-consciousness which 
man so frequently fekls i n  t h e  presence of strangers,  
suggests that this may be due to 
. , , t h e  fear that we w i l l  not make a good 
i m ~ r e s s i o n r  the fear that w e  are not looking our 
best? that we shal l  not  be able to l ive  up t o  
our conceptfan of ourselves, and p a r t i c u l a r l y ,  
that w e  shall not be able to Ifve up to the 
conception which we should l i k e  other persons 
t o  have of us,3= 
And Ervlng Goffman paints o u t  that when he is among 
etrangerso man kas good reaaon t o  be concerned. 
The more i n f o m a t i o n  the audience has about the 
performer, the less l i k e l y  it is that anything 
they l e a n  during t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  w i l l  radically 
i n f luence  them. On the o t h e r  hand, where no 
prior Fnfo~mationn is possessed, it may be 
expected that the information gleaned during the 
interaction w i l l  be relatively crucial, Hence, 
on the whole, we may expect i n d i v i d u a l s  t o  
relax the strict maintenance of f ron t  when 
they are wfth those they h a v ~  known for a long 
t i m e ,  and to tighten their front when amo~g 
persona who are new to them, With those whom 
one does n o t  h o w ,  careful performances are 
required, 
Finally, a l l  of the abave d i f f i c u l t i e s  are compounded 
by the fact t h a t  the urban dweller has no guarantee that  
the strangers who surround h i m  even share h i s  system of 
meaning, Even :. . . i f  kre oktould respond appropr ia t e ly  to 
d i s r u p t i n g  behavior, t h e r e  may ')be t h o s e  about who will 
not understand that he has done so. Even if his judgments 
of others  are sound, h i s  actions based on these judgments 
may be seen by others as incorrect, Even i f  his performance 
is  f lawless ,  there may be those who w i l l  mis- in terpre t ,  
For  what is  appropr ia te ,  sound and f l a w l e s s  within  one 
system of meaning, is R O ~  necessarily so wi th in  another 
system, 37 
The dangerous nature of the ulrban setting sRoUd 
by nots 'be evident, Yet the fact remains that men continue 
to live, work and play in the great urban centers, wit110u-t 
any indication of wholesale psychical annihilation as the 
result. Perhaps th i s  is not surprising. Robert Park early 
observed emt people who 1Pve together, even on the m o s t  
casual of terns, will eventually acquire some accepted 
forms of intercourse, etiquette, manners and social 
ritual .38 ~t thus is reasonable to assme that with f he 
growth of &rbanirmr, certain conventions which guide the 
relationshfps batween atrangers have developedt conven- 
tion~ w.hose primary purpose is to reduce as mch as 
possible the peril ' inherent in such relatlonshbps. 
As I initially stated, the intent of this study is 
to seek some undsreanding of the pattern of relationships 
among strangers in the urban setking. To do this, one 
must try to mdsrstand the convgntions which guide them, 
Yet ehe exact nature of these conventions is illusive7 
one cannot directly obseme conv~pltions, one can only 
observe the way in whfeh they work themselves out in 
actual bgh~~ior, Thus, the focus here is OR behavior? 
on the way men behags in .public settings in tha presence 
of strangers. A R ~  the underlying assumption is that this 
behavior can best be understood If analyzed as a set of 
techniques which represent the "working outa of the 
underlying convsntions, By gaintng sme understanding of 
theae technqiues, w e  may w i n  to glimpse the conventions 
which guise th%m.39 
In the pages which follow, then, we shall be 
watching man as he goes about his task of making the 
urban world safe POP his iragil~ self. Xe shall view 
this world as a kind of battleground, in which he is 
primarily coneemed with projecting a correct image of 
self so as to defend this self against any attack by 
alfen enemies, I will classlfy these protective measures 
into 1) strategies of personal defense in public set t inqs ,  
or manos overall plans for engaging the enemy? and 2) tactica 
of personal defense in public settinqs, or manos tech- 
niques tor maneuvering in the face of theJ  enemy. And I 
shall always be on the lookout for clues as.to the 
conventdone or rules by which this battle is being waged, 
A ffnal point, The individual entering the public 
battleground must be afmultaneously concerned wfth both 
offensive and defensive techniifias. T h a t  is, he m u s t  
present himself 4n such a m y  that the self he wishes to 
,. . . 
pro jsct is confirmed (offens5ve) end at  the s&m time, he 
must avoid situations or parsons w h i c h  might legd to 
disconfirnation. (defensive), My analysfs will assume that 
all techniques, whether strategic or tactfcal, s e w @  this 
combined offensive-dsfensive function, If he is to be 
successful in projecting a deelred and confirmable self, 
then he must also be successful in avoiding disconfirming 
incidents. And if he i s  to successfully avoid dis- 
conffrming incidents, he must project a desired and 
conf imable self, 
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PART ONE: STiUTEGIES OF PERSONAL DEFZNSE 
IN PUBLIC SETTINGS 
I n  military parlance,  the  t e r m  s t r a t e g y  inc ludes  
i n t e l l i q e n c e ,  or information secured prior to actual 
.engagement of the enemy and utilized i n  the formation 
of both s t r a t e g i c  and tactical decisions, and strategic 
dec i s ions ,  or matters such as l o e a t i o n  of battle, 
deployment of t roops ,  materiel, size of force, eke. 
This chapter is concerned w i t h  t h e  first eleaent, 
i n t e l l i g e n c e ,  Chapter III w i l l  focus an  selected 
strategic dec i s ions ,  
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IntsPligence may bs composed of i n i o m a t f o n  
covering a myriad of topics but the d i scuss ion  here 
is l i m i t e d  to information of only  three types: 
1) information regarding the means of warfare, or 
coping technaaues? 2 )  Information regarding the battle 
site, or public settings? and 3) information regarding 
the enemy. or persons in public settings. A t  t h e  
concPusfon of this chapter, 1 sha l l  briefly discuss the 
general problem--inherent i n  a l l  warfare--of i n c o r r e c t  
intelligence or mis-information, 
It must be kept in mind that the focus here is 
on information a v a i l a b l e  t o  the i n d i v i d u a l  pr%or to 
any given instance of an entrance i n t o  a pub l i c  s e t t i n g ,  
Information which he possess because of having been i n  
a p a r t i c u l a r  setting -fore is n o t  precluded, I n t e l l i g e n c e  
inc ludes  all information obta ined  p r i o r  to any qiven -
entrance, reqardless of the source of that infonnation. 
TYPES OF INTELLIGENCE 
In€ omation Abut Copinq Techniques 
Whether for the general commanding an ent ire  army, 
or for the individual directing only himself, it is 
absolutely essential that intelligence include infor- 
mation regarding t h e  means of warfare, or In the case 
of urban man, regarding coping techniques, The fact 
that-urban settings, despite their dangers, have not 
been the scenes of wholesale psychical annihilation, 
sugqests that urban man possesses such infonnation, 
Yet, interestingly enough, there was little or nothing 
In manos past historv of social experience to have 
equipped h i m  w i t h  these techniques, To fully apprec- 
iate the fact that modern man is skilled at coping with 
the dangers of urbanism, it is necessarv to understand 
that he gained these skills only yesterday. 
T h e  urban setting as we know it today is a relatively 
recent development in the long history of man, While 
the "cityn as a social unit extends back into antiquity, 
it is only in the last several hundred years that 
cities have come to possess those characteristics by 
which we now identifv them: large in numberst dense in 
settlement: and heterogeneous in population. To modern 
man, accustomed to New i'orko or Paris or London, the 
great cities of history woula appear like small towns, 1 
I n  add i t ion ,  even wi th in  t h e  United S t a t e s ,  one of t h e  
m o s t  urbanized of count r ies ,  t h e  numbers of people 
who experienced t h e  urban s e t t i n g  represented,  u n t i l  
verv r e c e n t l y ,  a miniscule  propor t ion  of t h e  population, 2 
Thus it is t h a t  t h e  sudden and r a p i d  development of 
urbanism found man wi th  l i t t le  i n  h i s  back-1- of 
exper ience  of s o c i a l  l i f e  t o  prepare h i m  for the dangers 
of t h e  modern c i t v .  Cen tu r i e s  of l i v i n g  i n  small  towns 
and v i l l a g e s ,  surrounded by others much l i k e  himself,  l e f t  
him i l l - e q u i p m d  t o  l ive i n  a world i n  which s t r a n g e r s  
were n o t  the exception, b u t  the  r u l e ?  i n  which hetero- 
g e n e i t y  was n o t  unusual, but commonplace. I f  man was 
t o  su rv ive  I n  such a world, arrangements must be made t o  
n e u t r a l i z e  i t s  dangers,  
Such arrangements were made, There are t w o  con- 
c u r r e n t  and i n t e r r e l a t e d  developments i n  t h e  h i s t o r y  of 
urbanism which may be viewed as having been p r imar i ly  
r e spons ib le  for the n e u t r a l i z a t i o n  of urban dangers. 
The first is, of  course, o u r  main concern here: t h e  
development of a set of coping technques and t h e  
convent i o n s  which under l i e  them. The second, although 
n o t  of primary i n t e r e s t ,  desemes some mention. T h i s  
i s  t h e  deve loment  of the Opoliced soc ie tyu ,  
I n  a f a s c i n a t i n g  pager, "On t h e  Demand for order i n  
C i v i l  Socie tyu ,  Allan Silver has pointed o u t  that t h e  
modern police organiza t ion ,  goes back only  to  t h e  middle 
of the n ine teen th  century,  P r i o r  t o  t h a t  time, po l i ce  
func t ions  w e r e  handled by "ordinary,  r e spec tab le  c i t i zenss* ,  
or, for purposes of i n t e r n a l  peace-keeping, by the 
m i l i t a r - . ~ .  With increas ing  concen t ra t ion  of large 
populations in small areas, neither proved very 
efficient. But with the creation of the police, it 
became possible to exercise 
potentially violent supervisi on over the 
population by bureaucratic means widely 
diffused throughout civil society in 
small and discretionary operations tha 
Lwere] capable of rapid eonc~ntration. f
What this meant in terms of reduction of physical 
violence has often been noted, But there is another 
side to the coin, one thae is of more relevance here. 
The establishment of a police organization meant that 
public areas, those sltes of maximum contact between 
strangere, were being pattolled by officfals whose 
sole function was to see that order was mainta5.ned. 
Their very presence suggested that certain standards 
of behavior w e r e  expected and that deviations would 
be swiftly punished. In other words, the police 
organization made possible a degree of predictability 
in the behavior of one stranger to another,. And, as 
was stressed earlier, predictability of the behavior 
of others is one of the keystones of anxiety-free 
social life, 
However, the development of the police organization, 
without a concm~itint development of coping techniques 
and the conventions which underlie them, would have 
done l i t t le  more than neutralize the physical dangers of 
urban settings. Without this second development, the 
psychical dangers would have remained. This is true for 
t w o  reasons. 
First, without  t h e  es tabl i shment  of some set of 
conventions as to what ' i s  t o  be allowed i n  t h e  relations 
between s t r a n g e r s ,  the police func t ion  would have been 
limited to  the prevent ion of physical violence.  These 
conventions, of course,  differ from culture t o  cul ture :  
and one gets a very s t r o n g  sense of the e x t e n t  to 
which the  laws of t h i s  count ry  are concerned with the 
protection of its c i t i z e n s '  fragile selves by v i s i t i n g  
a country f n  which the convent ions differ-. In c e r t a i n  
s e c t i o n s  of Mexico, for exmple, . the American finds 
himself unprotected from h i s  concept ion  of psychica l  
assault, H e  i s  approached by beggars--the lame, the hale 
and t h e  blind-and forced to undergo face t o  Pace 
confrontation with them.* The offer of a prostitute 
may be loudly tendered on a p u b l i e  street, conveying 
to whomever may be a b u t  (including his  wife) t h a t  he 
is t h e  sort of person who m i g h t  utilize the services 
of such women, An American woman may be subjec ted  t o  
Uof eral3 and msuggestf  onsU , also loudly tendered, 
challenging t o  the very core, her eonceptian of herself 
as a ndecentH,  t9~espectzblcn person, I n  c o n t r a s t ,  i n  
most s e c t i o n s  of m o s t  American citiee, any such assaults 
could be readily met by summoning the ( ~ n  
those sections where such wassaultsn are a l l o w e d ,  it is 
generally mderstod that anyone e n t e r i n g  t h e  sec t ion  
dces so deliberately and is i n  fact possessed of t h e  
motivations or character  being imputed t o  him.) 
Second, as Jane Jacobs has noted: 
, . , the public peace--the sidewalk and street 
peace--of citfes is not kept primarily by 
police, necessary as mlice are. Tt Is 
kept primarily by an Intricate, almost 
unconscious neework of voluntary controls 
and standards among the people themselves and 
enforced by the people thernselves,~ 
Without the development and internalization of these 
conventions, without widespread howledge and use of 
the coping teehafques which express them, there would 
simply be -%nsufficienC numbers of police available 
to provhde even minimal protection from urban dangers. 
3ut in combination, these tvo developments have done 
much to remove the peril from urban settings and to 
render great eitieff inhabitable, 
A s  Jane Jacobs suqqests in the statements just 
cited, the network af voluntary e~ntrols and standards 
which contribute so much to public order are unconscious, 
or, more precisely, ouk-of-awareness, Recent as they 
may bs, the coping techniques and conventions which 
underlie tf-tsn have already passed into w h a t  Edward T, 
Hall has called, &he UinEormal a s p e e s  of eultureOa 
Entire systems of behavior made up of hundreds 
of thousands of details are passed Prom 
generation to generation and n o M y  can give 
the rules for w h a t  is happening, Only when 
these ubes are broken do we realize they 
exist. 5 
fi:odern man knows how to protect himself in public settings, 
knows h m ~  to behave i n  scch a way as to minimize the 
dangers of those settings,  k t :  is often scarcely aware 
t h a t  he possesses this knowledge ,8 
Since the  urban se t t ing  presented man w i t h  problems 
for which h i s  previous experience i n  s o c i a l  life provided 
no ready solutfons,  it is to be expected that knowledge 
of techniques and eonventions which arose to cape with 
these problems must initially have been ,qui te  explicit, 
There is some indication that t h i s  i s  the case, A 
casual purview of etiquekte books from 1881 to the 
present reveals an init ia l eoneentration on explicit 
ins truct ions  for public b e ~ v i o r ,  followed by a gradually 
decreasing concern. 
Publfshed in 1881, a little book ene l t l ed ,  
Our De-aartmsnt, or "The Manners, Conduct and Dress of 
the Xost Refined Soeiety, t' contains four chapters 
devoted to such instructionso Chapter X I I ,  aEkiquette 
of the Streetno Chapter X I I I ,  nE&iquette of Public 
Places, n? ChaNer XIV, "Etf quette of Traveling8' p and 
Chapter XXIII, nGeneral Rules of ConductM. The reader 
of .these chapters was provided with such explicit 
admonitions as2 
No gentleman is ever guilty of the offense of 
standing on street corners and the seeps of 
hotels or other public places and boldly 
8crut=Inf zing every lady who passes ,9 
Never speak to your acquaintances from one side 
of the street to the other. Shouting is a 
certain sign of vulgarity. First approach, and 
then make your eommunLeation to your acquaintance 
or fr iend i n  a moderately loud tone of vaice.10 
Never turn a corner at full speed or you may find 
yourself  knocked dam, or may knock down another, 
by the v i o l e n t  contact, Always look in the way 
you axe going or you may chance to meet some 
awkwzrd eollisian,ll 
By 1892, such single-minded concern w j t h  public 
behavior had abate6 somewhat, A section of The House- 
keepergs Helper, entitled "Polfee Deportmentu, devoted 
only about seven paragraphs to instructing its readers 
in the intricate manners of public places. ' However, 
what instructions it did provide were no less explicit 
than those of its predeceseorQs. 
Should you tread upon or stumble against any 
one, do not fa i l  to make immediate apology. 
OfJ course, you will not stare at nor point 
to people, nor carry umbrella or cane 
horizontally under your arm, l2 
Standard Etiquette, published in 1925, ' contains a 
general discussion of proper bahavior in travelling and 
business but limits its explicit instructions t o  two 
pages of brief donets: 
Donut talk in a loud voice or act in an e&entric 
manner, boQh make one co~sp9cuous, 
Donet appear to notice blunders in service when 
others are around, 
Donot give exhibitions of anger, fear, hatred, 
embarrassment, ardor or undue hilarity in public-- 
it is embarrassing for others and in bad tasts.13 
BY the 3940°s, etiquette books were suggesting 
lfttle mom than that the individual in a public setting 
should make himself as inconspicuous as possible. 
Do nothing In company that calls attentions to 
the M y  or its fmctions,l4 
Inconspfcuousness'%s the keynote to well-bred 
~ b w i o m r  fn public,15 
Go your way quietly, taking your place in the crowd 
unobtrusiv~ly, attracting RO attention to .I6 
Conduct yourself quietly and unobtrusively, Do 
not attract attention to yourself and a companion 
by talking loudly, laughing uproariously, 
whistling, singing or huming. l7 
and the 1962 e d i t i o n  of Amy Vanderbilt s New Complete 
Book of Et iquette  contains not a single reference to 
proper behavior i n  public settings. 18 
In less than a hundred years, urban A m e r i c a r s  have 
acquired an intimate knowledge of the techniques by 
which to render their social environunent less peri lous,  
The American woman, for example, "knows in her bonesg 
kotu to minimize the dangers to her self i n  a public  
setting. H e r  eonduct is guided by a fanowledge of 
techniques so intbmate  as to be second nature, She 
has no need of these e x p l i c i t  instructions provided 
for hex grandmother in 18818 
The true lady walks the street, wrapped in a 
mantle of proper reserve, so impenetrable that 
insulk and coarse familiarity shrink from her, 
while sha, at the saste time, carries with her 
a congenial atnosphere which attracts all, 
and puts all at their ease, 
A laiay walks quietly through the streets, 
seeing .and hearing nothing that she ought 
not to see and hear, recognizing acquaintances 
w i t h  a courteous bow, a ~ d  friends with 
words of greetings, She is always unob- 
trus ive ,  never ta lks  loudly or laughs 
Salstemusly, or does anything to attract 
the attention of the passers-by, She walks 
along in her own q~iet, lady like way, and by 
her pre-occupation is s e m e  from any annoy- 
ance to which a person of less perfect breed- 
ing might be subjected.lY [Italics added] 
Inf onnation A b u t  Public S e t t i n g s  
The intelligence available to the modern urban 
American is not 1imited.to knowledge reqarding the means 
of warfare, or coping techniques: he also possesses 
considerable i n f o m a t i  on regarding the  battle site 
itself, the public s e t t i n g .  This information may be 
of t w o  typesg general, or knowledge gained through 
experience of similar settings or through receipt of 
i n f o m a t i o n  about a given or similar setting from 
othersg and special, or knowledge gained through 
having experienced a given setting on a previous 
occasion. Baaed on the intricacy and detailed char- 
acter of t h e  informatbon, special knowledge may be 
subdivided into three types3 casual, farni liar and 
intimate . 
As has M e n  repeatedly pointed out, anxiety free 
social Pife depends in large measure on predictability, 
The funct ion  of inte2ligenee is to provide the individual 
w i t h  some idea of legitimate expectations. Thus, the 
more detalled h i s  knowledge of any g iven  public setting, 
the greater his ability t.o anticipate w h a t  may occur in 
that setting and the lesser the threat from the unexpected. 
Specie l knowledge, then, provides greater protection 
than does general? and, as w e  shall see, i n t i m a t e  special 
knowledge provides the greatest protection of a l l ,  
General Information. General in€ o,mation, gained 
through exper ience  of or hearsay about a type of s e t t i n g ,  
i s  available to a l l  m e m b e r s  of a society merely as a 
r e s u l t  of having been born i n t o  and raised In t h a t  
socl ety. 
One aspect of t h e  s o c i a l i z a t i o n  of the ch i ld  invo lves  
providing him with just t h i s  kind of information. Ee 
learns that the grocery store is a place to shop, not 
sleep? t h a t  playgrounds are places to play, not to 
eliminate waste  materfalsy that libraries are places to 
read, not to exercise, 
T h e  a c q u i s i t i o n  of genera l  i n f o m a t i o n  a b u t  pub l i c  
s e t t i n g s  i s  never-ending, and for modern urban man, 
invo lves  an extremely cmplex and i n t r i c a t e  set of 
d l s t f n c t i o n s ,  H e  learns that bars are places where one 
goes to drink and/or to m e e t  friends, but he also learns 
that certain bars are places where hmosexuals go to 
drink and/or to m e e t  f r iends ,  H e  knows that certain  
s e c t i o n s  of the city are devoted ko legitimate bus iness  
and re@reatfon, but he also knows t h a t  c e r t a i n  s e c t i o n s  
are devoted to less than legitimate pursuits, He may 
read The N e w  York Times prlagazine and discover t h a t  
certain bars i n  l-arga w b n  c e n t e r s  have .become Hsocial  
clubsn, neutral meeting grounds for young, unattached 
males and females. And, if he reads closely, he wil.1 
even learn the names and locations of such barsr 
uFrfdaysn, on New YorkO 8 upper east s i d e ?  "The S toreu ,  
i n  ChicagoOs near north section: UThe C a m e l o t n  i n  San 
Francisco0 s Pacific Heights. 20 persons who e n t e r  a 
public s e t t i n g  possessed only of general  information may 
be s a i d  t o  be newcomers. 
Information of t h i s  sort Fs e s s e n t i a l  if the urban 
American Is to wend h i s  way wPthout harm through t h e  
complexi t fes  of h i s  envirorunent, Such information tells 
him not  o n l y  what given p u b l i c  s e t t i n g s  are used f o r ,  
but a l s o  what types of persons might be expea& t o  b@ 
there, and at w h a t  time of day. Thus, a school Boy 
playing hooky i s  ill advised t o  appear at the t i c k e t  
window of a theater. On t h e  other hand, his  presence i n  
a bus depot i s  likely t o  a rouse  no not ice:  it is assumed 
t h a t  he i s  not i n  sc'noal for the very legitimate reason 
that he is t r a v e l l i n g ,  KnmPedge a b u t  the d i f f e r e n c e s  
between P P b s a r i e s  and bars, for example, is  requisite for 
unacempoln%sd females tuFehing t o  avoid any a f f r o n t s  to 
"respectabi l i ty t1 ,  Lfbrarbes, i n t e r e s t i n g l y  'enough, . 
are one of t h e  few public places in our  s o c i e t y  where 
a lone woman may l i n g e r  indefinitely without r i s k  that 
her presence may be rnisco~;struedl. Bars, in contrast, 
a r e  sites of maximtrm danger, Females without  males, 
several 
even i f  i n  a group of'other females, who are present 
i n  such locales,' particularly a f t e r  6' p.m, are usua l ly  
viewed as having en te red  for less than respectable 
purposes, 21 
General information about public settings can also 
be mis-used. That is, such i n f o m a t i o n  can provide 
some assu~ance, there within l i m i t s ,  c e r t a i n  s e t t i n g s  may 
be utilized for purposes o t h e r  than t hose  for which t h e y -  
are intended or may be used a t  a t ime other than that 
whkh Is considered legitimate, General information about 
public settings, for example, can provide a socfological 
observer with the certainty that Bus depots and terminals  
can be used, R& to w a i t  for transpafiation, but to 
observe public bebvior, Likewise, certain pensioners and 
skid row males utilize court rooms as places Lo be bath 
warned and entertained Because they knoiu that such 
localss are open to  a l l  who wish to coma and are willing 
to refrain from any interference w i t h  the proee&%ngs, 
Mawever, as we s h e a l l  see b l o w ,  extensive mia-use of 
public settfngs, if it is to be free of rfsk~req[ufres 
information about such settings that i s  far more d e t a i l e d  
and intricate than general infomation, 
IntelIFgenca based on general i n f o m a t i o n  about 
public s e t t f n g s ,  despite t t s  usefulness, has sme 
serlous drawbacks, It Is always subject to the very 
real possibiliky that It m y  Be ineourect .  The imgli- 
cations of this contingency for the safety of urban man 
will be dkscussed in some d e t a i l  at the end of this 
chapter, But let us naw consider a type of information, 
which is far more reliable as a basis upon which 
urban man may des%ga his strategy and guide his tactics, 
Special ~ n f o m t i o n ,  In eonerast w i t h  general  
infomettion, s p e c i a l  information is considerably more 
d e t a i l e d  and intimate and much more likely to be 
correct, based as it is on actual exper lace of a 
given  setting at a previous point in time, As such, 
the indfvlduaP possessed of special information is less 
likely to face any threat to self from unexpected 
occurrences than is he who must rely on general informa- 
t ion  only. Nevertheless, such proteetian may wry 
consfderabhy, depending u p o ~  the degree to which the 
infomation is complete, We may distinguish three sub- 
types of special infermatim, ranging frm that  in 
a 
whlch the information is l ~ s C  complete and ofEsrs the 
lease p ~ o t e c t i o n ,  to that 2n whfch It is m6f: complete 
and offers the greatest protection. We nay also 
d i s t ing t~ i sh  tkrea types of possessors of special 
i n f o m a t i a n ,  each eolrrespsadf ng to the parkteular 
t y p e  of infomatias held, 
The feast cm.p8ete of the three s ~ t y p s ,  casual 
information, is in the possession of the cuatomr,  The 
custsnnsr gains his fnZomation through short-term usage 
of the setting on i n t ~ ? m i t t e n t ,  infrequent occasbons, 
The information itself is limited to a general 
coaception of the physfeal layout of the setting, 
ineluding the types anti sites of available facilities, 
Thus, the housewf fe on a d m t a v m  shopping krip,  not 
only knows that the nearby bus depot contains a coffee 
shop, she also k a w s  its e::sct loeation within the depot. 
Such information can do mtzeh to assist the individual, 
as we shall see, bath strakeg?.eally, in deeiding whether 
or not to enter the setting,, and ta&icalPy, in dealing 
with the problem of self rnanagenenl, 
Tho customer is extremely unlikely to know anyone 
in the setting, H0 m y  racognize a long-term employee, 
but he will not h a w  that personos name, nor will he 
and the employee have establis'ned the minimal relation- 
ship requisite Par an exchange of pleasantries. 
Casual infomation provides s m e  potential for 
risk-free s e t t i n g  mis-use, although not  a great deal 
more than does general in fomat lon .  The only real 
advantage of casual over general information is that the 
former fncludes exact data about the Eacilftbes available 
in the setL%ng, Hav$ng positive knowledge that the 
nearby bus d e p t  provides a restroom for the convenience 
of customers and knob~ing oxaetly where it is located, 
ean bs a great advantage to a shopper, suddenly struck 
with an urgent call from nature, O r ,  posaeasing the 
fnformation that the same depot contafns a photo machine 
as an HenLeY&ainmentM for its customers, greatly 
s i m p l i f i e s  the task  of a teenage couple seeking & 
site i n  which to have their p l e u r e s  taken at minimal 
expense. The nia-uce in these instances lies An the 
faet that ciahile the fngamckion was gained at a time 
when *he individual was SI clzstm,,er and thus had leglaimate 
access to the facilities? such information led to the 
use sf the fachlLitPes at a time when the iuadkaridual was 
no t  a customer and d%d not have legithate access, 
Sin- any ind%vidual m y  be a customer of and possess 
casual fnfomaticsn a b u t  a relatively Large number of 
public settings, he %s able to rnis-use, to a limited exte?t, 
an equally large number of such satlings. Mfs-use of 
the facilities of public settings, particularly rest 
rooms, IS thus quite comm. One has only to station 
oneself for a prolonged perid of t i m e  in such a settfnq 
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to observe tnaops of lady shoppers, business men, ehfldren and 
teenagers, marching thpough the door, into the r e s t r m s  and then 
out the door again. In fact, the pasaessio~l of casual &nfonnation 
and thus the abilfey to mbs-use settings, %s extremely impartant 
for the urban dwePler, It makee pos~ible the fulfillment of ffiany 
of his needs w i t h  maximum .eEEPeieney and minimum danger. The 
individual who knows there is a public telephone here, a restroom 
t h e e ,  a cigarette machine somewhere else, is able to go directly 
to the source of gratification and is not required to seek the 
assistance of strangera--always risky--in reaching hfs goal. 22 
The second sub-type of special information may be termed 
familiar information, and Its pssessar, a patron. The patron 
gains h i s  intelligence t'mough regular use of the sett ing,  but 
like the eustamer, the duration of his stay on any one occasion 
is brief, 
Hfa knowledge of the physical features a5 the sett ing i s  on 
a par wtth that of the customer, gaining for him the erne, but 
no addftional advantages, 
But, unlike the customer, the patron is certain to know 
others in the setting, often by am@, always by sight, These 
nsthersn will fncZude employees, but may also Anelude fellow 
patrons, Thus, for example, long-terms patrongs of coffee 
shops, restaurants and 'bars often came to b o w  the bartenders or 
waitresses quite well, and are likely to develop a nodding or 
speaking acquaintance with other regular users. In the erne way, 
the ti le clerk tJka passes the same intersection each morning on 
his way to work is llkely to wave in recognition to the traffic 
cop or newsdealer stationed therep may  eve^ develop the 
habit of stopping to share a few words w i t h  one or the 
other before hurrying on h i s  way. OP, the regular 
cmuler  may establish a friendly relationship w i t h  the 
porter of' the d s p t  in which he waits, may even know the 
depot manager and share an occasicnal cup of coffee with 
h i m ,  
FmiPiar hnfomatiosr, then, is w o r e  complete than 
casual fnf omation &cause it f nc8udes data not only 
about the facilities of the setting, but about the people 
who inhabit the s e t t i n g  as well, Through possession of 
such infamation,  the piatran is somowhat better protected 
from tke threat of the unexpected than is the mere 
customer. 
Because of t h e  more complete character of his Infar- 
mation, ths patron also has a greater putential Ear risk- 
free mfs-use of the sett ing t h a n  does the customer. By 
reason of having eskablishc4 a semi-person1 relationship 
w i t h  the employees in 'the setting, hg is in a pos i t ion  
to gain t-lr acqluie~cenee, even assistance, in uti l iz ing 
the setting for purpo8es other than those for which it is 
specifically intended, He may be able to take a respite 
from h i s  busy rounds on the emfortable bar stool of - 
his favorite bzar trltkrout b i n g  required to buy a drink, 
Or, he may usa the eomer newstand as a shelter fron a 
sudden downpour, Or he m y  even receive hfs phone ealLa 
at the Poeal delicatessen, The customer, on the othar 
hand, familiar only w i t h  k)ae physfcal layout of the 
setting, is restrfcked to types of mis-use w h i c h  do 
not require the cooperation or even t a c i t  approval of the  
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employees in the setting, 
1t can now be Sean k'mt as  infomatiom about &a given 
publPe sett&ng increases in detail, from general to 
special, and within speeial, fm casual to familfar, 
a peculiar alteration begins to t a b  place i n  the nature 
of the setting itself. That is, as the individual 
increases h i s  inforrn~tion about the public s e t t i n g ,  he 
increases h i s  ability to use it for kbs B W P ~  PUTpbSSS* A8 
his knadledge of the setting aains in complexity, h i s  
view of the setting bocames less and less that of an 
alien place Pull of strangers and mare and mare that  of 
a nhome %en the information possessed by 
the individual cumen close to rc\ax4,rnm0 the setting ceases 
to be an urban public locale at a l l ,  h e  becomes In 
effect, a semi-private place. 
The alteratton is never comp%ete, of eouacss, bacauae 
t h e  s@t@Png rem~ine~ by deE%nitiono a placs open to 
public use, Neverthlazss, the  extent to wMch publAc 
settings can came to bet viewsd aa private territories 
and the degree to  which those who hold this view can 
come to behave as if it were true, 3,s one of the mare 
remarkable and unique aspects of tha general process 57( 
which urban man strives to roduee the dangers of his 
environment, 
ft i s  w i t h  &he accpbst t ion  of the third sub-type of 
special information, intimate dnEonmat%on, that &he 
alteration of the setting from a publie to a. semi-private 
locale reaches its fruition, The ]possessor of intimate 
bnCormatfon is the resfdent, H e  gains  t h i s  information, 
as does the patron, through regular usage? but unlike 
the patron, he reinafns in the setling, on m o s t  occasions, 
His h~dled lge  of the physical features of the 
setting is detailed? not only w i t h  regard. to available 
faeilitles, but bm terns of ebb and flow of usage as 
th  
well, The rssideaP: nok only knows where evening is 
"A 
located witkfn the sett ing,  he alao knows when  the 
setting will be full, when empty 7 when certa in  frsellities 
wdPl b moat in demand, vhen ignored, 
fa addition, he is fully aware of a l l  other users 
of the se t t ing ,  and is able to place each user into one 
of ~ O U P  eategoriess newcomer, m s k s m e r ,  patron, OF 
Eellow restdent, 
What truly distinguishes the restdent Prom the 
customer or patron, hoxA:.$ver, is not tkat h i s  intimate 
infonnatioa gives him cpecial advantage in Pegbtlmate 
usage of the settlng, , Hi1 fs distinguished ralher by the 
zxtent to which this %rar"orntation makcsr it ,mssible for 
nLm to use the setting f o r  his own purposes (Lee,,  to 
mis-use it). This Ps an extent undreamed of by any of 
the less :;nowE&geabla t y p s ,  
The process of.akteration frm public to semi- 
p ~ i ~ a t t i  s e t t ing  is p ~ h a r i . l y  a process by w h i c ~ ~  the 
possibikit&es ?or mis-use are grad?-lally rnaxinized, Arid 
as such, .the:extent to which a public setting is mis- 
used by an Indkvidual or group of Sndividuals, represents 
the degree to w h i c h  such individuals or groups have 
successfully reduced t M  dangers of that s e t t i n g  so that 
they feel free to utilize it much as they wculld a private 
place. 
Beyond discussion in this chapter, we will not b 
concerned w i t h  residents or patrons, By acquhrimg 
information suff9eient to qualify for efther of these 
informal roles (parkhcularEy the Pomer), these types 
no longer need additional techiques for neutralezing t h e  
dangers la the setting,  By reason of pssesshon of 
d e k a i l d  bmfomatiaa, they create a setting already 
free of such dangers. 
Ho%~eves, the amount of i n f o m e f o n  requisite for 
qualffieatlan a e  patrow or resident 1s aufflcienely large 
and requfres a suff ic ient  iovesement of time as to 
preclude any individual Zrm qualifying for these roles 
in more L ' m  a few public ss t t ings ,  Thus, tJkaile 
an individual may be a newemex or a custmer in a large 
number of places, he can bs a patron or resident in only 
a few, Whenever his roads takg klm out of such grckectsd 
envlisromoats he 2s onee again s-&gee% to the same dangers 
as these faced by his fellow urbanites and must possess 
the same skills as do they far neukralizing dangers, 
FOP these reasons, the L e e h i q u e s  to be discussed Pralmv 
continue to be of majda Mpextanee to urban dwellers, 
even if they are able to dispense w i t h  t h e m  fa a few 
special settings,  
Neverthelses, because the resident, in particular, 
has achisvd a mode o f e a l i n g  w i t h  s part of his urban 
environment that is remarkable in Pta  protective capcitPes, 
he diesems to be looked at more closely '&fore we take 
up the strategies and tactics of newcomers and customers. 
. Public setting residents are of two t y p s s  m~loyees ,  
those who possess 5wtPmate infomakion and the ability to 
use i k  for private purposes because of their employme~e 
in the setlingy and onizers, those who possess fntimate 
information and thus the abElity to use it for private 
purposes by reason of vollu~31LasSly epelrrding a good deal 
of time in the setting, 
Residents are dram from the ranks of ne%~comk?rs, 
sustmers a d  WtPOEiSe TMre are multlple routes leading 
to attainment of resident eatus,  A newcomer nay beeme 
a resident s9mply by gaining employment i n  a public se t t f~g ,  
or he m y  move gradually E r a  newcaner to customer to 
patron &a resident-colonizer, The following example 
illustrates thf s route, 
A man in his mid-foreies operaked a sign painting 
business next door to 2 bar, Shertly after 
establishPaq the business, he began to stop 
by the Bar occasiorally for a beforedinner  
drfnk, S s m ,  it &came a regular stopping place 
after the day" work, Then, gradually, he 
began dropping J?r; earP3.e~ and earlier in the 
day, Eventually he was to be found there rntrch 
a£ the time, Cuemers of the s5gn psia t inq 
shop gradually coning t ; r r  the bar, rather 
than to h i s  sttop in order to find h9m: and he 
often seeehved h s i w e s a  cal's on the bar 
phone. Although a fairly heavy drinker, he was 
not an alcoholic and dur i~ .g  long period8 in 
eha k G t ~ ,  he would &8 I30 p ~ ~ h Z i s @ ,  Mi8 
presence for long stretches of tine was in 
no way connected w i t h  the barns primary 
purpose, that of selling drinks, 
One Fntsrastinq, and not wr~~mmon, route is that 
which leads from newcomer to customer to patron to 
resident-employee. Thus, one Phnds instances in which 
a young woman attafns the role of tavern barmaid 
after she and her husband establish dhem~elves as patsons 
of the tavern through their regular usage. 
in some caaes, the route from cuseamez to resSdent 
colormBaer may be direct, as when an iprdividual after only 
minimal contact w i t h  a setting, decides to s p n d  a large 
part of h i s  time there, Am in teres t ing  example of th i s  
route 9s the case of the young m n  at a -11 m i d - w e s t e m  
college who, laclcjtng auff Betent funds to pay dormitory 
fees, decided to live for a semester in tha wooded park 
which adjo%nad and was omea by the college. Prfor to 
this t i m a ,  he had visited the park- few occasions, 
but having made h i s  deefsior?, he b g a n  at once to sleep, 
study and entertain friends in Afs new m e .  
A l l  raskdeaes exhibif, to a greater or lesser degree, 
three characteria%lcs, all of which demonstrate ths 
extent to which thsy view the settiag as a private, or 
at %ease semi-private place, 
F i e s t @  as already noted, they tend to uae the 
s e t t i n g ,  to a great extent, for theArt a w ~ s  prfvabe purposes 
i 
rather than confinSng thamsslves to the uoe for which 
the setting is peimsrily designed. Thie i a o  of course. the 
his 
prbmary characteristic of the resident and %t f s ability 
A 
to so use the settPng which transforms it from a wlic 
to a semi-private place. 
Second, they tend to indulge i n  w h a t  Enring ~offn&n 
has called backstage language of behaviorsa 
Throughout Western society them tends to be one 
informal or backstage language of behavior, a ~ d  
another language of behavior for occaaims when a 
.pgrEs~mance is bekng presented, The backstage 
language consists of recipmcsll first-naming, 
eaaperatf-ve decision-making, profanity, o p n  
sexual P ~ P ~ G ,  01 asOraee grlppAng, making, rough 
iafo~ntial dress, asloppya sitting and s t a n d i ~ g  
poetuse, use of dialect or sub-standard speech, 
mmbkfng and ebuting, playful aggresaivhty and 
nkiddisgH, dneasrsideratene~s for the other in 
minor but Ipaeential%y spbolfe acts, minor 
physical self-davolvcmenta such as hmrning, 
whistling, hewing, nn%bbl%ng, belching and 
flatulence, 53 
Third, they tend to hold a~ attftudo of proprietary 
rtghts toward the settingc sfmilar to that  which an 
individual m i g h t  lmve toward h i s  hane, 
Phethas om, two, or a l l  $Wee of these eharacteristica 
are exhibited l o  a greater or leseer degree, depends on a 
n m b r  of additional fackorr~, These include such matters 
as whether %he residene is an employes ora colonizer? 
whather he beccmes a resfdene entirely on his own, or a8 
characteristic depends updn the suppart or tacit  approval 
Some of? the ways In +rhich these factors a%fe& exhibstion 
will be noted as each characteri&ic is df srussed in turn, 
There la nothing startling in the  aaeertioa that 
employees c t i l i z e  their places of employment for private 
purposes--whether that place of employment happsns to 
be a public s.ettiag or nots Work places are cornmanly 
.* . .- 
locales in which romances blom and friendships form: 
in which trouble8 are adred a ~ d  counsel is given, and in 
which personal letters are written and personal phone 
calls are received. The extent to which any place of 
employment may be used for such purposes varbes, of course, 
dependfng upon the type of work site, attitude of employer, 
amount of slack time, etc, One thing is clear, howevero 
Employees in public se t t ings  (the only work site of concern 
here) are considerably more reserieted in their pursuit 
of private purposes t'mn are calonfzeos. The young woman 
stationed In an airport terminal insurance booth may be 
able to devote herself to knieting or saciolizing w i t h  the 
guard duri~g slack periods, but wllen customers are 
numsrous, shz must switch h ~ r  devotion to work require- 
ments or risk foslng her job. The manager of a bus d e p t  
may spend a good deal of his day drinking coffee with 
accquaintances, but he fa expected to spend sufficient time 
at work to keep the depot running at at %east a minhal 
level of efficiency, 
In contrast, resident cofonizers are, by definition, 
devoting the  major porkdon of their t i m e  in the setting 
to the pursuit of private purposes, Some bus depot.8, for 
example, have been colonized by aged pensioners and skid 
POW males who use them as second homes, arriving early 
in the morning, coming and going throughout the day, leaving 
only  at wight, Within tkosre settings they meet and vis i t  
with their fellow residents (employees and cobonizers), read 
their papers, make plans for outings, Friends and relatives 
way UcaLl rmB them hers, as in the ease of an aged 
/ 
gentleman whose equally aged ffancee came to see A i m  one 
afternoon to discuse their impending marriage and social 
security difffcultles. Or, as in the ease of another 
aged gc!ntleman, meeting his daughter one noon for a brmm 
bag lunch. 
Colonization of this sort, of course, would be 
impossible without the at least Lacit e o n s e t  of employees 
or whoever else might have responsibility for the setting. 
One has only to view a group of pensioners .Loiterinq all 
day under a sign whteh reads, flLai&ering Prohibited-- 
Violators >?$I1 Be Proseeutedtl, to understand that this is 
the case, 
Other types of eolonizatbon are equally de,pndant upon 
the tacit  opproval of others, Bars which serve 2s 
homosexual meeting places could not do so for lonc, if the 
managers wished otherwise, 24 A laundromat, situate4 close 
to a university campus,curald not serve a9 a substitute 
"coffee houseu for male suudents without at Peaet 
a grudging willingness on t h e  part of the meter, 
The neeessgtv far ehls eaeie approval is most 
clearly seen i n  cases where having once been granted, it 
is withdrawn, or where having never bsen granted, the 
colonization is soon h a l t , d o  
One example of the former situation fa the following, 
A mall park, located jus t  off the business section of a 
midwestem c%ty had been usedl for years by skid row 
aPcoholies as a combined meetPng place, hotel, restaurant 
and bar. However,  after several citizens eomplai~ed of 
t h e  cpectaele thus created, pollee saw to it that the 
park was clear& of its residents, 
In eases where approval has never been granted, 
discovery of the colonization often leads to its elimination, 
Thus, for example, when it came to the attention of 
officials in another midwestern area that certain highway 
rest stops were being used as hamasexual meeting places, 
measures were fmmedfately taken to bri~g such U m l ~ - ~ ~ e U  to 
a halt, 25 
Continuing co%onbzatlon 2 possible without the 
t a c i t  consent of those responsible for the sett ing,  but 
in such eases, eanof huge becomes essential, Hcdever, it 
seems unlfkea:~ khat any large numbers of persons can 
successfully colonize without teeit appsoal. (Cef i a in ly  
unapproved co%onizers may be part of a group and learn 
the %gays of eolonizatfm through the group? but if the;) 
are to ba successful, they cannot appear i n  the setting 
with large nm.Mrs of thzfs felhows,) Caoflauged 
colonfzation also greatly restrFets the exhibition of 
the other chara&eristlcs of rssfde.nks, particularly 
hckstaqe Panquaqe, 
In  a del ightful  book, subways Are For Sleepirnq, 
W m w d  G, Love tells of the numerous uses to which publie 
settings are put by parsons who live in New York without 
money, The book 1s replete w i t h  examples of the necessity 
for eamor"1auge if such persons are to Be successful, 
Witness the foblowing excerpts, 
I knew of e%?o men w h o  have kme~ llivlny i n  Gra~d 
Central station for almost ten years, They have 
learned to vary their routine enough to maintain 
the anonymity necessary for such a proje&026 
Shelby says that it is  always advisable to carry 
something wh@n sleeping in a lobby, House officers 
are apt to reepeet a m a ~ O s  privacy if he has 
an umbrella or brief caee lying i n  h i s  lap.27 
A f t e r  seven-thirty in the evening, in order to read 
a book in Grand Central or Penn Station, a person 
e i L h e r  has to wear horn-rimed glasses or look 
exceptionally prosperous. Anyone else is ape to 
come under surveil2ance, On the other hand, news- 
paper readers never seem to at t ract  aktentfon and 
even the  seediest vagrant can sit in Grand Central 
a l l  night without being molested if he 
continues to read. a paper,28 
men in his condieton [penniless] who vist t  
the Public Ltbrary go to the reading rooms. 
Either they 'nave never heard of the micro- 
f i l m  rom or they underestimate Its possibil- 
ities, Consequently, the attendants there 
have never m e t  a real vagrant. face to face, 
They assume that anyme who has heard of 
microfilm and wishes to use it is i n  search 
of learning. They check the film out Lo the 
applicant and never follow up. t~:osemer(, the 
aceomodathons are very comfortable. The 
room is w a r n ,  and eke upright filPn4bsplay 
stands give a man an exeellent plaee to rest 
h i s  head,29 
IR each of these enstanees, tha individual, lacking 
the tac i t  approval of those in charge, was required to 
act i n  such a way as to suggest that his use of the 
s e t t i n g  was a legitimate one--he was required to act, 
in effect, as if he were an a public place, 
In contrast, colonizers B l e s s e d  w i t h  approval 
' . need be prepared for no such perfomances. They are 
free, rather, to behave (at least within limits) ae  if 
t h ~ y  were in tha privacy of their mrn homes, 
Thus, some pensioners fn bus depots make no pretense 
of being there to take a bus, They carry nothing to 
suggest that they might be travelling and move a b u t  
the depot in an easy-going, unhurried v?ay, No m e  
watching could possibly assume their prssence was in 
any way related to the hurry-up msiness of travel, 
They make no b n e s  about the fact t ha t  they know one 
another, often hailing each other by first name across 
the r m .  When a pensioner sits d m  to take a nap, he 
does so  purposefully, settling himself as comfortably 
as possible, making no attempt to suggest that the 
result ing nap 2s accidental, 
T h e i r  dress 38 casual, often sloppy, usually wrinkled, 
although most generally clean, A E m  do arffeck,a suit 
and tie, smeLdrnes even a hat, but the varbous items of 
apparel seldom match, and no one would be likely Lo 
take them for travellfng businessmen, 
of course, such backstage language is limited, 
The residant colonizer may relax kLa behavior a good deal, 
But the fa& remains, he - is in a publ2c place and if he 
is to retain approval for his ~olonizatfon~ such relaxation 
m u ~ t  be eontroll&. Thus, while a pensfo~er may feel 
sufffciently at ease in the setting to wait until after 
leaving the reat roorn to finish zipping h i s  trousers? 
he i s  well advised to make certain such casualness , 
results An no we~p6sweMo And while he may have no 
c ~ l m p 9 l w c t i s ~  about relieving a genital i tch while seated 
in the midst  of the waitdngl  area, he m u s t  make a least 
a passing efPoPe aL m e s i n g  such act%on with his free 
hand, 
Employees, tco, are restricted in the extent to 
wklch they may d%splay backstage language, Should the 
setting be dominated by sympathetic and supportive patrons 
and residermts, %he restrf.etions may be minimal, A young 
barmaid may, if the se t t ing  is filled w i t h  psople she 
kPle4s well, lounge behind the counter, freely discuss 
her sex life,-even loudly ask a patron or resident t o  
take over while spa goes to the rest room, But should 
a newcomer or customer appear, ch9 will be constrained to 
present herself in a mor~ business-like manner, A depot 
manager, in shirt sleeves with t fe  askew, may sit with h i s  
Pest on the desk of his gless paneled office as long as 
the depot contains no one who will take offense, B u t  
when a business associate is due for an appointment, he 
will sit up, put on his jacket, straighten h i s  tie, and 
generally prepare to show himself .i.aa.moee professfo~al 
light. 
Just as there is great variation in the extent to 
which residents m y  mis-use a public setting or indulge 
fn backstage Imguage, so, too, there is great variation 
in the extent arid type of proprietary riqhts or attitudes 
which m y  be displayed, 
Camoflauged colonizers, such as the vagrants described 
by Love, are greatly restricted in thfs regard, Since 
they are preeent without approval in the first place, 
it ill behoot9es them to call attenelon to themselves 
by acting as BZ the settiag were their own. 
Propri e t o q  attitudes mmg apprwed residents take 
a vetpiety of forms,, Hatting the hostt1 being the mildest 
and most common, Among resident employees, of course, 
this is nag only t o l ~ s a l e d  but expected, Such tasks as 
giving directions and offering assistance are part of 
the empEoyeeOs job, But n a e t i ~ g  the hosen is  not 
r@ntrie$ed to empPoyees, cofonfzess carmnonly t a b  on such 
a role, Among bus depot ~ n s i o n e r s ,  the host attituda 
displays itself as a w i l l i n p e s s ,  even eagerness, to 
assist confused travelers, as the follawing incident 
will illustrate, 
A young man ie seat& at a b n c h  near the front 
of the depot. Nearby, a raincoated pensioner, 
who haa been in t h i s  location most of the 
morning, 1s reading his paper. An unintelligible 
announcement cornea over the loudspeaker. The 
voung man rises as if to leave, then hesitates, 
uncertain. FIe turns to the pensioners, asks 
for clariPlcation as tc the annolmcement. 
The pensioner replies that the KaZmazoo, 
not the Flint bus was called. He asks the 
y o u ~ g  man what tiv h i s  bus was supposed to 
leave, The reply is 110 15. The pensioner 
nods, puts d m  his paper, pulls out a 
s c ~ u l e  and looks at it. Then he 5nfoms 
the young m a n  that 3mtk Greyhound and 
Short Ldne have changed their schedules 
wfthPn tha l a s t  few days and as a result, 
everythfng l a  very m f u s d .  He sugc~eaes 
being patient, assuring him that: the Flint 
bu.s will be alortg soon. 
The sahedule which the pensioner consulted was only one 
among m a n y  carried in his pocket. Eater, after the young 
m n  had departed, he pulled out the ontf re stack and 
began going over t h e m  one by one with great concentration, 
The adequate host, apparently, must have his information 
straight- 
A somewIme stronger propr%eto~\~ attitude has to do 
w i t h  the reside~t~s trsa4m13nL of property itms found 
in the ~etti~9ga Pensioners, for sxmple, elatrn any news- 
pap3r nok in @he hantis of another ae  thefr own, and having 
read it, take the owner" progative of passing it on to 
someone else, T M  oft-noted propensiky sf employees to 
~lteaP from their laark places mav have less to do w d t h  
Ubureaucratie distanceu than w B t h  a strong sense of 
But the strongest 8xwres~ion of proprietary rights 
fnvohvee an attempt to restrict access to the setting, 
Suck attempts as@ rarely totally successfut,~when they are, 
the settifig ceases to ba a publie place and b~cames a 
private club, 
In nost s i t u a t i a ~ , ~ ,  any attempts at restriction 
are reeisted by those in charge of the mtting. Thus 
aircraft maintenance crews may feel they have a claim 
to certain tables in the airport cafeteria, but were 
they to i n s f s k  that customers fteaked at the tablee move 
elsewhere, management sme'cbons would be speedily 
applied, A t t e m p t s  by adalesc%nt gangs to stake out 
certain sereeta as "turf" and then control traffic 
flaw withtn the area, are met with strong d i s a p p r ~ ~ l  
and r~s%slanea by city authorkeiss, Hevert~heleas, 
a 
sueh attempt@ may, PorAwhile, be successful, partbeularly 
if t'ne gang is larye, No meh even short tern success 
could Bts expeczed by a lone colonizer, He can too 
easily Im uve~came by a superior force. 
However, with the suppore, or at least neutrality, 
of those in charge, colonizers may display their 
proprietary rights to such an extent that the sett ing 
can be said to be public only in the m o s t  technical 
In her work OBI. hosexual bars, Shemi Cawin has 
described one suck lacale, 
Inasmuch as the Hangout is defined first: 
as a public drinking plaee and only 
alternatively as a hame territory for 
homosexuals, elas degree to tkich the i n n -  
sion of outsiders can be curtailed by the 
indigenous population is limited, The 
irnteresk of t h  aimes in maintaining the 
bar as a profitabie business establiskwle~t 
tends to set the limits on the degree Lo 
which the bar em be converted into a 
private territoryc In this sense, then, 
no outsfder can be forceably removed from tho 
area unless he can be categorized as a publie 
nuisance, But on thz part of the indigenous 
population, the dif  fersnce bettteen legdtimate 
cuetoners and public nuisances is often vague 
and fn general almost a l l  outsiders are 
classified somewhere in between ,  a8 objects 
which can be officially treated in improper 
ways. 30 
The i~digenous population of the Hangout defended its 
territory by Nbending, abridging and breaking the 
interaction rules of polite socf etye8131 Any stranger 
entering the bar became the focus af attention, the 
objeet of public eomuent, the butt of repeated jokes, 
His masculinity was questioned, his female campanfan 
(if any) was insulted, Whfle auch.debensfve measures 
did no& completely restrict outsider access (which would 
n o t  have been tolerated by the owner), it most certainly 
did succeed in l1mPting access. Having undergone such 
an experience on owe occas%on, many persons simply 
chose never to return, 
A final a ~ d  mare general aspect of proprietary 
attitudes in p~blie places may new be stated, To the 
extent that such attitudes are held by a sufficiently 
large numbar in m y  given setting and to the extent that 
they do not preclude hospdeality to outsiders, thay 
may be highly functional for the maintenance of public 
safety and order in that setting, A s  Jane Jacobs has 
m i n t e d  out, if c i t y  sjldlet~alks are to be safe places 
. . . there should be, in the brains behind 
the eves on the streat, an almost unconsefous 
assurnptio~ of general street support when the 
chips are downc 32 
The resident is, after all, on his home ground and 
the in tegr i ty  of a manos h e  must not bs violated. A s  
such, it s e e m s  unlikely that, given the assurance of 
support from his fellow residents,  he would simply 
stand and watch as a girl is raped, or as was recently 
reported. as e men is robbed and stabbedO3' 
Sue let us not be too harsh on those who only watch, 
The res ident  can afford to become involved, for having 
neutralized the dangers of the setting through the 
acquisition of intimate knowledge, he need not be 
can ti nu all:^ concer~ed with proper presentation. For the 
newcomer as customer, however, as s h a l l  become very 
clear below, presentation is the 0~ergidf~g concern--far 
more important than any moral mandate to help oneos 
neighbar. For most persans in public setting: the 
4 
prtmaoy objective fs to avoid, at  all cost, appearing 
the fool, T o  offer aasistanee to strangera, to charge 
in vhere a n g e l s  fear to tread, is to open oneself up 
to possible rebuke. ridicule and humil ic t inq  failure 
(including the ultimate hmfliatfon--death), To 
understand that the urban setting is a battle ground 
where man fights to protect hfs fragile self E r m  
destructufon, 2s to gain some understanding of why he 
may .no& wish to *get involvedom 
I ~ f o m a t f o n  A b o u t  Persons in Publie Settinas 
The primary eoneern cf t h i s  study i s  with the 
strategies and tactics of those persons who may be 
considered newcomers or customers, While the patron 
or resident may have 4 1 i n s % d e ~ u  knowledge of persons 
in a small ~umbaf of public settings,, he is in a no 
better informational position than any other newcomer 
or custmor i n  m o s t  of the public s e t t i n g s  into which h i s  
r o u ~ d a  bring h i m .  Therefore, in discussing the third 
type of i n t e l l i g e n c e  Infomation,  that regarding persons 
i n  public places, w e  s h a l l  be focusing on information 
gained through means other t h a n  personal aequaimt=ar.ee, 
We are not c a n e e n d  with infamation based on 
expectations as to %rho will b p m s e n t  i n  a given setting, 
oince such informatioa is  a part of general intelligence 
about the setting itself, The focus is rather on 
f n f o m t i o n  possessed by the fndividual prior to h i s  
infomatiom i n t o  a gltven setting which gives hiin a 
baala for making s p c P P i c  judgmeate abut, and determining 
tactics in relation to, the persons who surround h i m  
once he is  actually i n  eke setting, 
T h i s  information 1s of t w o  kinds, One has to do 
with knowledge of what Ray Birdwhistell calls the 
language of body motion, T h i s  information is part 
of each indivFdual0s culkuraP heritage? with it he i s  
able to determine the meaning of the thousands of 
minute, complex and interrelated -jestures which humans 
34 
employ in their non-verbal communication with one another, 
Of course,, gfven the soclax and mlewal heterogeneity of 
the u b m  setting, much of his interpretation m y  be 
incorrect, Hevertl1e1ess, it is ee-ainly a part of 
the e q u l p e n t  which urban man uses i n  making judgments 
a b u t  others and thus guiding his o-m behavior. 
This t y p s  of in fomat ion  wBP1 not be of major 
coneern here because it is not unique to, or even of 
greatest b_mportance in, the urban publie setting, It 
Is rather, an irnprkant form of communication i n  all 
types of human interaction--just as much between mother 
and c h i l d  as hetween stranger and stranger (perha~s more 
so since accurate judgments based on t h i s  kind of infor- 
mation probably require a fairly int-te knowledge 
of the  person makfng the communication), Edward To 
Hall provides us w i t h  a nice example of its use in one 
of the most intimate of- ~elationshigs~ 
When a husband comes h e  from the office, takes  
off his hat, hangs up hfs  coat and says aHIY to 
his tslfe, the way in which he says aHin, re- 
enforced by the wanner in w h i c h  he sheds his 
overcoat, summarizes his feelings about the way 
things wen& at the office, If hls wife wants 
the details she may have to listen for awhile, 
yet she grasps in an instant the sfgnifieant 
massage for her:, namely, what  kind of an 
evening t h e y  are going to spend and how ska is 
going to have to cope w i t h  it.35 
The second, andl from the standlpofnt of m o d e r n  man 
in the urban setting, mre unique type of knmPedge 
has to do with the meanings assigned to bod-- presentations--= 
Items of clothing, Wyl$ng of hair, grooroinq, etc, Just 
a s  soEdiera in battle wear unifoms to a s s i s t  them in 
ident i fy ing  each other and the enemy, so too, doas 
modern  man employ various body presentations to identify 
himself to the enemv and to identgfv the enemy to himself, 
A knowledge of the culturally assigned meanings of 
various bdi" preskntaeiosls ie an essential  part of the 
intelligence frnformation used by man in his everyday 
task of self-defense, 
As developed in Chapter I, large urban settings 
present a preponderance of occasions to see rather than 
hear people, Most of the persons who surround US are 
total serangers, w e  have no basis for making judgments 
a b u t  them except the i n foma t ion  gzeaned ehrauqh our 
e y e s ,  If w e  are to h o w  haw to conduct ourselves with 
safetv i n  their presence, then we must be able to nake 
some assumptions about them based on what we their 
elathinq, grooming, haf r style, stc,--based, in short, 
on body presentation, 36 
Infomation regarding people in publie settings may 
be dPvfded into t w o  types: qeneral, or knowledge of 
the weby in wheeh social status, rank, class, ete. are 
cmtani eated through overall body presentation 7 and 
special, or knowledge of the way hn which specific 
occupational roles are communicated through squally 
speciffc body presentations, As with public settFng 
intellige~es, spsehal information is considerably more 
complete and less subject to error than is general 
- inf  omat ion, 
General Infamation. One 00 the ways in which w e  
provPde ourselws w i t h  same basts for predlicting the 
behavior of others, thus lessening their potential 
threat, 5s by placing them in categories such as age, 
sex and class, If we know the other, in%srmallon as 
a basfa for ca'degorbzatfon may be gleaned through 
interaction, If we do not know the other, as with the 
stranger ba the publie setting, then our categorization 
depends on inference from sets of v%sual CU~S, 37 As 
J o b  Loflend and R o b e r t  Legatme have pointed out: 
In the urlmn setting the objective social class 
ranka of actors have law visibility, In lieu of' 
viewing the actual ranks whichdetermi ne an 
actorg,s social class, symbolic means of cammun- 
icaeing social class occupancy develop, These 
social class oym'bols select for a given actor the 
social class that is to be imputed to another 
actor, 3 8  
The referenee he~s is on ly  to cues utilized in 
Bmputiwg social class, but such cues are also'used in 
delem%wg, a% Beaet to a degree, age and sex, Because 
of the great varSat%sn among ind%v%duala Bw physiological 
s8qns of age; dress skyEe, hair ~ t y % e ,  etc, are prab3ly 
utf%iz& a g o 4  deal more than is usually asswed in 
placing persons into age cakegsr%ss, And becauee cloth- 
ing  cmess those parts sf the body ahieh most mmlleteskably 
Bdsnt%fy sex,  M y  presentakian is an important deter- 
minant. of the imputation of maleness or femaleness. 39 
~ n f o ~ g l l a t f o ~  about the meaning of overall body  
presentation derives from a vgarlat~~ of sources: previous 
experience with persons of knmm ageo sex and class, 
detailed portrayals of various categories of persons in 
the mass modfa, and sametimes, the more detafled des- 
criptions 09 seko%ars, 
f will mot here catalogue the multitude of at tr i -  
butes which $0 to make up body presentation or ko point 
separately or in comb%w~it90n with ether attributes, This 
R 3 a kds-k_%l. w?-pI@x maetes an4 one n@. easily smmaniaed, 40 
( . ' t . c .  , 4c c-?x&;tipIe 6," k kc: f i$ . l i ; .G~ \; , aktgbbu%et; wnieh ?n,9q~r+. h..; 
cntafc4gu~d0 am3 t . k ~  s.:iianfwger which mav zmp~ated to &hem 
will suffie~, The Iol%m%ag 8 8  a Pdse of Pour t : f x ~ s  
of male psesentat%ss s t y l e s ,  mrrent. in the %ate Z B E t P e s ,  
whitefa was utf IPzed by mfland sad Iiejeune in a study of 
Aleohelhea Assaymsus, 
I .  Upper middle and Upper Class: w e l l  c~roomed, clean, 
latest style clothes (especiallv suits and ties),  
suldued &lored clothes jhich ape neatly pressed; 
of g a d  quallty,  R O ~  worn and are of matching 
colors (using as criteria the present menos 
fashion advertFsanenta), 
IS, ~awer-~idd%e C l a s s g  less w e l l  groaned, clean 
wearing suits and ties but of outdated style,  
colors not so su'bdued, clothes showing some 
wear, fair to poor quaffky, less well pressed, 
articles of rclashingw colors, 
I Workinq Classo not so well groaned, clean wash 
trousers, no sudL eaat (a waist jacket usually) 
no ties, nclsshi~gm colors, 
IV, Derelects paorly groaned, dff iy ,  d i * ~  wash 
pants, suit coat (usually out of style, worn, 
mpsesssd, dirt-9) ,41 
special fnfomation.  plowl ledge of the way in which 
specific oceu-patianal roles are casrmunicated though 
equally specific body presentz&ion is referred to here 
.b 
as special information regarding people in public settings, 
That i a ,  sp@cial iafo~lslatfon constitutes a knowledge of 
uniforms and the occupaefonal roles which they designate. 
Znteresting enough, m o d e r n  urban man, despite  his greater 
need for special identification cues, probably has less 
special information available to him than did his ancestors, 
Large numbers of todayas occupational roles require no 
spee%fic uniform and the urban dtt~eller is often hard 
pressed to tell a sales clerk from a customer, a Patparer 
from a ~ l i e n t . 4 ~  
Whera specialized unfoms are used, hawever, they 
are of great assistance, With only a gla9ic0, the 
individual can ascertain the exact standing of the 
 uniform^ other (for occupational role also  designates 
class and status) and can determine preciselv how 
he should behave should contact with the other become 
Identkfieation of non-unlfomed ~ ~ P S O R S  is much 
trickier and much mare Piable to error. such iden- 
ePflcation requfrea eloser attentfo~1, there is a 
necessity to take note of a larger n m b r  of attributes, 
Contact, should it ba necessary, i s  riskier,  requiring 
the inb%vidual to open himself up for fnteraaion with 
a ptentialfy  thaeatentwg stranger, Uncertain of the 
identity of the  other, he will bg uncertain of the 
approprhatersess of hie own betaevior in rehation to the 
other, Should At prom Znapproprkete, he w h l l  have 
shorn Mrnself to be inadequts, unworthy, or illegitimate 
a ~ d  will face rfdicufe, emPsarrassment or shame, 
Unfforma, ho'uf~v~r, not only reduce the perils of 
contact and limit the amount of infomation required for 
identification, they make It unnecessary to think of the 
other as a person at all, 
To engage meaningfully in eome transactions it 
I s  emugh to know merely Uwhaku the part ies  
are--to kncrw their identities. This would 
seem often to be the case in the anonymous 
transactdons of the masses. A s  Louis Wfgth 
us& La tell his atutlenta in his elaborations 
of tke wmassioem character of urban l ife,  "You  
go to a bootblack to -we your shes shined1 
not to save your soul," The implication is, 
I think, that when we become concerned w i t h  
tha bcK>tblackes racrodle or his larger worth In 
terns of some acE.lemne of value, our relation 
to him w i l l  lose t b i r  anonymouo character. 13 
To knot* for certain that a ~ P S Q ~  is a bcmtblack 
( l ee .  to reeo?nfze the uniform) is to b able to dismiss 
him as being anything else, to eellegate hian to the 
category of non-person, to use Enring Gof frnano s term.44 
Once identif ieation i s  made, contact follm~s a standardized, 
programmed r i tual  and the uniformed person may be 
dfsmissed from awareness, leaving eke individual free to 
take note of and prepare himself POP other potential 
sources of threat in the enviroment, 
The lack of genul~e Himtetac?tionu between the 
individual and uniformed non-pereons Is well Illustrated 
in the common eomplaint of nuns that no one ever looks 
a<: their faees, or in the ability of a miformed 
gay notice, Or even more explicftly, in the following 
A eat may not everywhere Ilook at a king, nor 
does a person of position always look at a 
person of none, I was once a party to a 
practical  joke, the p i n t  of which was to 
see whether a c e r t a i n  lady would sseag~llze 
her own son v3er@ he to attend us, her guests, 
as a valet, she did not, as she never looked 
at hks face,45 
Hawing focused on types of adequate and correct 
fnEomationo let us  consider ame of the difficulties 
created by fneorrect intelligence or mis-infomation. 
TIE PROBLEM OF &?IS-INFOREATION 
However wueh infomation u r h n  man may acquise as a 
basis for guiding himself both strategically a n d ~ t a ~ i e a l l y o  
there is always the possibility that h i s  infomation is 
incorrect, Whether the mia-information concerns coping 
Lechnigues, pa&lfc settings or people i n  public settings, 
the result  is the same. The indivLdua1 act ing on the 
Ws%s of such information must face the serious challenge 
to self whlch his actions elicit. Tn each case, the 
self which he wishes to present i s  disconfirmedo in each 
rase, he is shawn to be leas than he claims:, and fn each 
case he must cape with the Fnevitabte consequence--a 
lowering of self-esteem and the production of anxiety. 
However, in each ease t'ne nature of the challenge is 
smewhat different, 
P4i s-Znformat Aon About  Copdng Techniques 
When the fncsrrect: fnQo&maef~w coneems caging 
techniques (and thus, the co~wemtlona which underlie 
them)  the dndbvidua1° s self as adequate f s ehallenge8, 
Ee demonstrates to all who wieh to see that he does not 
a h o w  the that he cannot play by the =lea,  
that he is domed ta fa i l ,  
The special eharscteriatfe of mks-infomatfan of 
thi s type, and the macon it presents s more profound 
threat thaa ffo othsr types of mis-%nEomation has to 
do with the yreaL dffffeulty involved i n  rectlE'~lng 
the oikuation which it creates. 
Coping techniques are park of the info-mh 
aspacks of culture. The individual who uses t h e m  is 
scaseely aware that he does sor his ability to use them, 
like his ability to walk, is nsecond natureU, And, since 
he is not fully eonaciaus of what Ae is doing, if w h a t  
he is dolEng is wrong, he will have great diffie\a%ty 
pinpointing the source of the trouble, (1nEomation 
a b u t  settings and p p l e ,  oa the other 'nand, is quite 
eonseious, a& should L t  prove incorrect, t b  individual 
t e  in a fairly ~ o d  position to rectify his esror almost 
at on-). He will h o w  that a l l  I s  not well, but he 
wfll not -OW whyo and in a l l  likelihood, M will go on 
to cmpomd the i n i t i a l  error. 
Self-confirmatian from those around him is being 
d e n i d ?  yet Is at a loss to h o w  why and he is thus 
unable to make the requisite changes in his behavior.46 
The resu l t  is confusion, ekaos and the welling up of 
anxiety. 
Fortunately for man O s conkinrued w e 1  1-being, 
the incidence of mis-information about coping techniques 
is probably rare, As b7e have seen, m o s t  persons raised 
in an urban society, receive &he correct infomation about 
these techniques almost as automatically aa they receiwe 
the earreee infomation abut language. The problems 
created by tec'mique mis==info~~~?atisn are most 1bkeLy to 
occur in situations w h e r e  the iaadivldual moves from I 
an urban sett ing in one culture to an ur-ban . sett ing in  
anotbrp  an4 the problems ampas likely to bs most severe 
' 
if the new euleure is radically different from the old, 
This would s e a  to W ,  at Ileast i n  part, w h a t  is involved 
hn the experience of wcul+kure shockm. 
Although cap.mmed with a sftuation that occurs in 
cross-cultural private coatacts -ween acquaintances, 
the fcllcnsing parsage la equally illustrative of the 
kinds of difficulties which may arise SR cross-cultural 
public caa'cacte between strangera, 
In Latin Amesfea the interaction dl-ance l a  
much les8 than it is in the Utnftted States, 
Indeed, people cannot t a l k  cc3mfortably w i t h  
one another unless -they are very close to 
the distance tbt evokes sither s a w 1  or 
kastdle foePings fn the N o r t h  American, The 
result is that whera they move ~1088, w e  
t.7itladraw and back away. A e  a consequence, 
they think w e  are distant or coldo withdogawn 
and unfriendly, We, on the other I w d ,  are 
consLantly aeeusing them of breathing d m  
our ~ecks, crowding us, and spraying our 
. faces. 
-Americas w h o  have spent soma Lime in 
Ia t in  America without learning those space 
considerations mka other adaptations, like 
barricading themselves behind their desks, 
using chairs and t 'mr i te r  tables to keep 
the Lst in  Rmerlcaa at w h a t  16 to us a e m  
fartable distance. The resulPl i s  that the 
L a t i n  American may even climb over the 
obstacles until he has achieved a distance 
at which he can cmfortably t~ t lk ,47  
In situations w h e r e  the mi&-infomation concerns 
pbl fc  settings, the cbllenge is of a diEferent sort? 
adequacy 9s cot shaPlea~ed, rat he^ it is the self as 
workhy which is mder  assti ti an, 
When he ap-re i n  a public se t t ing ,  hagg pre- 
cmcefved and thus prepred Ear it on the h e i s  of 
incorrect intelligence, the individual exposes himself 
LQ the fnvddious duglfes-tion that he fs lees w o r h t y ,  
less desezvtng of regard than he thought h l m s s l f  to be. 
Thus, the unwary traveler, driving into a highway 
rest stop, used as Q meating place for homosexuals, 
dfec~vetrs to his horror that his ~ o n e ~ p t % o n  f himself 
challengd, To the residsrsts, assuning that his me= 
presence I% evidence khst he is one of tkm, he becomes 
f a i r  game for a proposStfon. 
Sf~ilarly, the c a m l l y  dressma woman, believing 
that the raataurmt she is about to enter M s  a "come 
as you aren policy will find, upon entering and noting 
the  formal dresa of a l l  others present, that her con- 
ception of herself as one who U k n ~ s  low to dressn 
(i.s. worthv) is under attack, 
Although the thr-eat to  self 9n such s i tuat ions  is as 
serious as the threat to he whose techniques prove 
incorrect, the former s&tuation need not be prolonged, 
The lnd8vidual is fully eonschous of tha error and may 
rectify it merely by leaving the settbng, 
Pis-information Abo* People in Public S e t t i n g s  
To be possessed of the third typa of mis-fnfor- 
mation, that concerning people in public setkings, 
presents ye t  another kind of ~ h l z e n g e p  in thi8 ease 
it is the ir_divldusl@s self as legitimate which f s 
under attack. 
s he problem arises when t b  individual, possessed 
of incorrect hnfomatian, mSs-identifies someone i n  the 
setting and establishes contact wdth that perso= on 
the basfs of the mis-identity, Thus the presentation 
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style assumeA for the contact proves to be inappropriate, 
In the dfscovery of his  error and ehe auboequent attempt 
to rectify it through alteration of his presentation 
style ,  the individual shcn~s himself to be i n s i n c e ~ a ,  to 
bg lsghonyu, changlinq himself to fit: the occasion-in 
short to  be in possession of an untrustworthy and 
i l l eg i t imate  self, 
The extent to w h i c l ~  mis-identiflcatiorm ie threaten- 
ing to the mis-Pdlentifted as %veal as to tha mis-identifier 
is  varfable, depending upon the nature of the labs1 
whieh has Been mis-applied, Thua, the custoaer mistaken 
for a sales clerk is unliksPy to experience any threat: 
while the wife mistaken for a prostitute w i l l  experience 
a great deal, Pt seems likely that in mst situations, the 
greatest= threat is to he t?ho puesesses the least correct 
fnformation~ and t M s  in nosfi eases is he who mkes the 
mis-ldentificat~on.~~ Armed with e much f irrner grasp 
sf w h a t  is going on, the mls- ident i f id  is in a much 
btter pasition to control Lhe I~teractIon and mafntain 
his self bath fntac9: imd mefureaeened. 
M-is-identification is a common tkreme of Western 
literature, Not surprisingly, sin- the deck Is stacked 
in his favor, it is the nfs-identified who 1s m o s t  
commonly portmy& aa the hsm, His compensation far 
having to undergo contact with one whose self is 
obviouely illegitimate is the pemfsstcm to prolong the 
situation. The villain is slTcpsea to beconre ewer more 
deeply entangled until fl~ally the moment of disclosure 
i~l reached an6 havfng made a "perfect ass of himsebfa, 
the villain eraw9e away 20 lick hfs wounds, 
RegandZess 0% the fact that a1teratSon of presentation 
s t y l e  to E l t  *he audienea is universally practiced in 
social life, denial that meh a situation exists I s  
stoutly  he public eehic is ratbra as 
Professor I3ersry iiiggins tells Eliza in %Fair Lady, 
it doesnot matter how you ereat people, eke fanportant 
thing %a elm& you treat ~vsr.:~on@ the sma,  
The seures of mis-%den19ffcat2on sf persons in 
public ssttlnga is two-fold, The meaning sf body 
Ianqusge may be mPs-fnterpreted ac in the following 
instance (although bra this case there was a dlsli'ozsate 
attern& to promake ths wrong impression), 
. . , m e  of Begeplaes favorite strategies 
5 to gain access to potential converts for 
the mfllenariara sect  of which she was a 
member] was to patronize coffee shops and 
snack bars andl to feign the appearance of 
eke stngle girl lingering long over her 
coffee. By mabash&ly making eye contact 
and acknowledging miless, she invited men 
to i n i t i a t e  access to her. She recognized 
the sexual asemptfane of these contacts 
and consefously sought to expPo5t tl'tem 
for tha GP. she would explain the mbeO s
conduct Lo h i m  in veLled religious terns, 
noting that many people were  seeking for 
smethiw today, The play between her and 
her erstwhile! pafiner t:rpically culminated 
in an invitatio~ to dbner ,  The ambiguity 
of these overtures can perhaps best h 
judged by the occaskoa on which a young 
sat lor  apwared fez Ainnar w i t h  a bottle 
af wine for t w o ,  ofill7 to find a rfes- 
based! meal sot or seven, chaperoned b-J 
s ~0reat-t Pady, 56 
Or, it m y  be body-prcssentati~n whfeh bo the 
source of emfusion, 
The sex of am individual may ba tneorrectly 
fndentified, a not $cm uncommon occurrence since the rise 
of t o h a t  is called wi-ssx, 
The 16-year-old was preparing for a Saturday- 
night date, The first step was a lengthy 
visit to the ha%r stylist for tRs traament~ 
6 1 2 g l r n p 0  e ~ t m  and a delfcaee shapirng of the 
side-swept ba~gs topped off w%th several 
applications of a scened hair spray, Then 
it was back hma to administer cologne, 
Finally, the uniform--high-he- boots, 
twd hip-huggers, ring belt, ruff led bur- 
gsndy shirt  and Liverpool cap, 
Before the process began, the 16-year-old was 
mistak~ably a hfn or a her, B u t  w h t  
finally emerged o~sa a Uni-sex--a peubiar  
new class of teenage androgyny. Uni-sex, . . 
has set off a wave of mistaken-iaentity cases 
amcng parents, teachers, store clerks, waiters, 
 police^^ and, OR oceasbcm, even the &ids 
themselves, . , , But 2h& last word on the 
triumph of UnP-esx cmnes, approprfately, from 
Londm, where It a l l  began, A recent i s sue  of 
Lodon Life, which featured an eight-page 
color spread of males inuvibranP: reti corduroysn 
and females in O g a f  lcloth trouser suitsu, pro- 
claimedOwGirls are looking like boys who look 
like girlseuS1 
More ecmonly, class standing is subject to mls- 
Identification. The increase of mass pra3uction f.n the 
clothing industry and the 'wide distribution of fashio~ 
magazines, makes it quite pcssible far the sales clerk 
in a high fashion salon do appear (at least to the nun- 
expert eye) as ZPneIy clad as her customers, In addition, 
the tendency on? the part of some Bndividuals to 
ad~ess damm, partieuParly for leisure activ%tfes, 
adds to the problem of easy Bdeatffieatfon, 52 Thuso 
a y m g  actor OF sme faze can report &ha& while standing 
in f r o n t  of hks hotel, dress& in h i s  usual leisure 
style, a mode star of men mare fame mf stcok h i m  for 
an autmobiPe joekey and tipped h i m  a quarter to get 
his  car. 
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One final point. Incorrect %ntalligence is m o s t  
often based on general infomation. Special infomation, 
whether of settings or people, is more complete and thus 
more lPkely to bs correct, i.Jh3n it is not correct, thaae 
carrying t'm mbs-infomation Eeel deliberately deceived. 
When special infomakbon about a p a l i e  sett ing proves 
to be fweourect., we mEer to the setting as a 'If rrontu y 
when about a ~ P B O R  in a public setting, w e  refer to an 
*imposterU, In either case, our fragile selves having 
been delibaratsly exposed to &anger by callous othsrs, 
we Eeel severe sanctions are appropriate, 
1. See, for example, Lewis Mumford, The CCltT/ in his tor^, - 
(3- -foH~g MBE.COUeO & Ws~ld ,  1961). 
2 Increasing urbanism fa, of course, a world-wide  
phenmenon although it is m o s t  L - ~ ~ i e a l  of hfghly 
%ndustr%aPized areas, tT~ . i l e  Chf s paper cam claim to 
dlscuss only  coping techniques utP2kzed in the United 
States, the pro3lams created by urhnism for anxiety 
free social lefe m d  the necessity for developing same 
eet of techniques to cope w i t h  them is probably tnsiwsr- 
sal. In any given area, how serious the problems or t P e  
numbers of people a f fec t4  is, of comas, dspndmt 
upon the  extent oE urbanization, 
3. Sliver, Allan T'me De,mnd Ear order in Cfvil 
rrse 
Society" unpublf ah&!, working paper #ll of the Center 
%or Research on Social Organ%zat i~~1 ,  Dep-nt of 
Scrciolog'+~, Unive~sIty e?E Michf gan, p, 12, 
4. Far an ana3ysks of kl:e way in wh$ch eonfrontation - 
with the stigmatized is an assault on the Ame~icanes 
sense sf self, see Eming G o f  fman, Stlma ( E ~ g l e w ~ ~ d l  Cliffs, 
M, Jag Prentfce Sill, Inc, ,  1963), 
5 ,  Soma eoaception of t11e ccnvzations which guide the -
relations bettreen sLrangers in rths United States might 
b gained by a t'muough review sf municipal l a w s  
governing public conduct, iJo colleczkioaz of relevant 
laws is prese~tfy avaiPabSe in printed form, ?G obtain 
one, it would be w e c e B m i r y  to e x m f n e  municipal ardif- 
nmcea of a l l ,  or a major poxtion sf the cities of tks U,S, 
6. Jacobs, Jane, The Death and Life of Great American - 
C i t i e s  ( ~ e w  Yorka Vintage aaoks, 1963), gp, 31-32. 
7 .  Ha11, Edl%rarc% T., ~ h c  silent mnquage ( ~ m ~ n w i c h ,  -
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2 0 .  Waters, fiarry F,, " T b  Disrenehsn&&~ G i r l s  In -
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21. There are e~cceprt%ons, of course. The bars c i t e d  -
in. The LSew York Times IJagezine artide b v e  been definedl 
as quite legieimate for fmalss sans escorts to enter. 
-And 'in, 1958. 5n Waehlngtom, D.C., a city noted f& its 
uneven male-f emale ratio, cerkair! bars . . and restaukants 
were kamm as places t?&?r@ groups of wamejn might go 
without fear sf being "molestedu, Such detailed general 
dnfomathon is not always avai lable ,  hQw@v@r, as the 
following report illustrates. 
Xn 1963-64, in a mid-wsster~b eit;?, a female 
friend and I made It a practice every few 
v~eeks, to treat oulrselves to a dir.ner An one 
or mother of the cityD s my f lne restaurants, 
a l l  of which a160 serves cackeails, We i n i t i a l l y  
chose sites that we knew to Be f reqtkented by 
E a m i l f i e s p  even ~ n r  weekend evenings, *m M e w  that 
children would be present, One partiLmlarly 
fine res?ausant tms avo%ded, hawever, because 
we %?ere aware that ft catered pr-rily to 
eouple~ and buafneos men, We both w a n t e d  to 
go them, but d i 4  not tr'ish eo subject ourselves 
to any ~~nBMrraasing Uincidentcu, The isnue 
was resolved only af ter  Paving c a l l e d  tkz 
manager of She restnurant, t7e w e r e  asauredl that 
u~raecclm~~9ex3 ladies would be m o s t  w r e l c m e  2nd 
the management woul<l sse Lo it that no mtaJ%xd 
inc idents  aemred. The friend and I also, 
on oecaalon, wished to have a cocktail toqetk~r, 
either before or after some sebduled  event, 
where, and at what times tse might safely do so, 
were topics of repeated discussions. 
Tt m a y  97e11 be that  the American fmale Qn the American 
city is required to possess general brzwLedge of public 
settings In Par greater abudmcs than Ls her male counter- 
22. Infomatian about the Pocatlon of reot rcmms f o  - 
particularly helpful ,  As Edward T. Hall has noted8 
The distribut%on of public to%lets in America 
' 
reflects our tendency to deny the ex i s tence  
of urgency even with n a m l  physiological needs, 
I !mad of no other ~ ~ A C Q  in the word w h e r e  
anyone SeavSmg haw or office ie put to perdodie 
torture because great paens have been taken 
to hide the location of rest roams. 'Let 
Americans are the people who judge the advance- 
ment of others by their plumbing, 
LOJ. =.# p. 1383. 
The fact that public rest roome are not readily 
available &R American cities probably leads to the mis-usa 
of thse w h i c h  ate  known abut .  And the tendency to 
mas-use ta%let facilities may account for the apparent 
tendency of buildsrsto locate thorn such that t M y  are 
extremely difficult to find, ~ h i c h  leads, of course, 
to even great mfs-use once their location has been 
slpaeeeta. The ertcsptian to this is the gas station, where  
rest rooms are prominently located and often ada~ertise8. 
Apparently the o n l y  Americans who have to go to the 
bathroom are those fn automobifes. 
Tine Pressntatio~ of Self in 
Evsryday Life (Garden C i t y ,  M. '.To r Doubleday 6 CmFny, 
24. FOP a doecription of one sort of agreement which 
PIlD 
m y  be worked out b e t w e e n  managgment and colonizers see 
enough, this situation was BrougW to the attention of 
officials because the eolonize~rs were b&avfng a e  though 
the rest stops t~ere home territory, Any lane males 
entering the rest stops wepa assumed to be fellow hmo- 
sexuals and were approached as such, The complaint of 
one such mis-ididntified male brought in the police. 
26, Lowe, Whmd G,, Suhyays A r e  For Sleeping ( ~ e w  -fork: - 
The Mew American Library, 19571, p, 7, 
27 Ibid p, 18 o -00 
28  bid,, pp, 20-21, _31 
IbIaeo 23, 
30, ~e eft., pp. 28-25, 
31 Ibid p. 21. _O O '  
32. z o  g . 0  pe 56 ,  
.19 
33, The Detroit F r e e  Press (April 9, 1959). -
The indfvfdual not only possesses infomation about 
the meaning of body maP;fom;s, but uses such motlone in 
h i s  various taeticaf maneuvers, We shall not, however, 
I s  concerndl with the exact meanings asaigned to various 
gestures, This is an extremely cmplesc matter a ~ d  the 
fntrieacles invo3ved are bayon3 the scope of this stucly, 
The interested reader 1s referred to Ray Birdwhistell, 
PntradUCP=io~ to Xinesles [~ashingtcm, DOC,* Department of 
State, FoPelgn Service fnakitute, 19521, See also 
Ye Rueseh and W e  Kees, l?onverbal C o r m m i c a t i o n r  Notea on 
the Visual P e r c e p t i o n  of H u m a n  RelZiti~nE3 (Berkeleyp 
University of California Press, 1956)~ So F e l h a n ,  Mannerisms 
of Speech and Gestures fn Everyday Life (New Yorko 
Kinge s Crown Brese, 1941) ? M e  C r f t c h l e y ,  The Languaqe of 
G e e u r n  (~oundon~ Edward A r n o l d ,  1939)~ and EoT. Hall, 
The Silent Laramage, so c&. 
35. H a l l ,  Edward T, OPO eit., p. 94, - 
36, I do not mean to suggest kkat the ability to judge -
persons on the basis of body presentation I s  unique to 
modern man, Certafnly this ablliey has been present 
throughout history, I w i s h  only to suggest that far 
urban man, such an ability becomes uniquely important. 
37, For a ~ i c s  dfsmasion of the problems of maintaining -
the inteqrity  and reliability of suck cues, see Eming 
GoZfrnan, aSymbols of Class Statuswp Brftish Journal of 
Socfoloqy, Vol, 2 (December, 1651), 294-304. 
38, Lafland, Job  ~ R B  R o b e r t  Lejueme, nInitial Interaction 
.II
of N@wcam%rs in Alcoholfcs Anonymous8 A Field Experement 
i n  Class Symbols and SoeAabizationn, Social Problems, 
Val, 8 ( F a l l ,  1960), 103, 
39, As is nice ly  indicated By the ability of an accasional -
mtran~estitea :"pass, For further evidence, of the 
e*ent to which deteminal lon of sex 5s based on body 
presentation, see the following section on nmis-infor- 
40. For research Is this area, the reader 1s referred 
7 
to John Eofland, Nasemess in Alcoholics Anoaymousg 
A Fie ld  Experherit in C l a s s  Symbolish and Socialization , 
u n p u b l i s ~ d  Pi thesia, ColmbJia University, 19608 and H, H e - F o m  & 
G r e g o r y  P, Stone, nUrbmim, ~noaymity and Status symbolismo, 
AmerBcan Journal of Sociology, VoB, LXII   a arch, 1957), 
504-514. .=. 
41. LofPand h Lepeune, OJ, s., pp, 105-106. - 
- 
42, Many periods of history have k e n  characterlzd by - 
very detailed uniforms c?esfgnating exact occupations, 
[See, for example, C a r l  Kohler, History of Costume 
( ), LeCroix, Paul, Costme 
%dl D r e s s  Durinq the r4!iddle A g e s  and During the 
Renaissance Per iod   ondo dong Chapman & Hall, 1876). ] 
As late as the second half of the 19th Century, occupations 
leti to suffacie~tly distinct: boily prede~eations so as 
to enable the perceptive observer to make accurate 
gueeses asr to occupational standlag based on sight 
alone, Sherlack H o l m e s  very cleverly utilized 
these cPuee to dumfomd kf s ellents and foes by announc- 
ing this acctnpaLionalL identities to them before they 
had a chance, to announce thm.sefvea, As Iiolrnes himself 
often said, the clues are a11 there, one ha8 only to 
perceive them. N o r  was there anything wEhctlonala 
about such abilities. A, Conan D o y l e  endwed hts famouer 
creation with a perce~tiveness which he h i m s e l f  possessed. 
[Seeo Doyle, A, Conan, T l b  Caaplets Sherlock Holmes 
(:Garden City, M, Y, o Doubleday & C O l U W Y ,  IRCe 0 193019 
and Carr, John Dickson, The L i f e  of Sir Arthur Conan 
Dovle ( ~ e w  -fork: Harper, 1949). -
43, Stone, Gregory P, wAppearance and the Se l f f i  in -
Arnold N, itose, ed,, Hmm Behavior and Sacfal Process 
(Bastona Houghton Miff l in  Company, 1962), p, 96, 
44, Goffman, Eming, P r e s e n t a t f o i  
7 
L i f e ,  a el&,, p, 151, -
45, Parsons, E l s f e  C l e w s ,  Pear and Conventionalfty - 
( ~ e w   ork kg G, P, ~utnam's Sons, 1914), p, 55, 
46, In The B i r t h  and Death of Meaning (New Yorkg The 
01.QI 
F r e e  Press of Glsncoe, P962), E r n e s t  aecker has suggested 
that it is just th i s  lack of correct information regarding 
technfques and convaltions (although he is referring to 
the full rmgs of tecbAques and conventions utilized 
in all social relatfonships-not just in those bet wee^ 
strangers) that is a* Lhe core of mental illness, 
parti eularly, scl~izcrphre~ieu, 
- 47, Hall, OJ, s,, p  16a 
48, The situatfon would seem to be reversed if the - 
m i  s-ldsntifier f s a resident or That is, the 
resident or patron always possesses greater infoxmation 
than does the as+pmc;r or newcomer, Should he mis- 
identify m e  of theee, ke still has the protectfon of 
h a n g  om home ground! and the burden of proof is  on the 
other a 
49, Of course, we a l l  alter our prssentatiaa W y l e  ta f i t  -
the occasion, However, we take great pains to keep these 
variola6 styles separate, playing one for this audience, 
another for erne audience, When one style  is viewed 
by more than m e  audience at the same time, t 1 ~  whole 
beautiful fickfon a b u t  the inkegrity and wholeness 
of the self is called into question and 1s seen as just 
that,  a fiction. See Emfag G a f f m a n ,  Presentation of Self 
in &eryday LIP@, gp. G,, on the importance of audience 
segregation, 
50, Lofland, Joh, Doomsday Cult ( E m g 1 w o u d  C l i f f s ,  -
N, ~ , g  ~rentics Hall, Ine., 19661, pa 115, 
51. "Unf -Sexn, N e w s u e e l e  !4acyazbne (~ebruaty 14, 1966), 
...iQI 
p, 59, 
52.  The writer, QR several occasfonss during the course -
of obsetpatim, tma meable to d&emi~e whether a 
given individual was upper-middle or laser-working 
class, In one instance, at the Ann A r b o r  Public Library, 
it was irnpossibl@ to even hazard a guess as to whether 
one of the males present wac an academic or a vagrant. 
CHAPTER 111 
STW-TEGIC 3ZCXSIC?4S 
Strategic decisions have to do with the overall. 
plan for engaging the enemy. Based on information 
available prior to any actual engagement with the 
znerny, strategic deeisi ons covar sueh matters as 
deployment of troops, size aE foree, etc, In this 
chapter, we shall focus om three decisions, all of 
which are important in madern manos battle for survival 
in the urban setting. 
The f irst  dsef sion has to do w i t h  where to engage 
the enemy or the loeation of the 33attle site, The second 
is conce~med wPth w h a t  provisions ta take into battle 
or the matter of materiel. And the thfxd decision deals 
with the question of kamr large a force to use, or the 
cpoua size, Let us consider each of these decisions 
separately. 
Battle S i t ?  
The decision as to where to engage' the enemy is 
always an important one whether for an army seeking Lo 
win a war or for a lone urban dweller seeking to protect 
h i s  fragdle self, The correct choice of battle site can 
spell the difference between success and faflure,  
Ho~~ever,  neither armies nor urban dwellers are 
always free to make sueh decisions, There may be 
constraints  and necessities which take the matter out 
of the relam of choice. The urban dweller m a y  f i n d  it 
necessary in ?he course of his daily round to enter any 
amber of setting which, if the matter w e r e  ent ire ly  
voluntary, he mjtcjht avoid. Thus the airpFlane traveler 
--I 
has no choice but to go to kbe air Lsmfnal t  the delivery 
man is c c n s t r a i n d  ta eater the corner bart the cannmuter 
may be unable to by-pass the subway, 
There is, unfortunately, no data avaflable on the 
conditions under which persons w i l l  or will ROP: e n t e r  
given public settings. No one has ever looked at the 
f a e o o s  which enter into such deeisfons, much less 
attempted to wei lgh  the sfgnificance of one factor over 
another, Any  number of fnterest ing questions wale to 
t 
be explored. To what extent, for example, do a persons 
percept8ons of the "comfortn or lack of it provided by 
wa~ious public setting influence his  decision to enter 
one setting rather t h a n  another: as against t h a  influence 
o.? such other factors as cost or ~onvenience?~ Or, 
to what extent might fear of a public setting averride 
j o L  requirements so that d persons m k g h t  refuse to enter, 
eve!: at the risk of employment Pass? 
'nikile it is not possible to answer such questions, it 
is f=r.~ssllble on the basis of w h a t  has been said in earlier 
chaoters to hazard two p r o ~ s b t i o n s ,  
First, it is suggested that when Paced with a choice 
bciWee~ a setting which is perceived to be threatening 
an.A one ivhich is not, assuming other factors to ba equal, 
t71e indiv idual  w i l l  e'noose the least threatening, Unless  
,:he constrafnts to do otherwise are particularly compelling, 
it sows quite reasonable to aesume that the individual 
v 1 i l 1  avoid any setting in which he anticipates that Fa 
will be made to feel anxious, 
Second, since differentials in the amount of infor- 
r 
mation concerning a g iven  public setting are exkemely 
important in Cems of the extent to which the se t tdng  may 
pose a threat, It is suggested that if the individual 
is campletelv fzee to make a choice between a setting 
on which he has little information and one on which he 
has much inPomatIan (assuming none of the infomatfon is 
such as to encourage avoidance) he will choosa the setting 
about which he k n m s  the most. 
fiateriel 
In mil i tary  garlanee, materiel refers to weapons and 
equipment as differentiated from supplies in. general, 
supplies being consumed, materiel befng equipment that is 
furnished for psmanent use, What i t e m s  a soldter carries 
w i t h  him into battle may ba important determinants of how 
well he fares i n  that battle, The same is true for t'ne 
urban dweller, engaged in the fight to protect: his fragile 
self.  The materiel of the urban dweller is composed of 
t w o  elasses of items3 equipment, or body presentatiamt 
and weapons, or prop8 
-presenQ:ation. As defined i n  chapter 11, a 
personas M y  presentation ineludes such matters as 
clothing, grooming and hair style, These, separately 
and/or in combination, enable others to categorize and 
thus in some sense,  dde~tify the p@rson presenting them. 
Such Fdsntificatian is possible beeause, wfthin limits, 
a society provides guidelines enabling its members to 
asslgn meanings both to the various elements of b d y  
presentation and to the eornbinations of these elements. 
~ h u s ,  on the basis of their M y  presentations, psrsons 
may be placed by others into certain age, sex or class 
categot ies. 
Knowledqe of these socially ~rov%d@d meanings is an 
important element of intelligence for urban man since it 
assists him an rendering hfs enviromient a more predictable 
place. B u t  such knavledge is inportant  for another 
reason, It enables the individual to determine! the best 
possible bocily presentation for himself prior to h i s  
entrance into any given settPng. Urban mawos primary 
task in public settings is to handle himself in such a way 
as to minimize the oettfrscjOs dangers and maximize the  
po~sbbi l i t i l es  for self-confirmatian, Bassd on whatever 
infarmation he possesses about the setting and on h i s  
knowledge of body presentation meanings, he can prepare 
himself so as to increase the po6sibility that  the 
categorizatfons to whfch otllers are ass%gning him are 
the same as those to which he wishes to be assigned. 
For if the fragile self is to be protected and sustained 
there must bs, to use Gregory S&onecs words, "a coincidence 
of placements and annoruleementa,u 
oneas identity is established when others place 
him as  e s o c i a l  object by assigning h i m  the same 
words of identity that he appropriates for himself 
or announces, Tt is in %he eofneideace of pface- 
ments and announcements that identity bcmes a 
meaning of selfO2 
important, then, for the? affec* the c ? m n e s  that iden- 
tities - will be estaBlish~S, t'hat placements and announce- 
merits w i l l  coincide, -
However, the e x t e n t  to which body presen ta t ion  is 
e s s e n t i a l  f o r  t h e  es tabl i shment  of i d e n t i t y  depends OR 
w h a t  else t h e  i n d i v i d u a l  has  a v a i l a b l e  t o  him which might 
do t h e  job just  as w e l l .  
Thus, for example, the n o t  uncommon tendency of same 
i a k e l l e c t u a l s  t o  "dress downU ( t o  assume body presen ta t ions  
i d e n t i f i e d  w i t h  c l a s s e s  lower t h a i  the. one t o  which they  
-long) is p o s s i b l e  because t h e  i n t e l l e c t u a l  possesses  
other means Par e s t a b l i s h i n g  identity which are even more 
effective than b o d y  presentatiore. It does n o t  matter i f  
o t h e r s  mis- ident i fy himy i n  s i t u a t i o n s  where mis-identif-  
i c a t i o n  might prove t h rea ten ing ,  he has o ~ l y  t o  speak, 
demonstrating his vocabulary and p r o n o u n c i a t i o ~  s t y l e ,  
t o  assert h i s  claim to wore self-confirming t reatment .  3 
T i t l e s  are equally u s e f u l  i n  asse*ing am i d e n t i t y  
disclaimed by body p r e s e ~ t a t l o a ,  Thus, a s l o p p i l y  dressed  
academic o u t  shopping m a y  f i n d  himself treated w i t h  dis-  
d a i n  by the store clerks. But di sda in  changes t o  deference 
when, at t h e  t i m e  for payment, they are informed t h a t  t h e  
purchase is to be charged t o  D r ,  , 
And cash ow b a d  l a  perhaps m o s t  useful of a l l ,  as 
the fol lowing report sugges ts ,  
K y  mother and f a t h e r  had j u s t  r e tu rned  from 
E.exica and w e r e  v i s i t i n g  m e  for a few daye. 
On t h e  first evening we decided t o  eat o u t  
and chose one of the c i t y e s  aicer r e s t a u r a n t s ,  
ky f a t h e r  was wearing a tie, but i n  place of 
a s u i t  coat, he wore a cottola weave jacket he 
had j u s t  purchased i n  rtexico for about  $2 ,00 .  
When w e  entered the r e s t a u r a n t ,  the maitre d 8  
greeted u s  suspic ious ly ,  then i ~ f o n n e d  my 
father that he was s o r r y  but  gentlemen were mot 
allowed t o ' e n t e r  wi thout  su i t  coats, Never one 
t o  g i v e  i n  e a s i l y ,  m y  f a t h e r  r e p l i e d  t h a t  
his jacket was a 
good deal nore expensive than  the suits being 
w o r n  by anyone f~ the place, A t  the same time 
he pulled out his  wallet, as though to offer his 
opponent a mall bribe, expasimg as he d8d so a 
rather large number of high denmination bills, 
We w e r e  escorted AR imediately and had no further 
trou51e, 
It is onl:? when the individual has nothing else to 
f a l l  back on that Ixx'f!~ presentation Lakes on particular 
importance. A Negro female, for example, on a bus t r i p  
to the South, here very little at her disposal with Qhich 
to assure herself of the respectful treakment she feels 
she deserves, TO rainy, the very color of her skin will 
immediately categor%ze her ae being of the lonect 
strata, She can counter this only with a b o d y  pressen- 
tation suggestive of s more esteeaed status. .While 
white-middle-class students,, ant lcipating a bus tr ip ,  
take no p i n s  with their appara~ces ,  she regales herself 
with perfeet groomfng, freshly styled hair, atvlish s i l k  
dress, smartly designed hat, freshly pol% shed shoes and 
spotless gloves, 
The tendency of lower-middle and middle class Negroes 
to dress" so that their appearances suggest 
caricatures of middle class presentation ~ t y l e ,  has o f t e ~  
-em not&, To the extent  t*mt this is true, it seems 
likely that it may be due to the Megroos lack of means, 
other than W y  greesntatian, for establishing hid 
identity, 4 
Props, P a r t  of the materiel which urban man brings 
w i t h  him into the battle are h i s  props, Like tire weapons 
of the solider, prop-s are extensions of hlmself which 
C 
he uses to ass l t  him in manewering in the face of the 
Some props, of course, are merely additional 
elements of body presentation, as is the book carried by 
I<lss Clarence in one of shirley Jackson0 s short stories. 
Shw went= into i*lheLanD s and sat at the counter, 
gutt ing her copy of the Villa sr dlob~a on the 
counter next to her pocket --I&-- k and The Charter- 
house of I?ma which she had read enthusiasticall 
up to page fifty and carried now only for effect. 5 
[~talice, added] 
B u t  props may also be used to assfst in tactical 
manewering as well end 22 seems likely that they often 
serve a dual purpose. Niddle class types particularly 
Geem to carry w i t h  them into public settings an mazing 
number of accessory items8 booSes, newepapers, notebooks, 
pens, checkbooks, address books, portfolioes, brief cases, 
nail f i l e a ,  o ld letters, stationery, and great quantities 
of cards. Such ftems are extrmely ueeful in solving 
the taet5cal problem of self management. That  such 
items are quite consciously seen AS sewhg a tactical 
purpcsse and are broug'ht i n t o  the setting for tqmt reason, 
is nicely pointed up In the Psllawfng m m n t s  of a 
young woman aloae in a cf.t.y, 
1 recall t ha t  when etaying in I went 
down to dinner in the dinfr~g room of the hotel 
and-quite eonsc9ously as I remember-=armed 
myself w i t h  a crossword puzzle book so as to 
keep my attentian to myself--to encapsulate 
myself as it were. It seems to me that I have 
done thls often when travelldng alone or 
eating in a restaurant alone, espeefahly when 
eating alone, 
G ~ D  Size 
The third and final strategic decision to be con- 
sidered concerns the question of haw large a force w i l l  
yo into battle, or the matter of the size of the group 
entering a public setting, This l o  an important decision 
91 
for group size has a weak effect oat whether or not 
further manewerinq tach iqtues (eacties) wall be needed 
once the sett ing has hen ewtered, 
IR 3 R Y  given setting, ~ a h e ~  a group is suff i c i e n t f y  
large, there Ls: created for $ha ip,dBvidueLe ~9ho nake Pe 
up a prokeetPv~3 envivo~ment, simlPar ko that enjoyed by 
perone, and eo an even greater degree by res%dents, 
That ber, a s o ~ f f f e 2 e w L l v  large gxoups provides for i t 6  manhers 
a kind of "privaee ters%tarye w h i c h  t h e y  may move 
with 'then Eron setting to setthng,  This ie possible 
because a g r c ~ u p  is (by 4affnitFan) made up of -ps trs~n~  
who b o w  one another wall and who identify with one 
another andl thus reciprocally insure mukual proteetien 
and seZP-cc,afSmation. 
Any need for concezn wZth establishing onsoar iden'eiey 
to stprang~rs is eliminated, Just  as the rural vfllager, 
secure QR his o m  terrhtor~ and surromded by h i s  awn 
people, cares nothing for the good opinions of persons 
in surrounding vilPagsa (and in fact,  magr even view a lam 
of approval on t h e f r  part as indicative of the super- 
iority of his  own group), so too, the memPzers of a gz-ou~ 
fn a public oettiwg m y  bs a.aeoncemed about the 
responses which his behavior may elnicit among strangers 
U 
in the setting, The group itself prwides a l l  the 
reasmu?an@s end suplpart necessary to s t a v ~  off anxiety. 
\?hat eonsk$$utes @suPfleiently largcag, however,, 
will vary depending upen a nm~bek of 6 t h ~ ~  factors such 
as s ize  of othor groups also present, dimensions of the 
se t t ing  s e ~ s l f ,  6P m.oumt of leeday a89m~ed by th? 
Fox e w e m p l e ,  F f  the o t h a ~ s  in the se t t ing  fo r in  z 
group larger t ' h ~ s n  the o~le of which the irtdlviduaP is 
ea mam"m~, his 0s .m vroup K P a y  have little success LD 
shfeldtng him f noin ehe setting0 s dangers, Thus, a group 
05 mklf t a r y  prisoners, hand-cuf E d  tcgethsr in s u b  
groups oE two or three, en-ter an ii&~pr!c tenfiinaS, 
suf 5 e r S ~ g  P P ~ I  acute e&r~%s.mant and hurl l tat ion, 
Haads are lowered, eyes  are avert& f r a ~  sthers 9.n 
the ~stL4wg, faces are pls and stmined,  dsspite an 
obvious altmpt eo aet ils?eonesrnd, Whew :4'C,ebr three 
m%lFkary qlards erder them iko sit, a l l  ad-juse '-':eir 
pestures GG as ta blot ou'l ans! view of the b, . .~c-uffs  
r3 - 
fmw a11 bdt t h e  neareat or must perceptive observers 
??hi le ths size sE' the prisoner group was fairly large, 
the fact tha t  .&h8:! FQOTE? qaite okviouoly prisoners, pushed 
all others 9w the s ~ t l i n g  Lato a group of reson-prisoners, 
The skze of the latter qro'tp thus greatly exeeedd seven, 
But in a setrefxlg where prisoners greatly out-maunbar 
no~n-prkscr~;,ers~ k t  aems likely that they e0~1d euceessfully 
support ons zmokhes and protee% ehemselves frm any 
disconfort. P. visitor to o penitentary,  passing among 
large numbers of prt&owers, is sat ta fegl a gad  deal 
more threatened 'cI-an do the!;. 
Whether a group is 10suPff c i a ~ t 9 . y  -argeP' ma.$ also 
'3e detsxmbsed by the  a&uaI sBze or G,mesasiens of the 
setttwg into wh%eh the:f enter. A group of f d v e  ma11 
flmany a hostess h s  learned to her sorrow. Thus, groups 
of three  or fouro lost in a spcfous a i r  temlnaf, seem 
&n &have a good desk m o r e  hike lore krtdividmls  (P,e, 
speak more coftl-<, aove about less freely, eke,) than do 
groups of tke came size in the  mre cozy confines OF 
a mall bus depot, 
PlnaPEy, the Ps=a-r of behavior permitted by the 
setting may also affect how large a group $s sequired to 
create a sense of being in hme ~ B S P I ~ O P _ V ~  Only a 
V ~ P Y  large group, for example,, would risk loud ta lk  and 
laughter I n  zl church, while a much m.af1e.r group would 
feel aubte free to exhibit ~ 9 m t Z a r  behavior on a city 
bus. 
>?hateves the  rervisites for t ' s u E P i e i @ ~ t  sizen, when 
a group reaches the necessary nmbacs, its aernbrs b g f n  
to act  in a 733ay that is in stark cmtsrast to the actions 
of those akhers in the se$ting wqno are alone or with 
one or etm othere:, 
M e m b e r s  of gmups tend to exhlbft  bs'mvtou similar 
to that of sesjtdents, They m i = - t l s e  the setking  m o s t  
freely, ao thae, POP example, a group of adolescents 
can ebcse to play nmaieg games Pw an a9a terminal, They 
Peel Ersa ko indulge %a backstage 'bahavioa, eal%ing each 
ether by name, yelling at one another across the expanse 
of &he sattFag, using obeewe hawguaqe and laughing 
PoudI1q at prhv6ite jokes0 P a d l  they express pmt.opPbtory 
aelitudss km~ard eke setti-ng, If k h e % ~  n w b r s  are plenti- 
f uf enough, the-! may even Pszcs olhsks in the sett ing to 
depart, as when Ohe omrf low E r m  a canvenCtion invades a - 
e%ty % slghtsixts ,  
Because members of groups, Like residents, and to a 
lesser degree, patrons, are able to provide themselves 
with rf sk-free public settings, the:) have 60 need Ear 
m a s k  of the techniques used by less protected urbanites. 
i<e shall therefore not consider then further. Subseqr~ent 
chapters are concerned w i t h  tactics--teehnfqms for 
maneuvering in the face of Lha bsntm~--mong those who 
m o s t  ne& to rase them, newcomers' and c~storners, alone 
or. w i t h  one or two cXIlsrs oE like standf at¶. 
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PART 'FA08 TACTICS OF PERSONAL DEFENSE 
IN PUBLIC SmTINGS 
CHAPTER IT9 
SELF I4AfdAG EItBNT 
To recapitulate, I am suggesting that the fmda- 
mea-kal task Pa& by modem man in the urban public 
s e t t i n g  is that of minimizing the  seetinges dangers a ~ d  
maximizing his chances far self-canfirmatione Prepara- 
tions for this task bsgfn before tho setting fs e~tered 
through the aeczumulatien of! intelligence and through the 
formulatiam of strategic decisions, 
Ws @me now to the moment of truth, the t i m e  when 
preparation is past and confrontation must commence. 
we shall watch man as he ackarnlly manemrs hn the 
face of the enemy and no longer be interested in those 
for vskam the settings1102d li&ePe or no dangler; patrons 
and resfdeats and menBers of groups, Our Interest is, 
rather, in khbse who must face the enmy alone or w i k h  
only one or t w o  otke~s, These are the netr~caners and 
customers, people who have no protection except the i s  
o m  grasp of and skills w i t h  the techniques of battle, 
Keeping in mind the typical behavior of residents, 
group members a&, to a lesser degree, patrons--thef r 
extensive mis-use of ssttl~gs, the ir  indulgence in 'back- 
stagz behavior, their attttudes of proprietary rights-- 
it will h e m e  increasingly elear IX)T-I greatly different 
is the behavior of their less paatemed fellows, N e v -  
comers and customers are much too busy protecklmg them- 
selves to '$e able to relax. TIxzSr task is complex, 
They must constan.tly project the 5mage of themselves which they 
wish confirmed? they must avoid contact with potentially 
dangerous s trangers  as much as possible, If contact is essential-- 
either of a non-verbal or verbal rlature--they must assess the 
others carefully, gudaiarq their behavfor so as t o  minimize the 
r i sk ,  Should threatening errors oceur, they must correct them 
as quickly and auspfcfously as possLBke. 
None 04 t h e  taetfcs to be discussed 1s concerned w i t h  one 
aspect of this complex task to the exclusion of any other, h c h  
maneuvering technique is pare of the toeah effort, Nevertheless, 
it is helpful %or reasons of analysis to divide these eacties 
into t w o  types: those used primari ly  i n  the task of projecting 
a favorable and confirnab%@ image, or self management: and those 
concerned primarily with t h e  t a ~ k  of deal ing with strangers, 
or contact manaqemeat, 
fn t h i s  chapter we shall focus  on the first of these types, 
Chapter V will examine the second, In Chapter V I ,  the probllem 
of tacttcal errors will be discussed, and finally, in Chapter VII, 
we shall briefly consider sosrie of the variations fa physical 
arxangaments of public settings and the effect of these 
ecoloqical dFfferences on potentials for dangex and n e c e s s i t i e s  
for tat%ics, 
It must be emphasized again that the d i s t i n c t f o n  batween 
management of self and management of contact is essentially an 
a r t i f i c i a l  ane. The problem of self-management is an fsrrportant 
aspect of any contact with others? and contact management is  
necessary onZy 
because of cn concern w i t h  pnogac te i~g  the nost favorable 
image. 
TaetSes of salf menagemeat may themselves be 
divided in kerns of the kfme durlng ths "battle 
sequoncea in which t l q  are put Lo use, The first 
sub-set of self rnaoagezzent tactics are utilized in the 
moments just prior to and during the individmPOa 
entrance into and establbshent of a position in the 
cotting. Those are the ka&ies E a r  ~ r o a e h i w q  the 
enemv The sscanQ sub=-set emes into play once the 
ind%v%dua2 has establish& h i s  inPtial  p s B t i s n  and 
continues in use as long as he is in the m i d s t  of the 
enemy. Eaek sub-type w i l l  b cens&dered ssparataly and 
i n  turn, 
A j p r o a e h ~ n ~ h e  Enemy 
The job of self managmewt during tke -period of 
entrancw--while approaching tha snerny-f s a challenging 
one, Tho enemy has the advaneage, He I s  already 
present, has already secured a -position, and I s  free to 
take note of any and all new arrivals, Beeause of this 
the irndivtdml making his entrance  mot count on doing 
so unobserved, Re must aasms thae w h a t e v e r  presentation 
he aes-s will be seen and used as a bereis for judging 
him, He must manage t 1 1 ~  dliffieu%t manewer of getting 
i n t o  the se t t ing  and securing a position in such a 
way as to leave no doubk in the minds of h i s  
enem-iec that here 1s m adw%, w o r t h y  and legitimate 
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human being, Let us examine, step by step, some techu- 
niques by which this maneuver may be aecsmvliohedl, 
Cheeking FOP Readinesso During the very few 
seconds i m d i a t e f y  before and immediately after entering 
the setting, t l ' ~ ?  individual takes some precautions to 
insure a flawless approach, He checks out and, i E  necessary, 
rearranges hls M y  presentation to make certain nothing 
Ando should such be required, he takes care of any 
last-mi.nute ghyafcal meeds, the satiseying of which wouP6L 
not be eonsidereti correct public behavior. T h a t  I s ,  he 
spends a f ew  ss~zomnds on "bab~s$age behaviorw so as to be 
prepared for the ensuing 8son skagen situation, 
V e r y  aften M y  presentation checks rand repairs 
involve no ;pare than making certain onsOs hair is 
appropriately arranged, as in khe follot?Lng exaples, 
A young mala approaches the door, Me carries 
a br%of case in one hand, the o t k r  -hangs freeo 
As he nears the door, he uses his free hand to 
brush the hais back Esm his  fareksad, then 
opans bhe door w i t h  t h e  hand i99rd antars, 
Two girls come toward the @atranee, About 
three yards fImm the dour(, each l x q i ~ g i  to 
pass hsr 11and over b l r  &ir, as kha*qh 
brushing it. They continue this m$fl they 
reach the dour, Apparently urnfintsk&, they 
seep for a few seconds in front of the door 
while continuing &he process, 
Men often do little m a r e  than pat their heads, as kl~ough 
assuring t'hemselves that no wayclb=~fi hairs will be 
standing atr%gW up, 
When, as is often the case, thz setting entrance 
contains a plate glass &oar, the door Zsmo a nttrror 
which may then be us& to check parts of the body mot 
otherwise visible, Thuag 
A young wmaR nears the door, 'zjhm she reaches 
it she stops for a wament, lowers M r  head, 
ralsingl her eree  so CheC tho fit L-=A 
13 visible to her In the glass, She examines 
this view for a recond, then raises her head 
again m d  ~ o v e s  ins ide .  
On occasion, the i~dividu&i1 may feel a m a r e  
thorough cMck and repair is in asbier, as apparently 
did the two young men described below. 
A young male is eam.f_ng down the path toward 
the door. He is carrying nothing, both arms 
swing freely at h i s  aides,  A s  he comes 
within a few yaxda of the door, he putts one 
hand up to his skirt pocket, rearranging &he 
penc91a which he carries w i t h i n ,  Then w i t h  
both hands he puP1s at hi s  b l . k ,  Plmlly,  
just beeore entering, he uses o m  hand to 
wipe quickly at his hair, 
A young male is almost to the  door. ~e stops, 
grabs at the eelrater of his  M l t  w i t h  both 
hands and pulls up an kio trousers, glances 
dam briefly in the dbreetfon of his  zipper, 
and ju& as he passea through the entrance, 
he pushes OR the bridge of hie glasses with 
one ftnger. 
L a s t  minute physical needs are also satisfied during 
these few seco82dls, Thus persons may be observed coughing, 
yam ing, snb P E l  ing, blow%nrg mQ scratching gust 'mf ore 
coming i n t o  the full vtew of the occupants of the sett ing,  P 
L i s n s  occup!y only a brief pericd of %im arid during this 
time the ind%vidual is usually seot entirely out of %he 
eight oe otherse2 For these reasens the check is 
necessarily superficial and if majar repairs should be 
required, they nust either be pst.pouned or maas w i t h i n  
&he view of whatever persons Mppe!? to h present, But 
even in such cases, and esrtalnly w i t h  most rowi~rs 
preparation, it is apparently preferable to ba witnessed 
by a few strangers at t h e  entrance in a Brief episde 
of backstage behavior than to be caught by the many 
strangers T ~ s i d e  wf th one9 s ' 3 p r e a o n  damo, 
TaUng a Readingo Either at the same time or 
immediately after the check for readiness, t h e  individual 
takes ths next step in kbs approach meuaex.  He takes 
a reading of the setting. T h a t  is, he familiarizes him- 
self with its physical layout, This is important, for 
it makes possible the %ins1 stag of the approach mmeunrsre 
reaching a position, 
Coming i n t o  a setting w i t h  which one is mfaml~iarr 
%a confusing, The indfvidual is barraged by a sudden 
mass of vdsml a d  audfal stimuli, If he is to take a 
position within the setting without casting doubt OR the 
innage of atiacp~actj, worthy and legitiwey he wishes to 
project, ha must avoid such errors as walking into  walls, 
tripping over furniture or opening broom closet doors, 
ARB to avoid such errors, he m u s t  saanehm~ organize the 
barrage of incoxing 8eLqulf into a fairly elear picture 
of khs arrmgment sF %?I& setkingo 
As seen in Chapter XI, eustonners have a diet inct  
advantage over newcomers in Shis s tep  of the maneuver, 
Having keen in tha sett?.plg- on a previous oecaslon, they 
already m~ its physf eal features, He-vestheless, they 
are not: entirely free a? the necessity to take a reading. 
The arrangexiteats of a setting do change: furniture is 
mm?&, feeilieiea are m-laeatsd, and particularly in 
depots wid terminals, luggage may litter the floor space-- 
the  e x a e  placement of whfeh no cu~tamer can farow hfors- 
hand. 
~ o s t  Aeaericans seem to feel censtra ind to take 
readings as quickly as possible and to do ao in such a 
way as to suggest that they are not doing so, One might 
thlnk that under the  Barrage of masses sf new stjlmuli, 
the most sensible procedure ~qm~ld be to pause for a 
few moments just insic%@ the setting In order to m o s t  
adequately and efficienkly assess the physical layout, 
But such frank, mabash& assessments are rarely observad, 
To prolong the period inn which one 5s in vim of a11 
those already settle2 within the asttiag is to 
prolony the  rid of dPsadvane9tgle, The approach maneuver 
is difficult and Bangerous enougl? (sin- during it the, 
fndivfduaP is in the aslpotbigIrta as it w e r e )  w e n  at 
its briefest? to prolong F t  is to prolong a period 
where tlre slightest error Ls visible to the largest number. 3 
Readfngs may be taken in various ways, Whether iaddv- 
fdua3.a develop a reading s t y l e  and then use it in a11 
settings regagYPle8s OE ~~ologaieal diff~rences or whether 
an irndlividualOs s t y b e  may ~ m q -  fro% setting to setting 
is Eltoe known, Her f a  it h 0 1 q ' ~ f  w h a t  factors other than 
purely %di.osspcrakic oms nzay account for observed 
variatians within the aiirie settingo Pt I s  suggested that 
in the fatter iantance, t w o  Pz%e@ora39-variatlons in 
pareelwed threat aaza variatfoars Spa available prope--my Ix? 
frnpzrtane, How kMse factors operate or what others 
may also h important remeins a mystery, 
Tha marSc c o m n  readtng style observed is also the 
quickest. The indiatdual enters and moves rapidly into 
the setting without a pause, but during his  first f e t r  
seco~ds within the setting, m o v e s  his eyes rapidly, 
covering everything within range, Sometimes thls is 
done wikhout moving the head, The entire body, head 
included, f s f u l l y  dI.re&ed into  t11e setting, as khough 
the individual were following a tunnel running right 
through the middle of the settLng, Only the eyes mv8, 
darting quickly from side to side, then straight ahead, 
t h e w  to kPms s ide .  MOP@ often, the M y  remains straight, 
but the head is allowed to turn, men here, the move- 
ment is m i f t ,  Oglee the eye has factllsed and taken In an 
object or area, it Poses focus almost Lmediately and 
darts in another dbre&ia-fi, The h m d  cannot move as 
qufekly as the eye,  but within a fev seeonds after the 
eye has vnfocused, it too shif ts  poaitfone4 Only rarely 
doee eke e n t i r e  body m w e  from sids to side, followi~~g the 
head and eyes and when it does, the movement  i s  very 
slight=* 
A second roadlng s t y l e  is s o m e ~ k s r t  slowar, utilf zing 
as it doeu a k i ~ d  of '*delaying tact%ceU T h i s  involves a 
minute pause, necessitated by s o m e  t a s k  in which the 
individual eagagas kimaelfp tkes Wuea providing the 
liadiwiduaS1 with a E m  additional ~ec6nds  within w h i c h  to 
assess his susromdings, Thus w e  m y  observe persons 
pausing briefly, just inside an entrzanee, to remove gloves, 
reach Par a cigarette, take oft sun glasses, transfer a 
purse from ate a m  to another, retrieve change f r o m  a 
pocket or, If t1m outside weather is chill, shiver for a 
moment as thaug11 to shake off the coldm5 
A third style Snvolves atfmuli restriction, Rather 
than try%ng to take 9n the entire setting at one time, 
the individual reetriets himself to o ~ l y  one sec t ion  of 
the approach area, guiding himself through t h i s  section 
until he has reached a position, Sometimes this involves 
taking a reading only of the flcoh area, In this ease, the 
head and tpee are cast dmm from tlre moment of entrance, 
the individual sees the s e t t i n g  only as floor space, legs 
and shoes, and makes h i s  way toward a pasition ignoring 
a l l  other aspect8 of the setting, i~iore often, stimuli 
restrickion Involves concentration on one side of a 
setting, Hers the individual takes a reading only of the 
area which adjoins the wall or r i m  of the setting, The 
o p ~ o l t e  sida of the  &pot, park, or wtar%eev%r, is ignored 
mtl l  he has reaei~d a position, Thus an individual 
using thPs readlng &y9e m a y  enter a bus dept, frmne6lfzsltoly 
laok to the left, take in the booths aaad lmch counter 
eontakned in that saction; and never avertfng h is  eyes 
to glamco at the area to his PPCJW, foPPow tlre luach 
counter necticm aLl ti* way through the approach area. 
There is, finally, a fourth p s s i b i l f t y g  the 
Sndividual Day avoid taking a reading at a l l ,  This may 
b acco~pliehed in a variety of ways. FirstB if there 
are two persons aneerirag together, 0x1s akneacl of the 
other; the second %n line may rely an his companion to 
assess ello saeusltioea md s-ply follow wherever he goes, 
When th i s  occurs; one may observe a kind of nEollow the 
leaderu dance, w i t h  the second persons repeating the body 
m o w e e o n t s  of thQ E f r s t  in an almost stY-lized fashion,  
~econdj $he individual may avoid s reading by simply 
keeping hl s  head tuglaed in the direction f r o m  which he 
came, rathex than in t b a  birectf on Lmzixd which he is 
going, This is a pxa~feulasly irnteresting tactic 
Because it Ps both dangerous and threat-reducing at the 
same time, It Is dangerous because by not loolcing w h e r e  
he ia going, the i~dlvidual risks flawing his approach with 
burr..ps, stmblee and trips. But it is threat-reducing 
&cause he avoids vieding others vPev his entrance. By 
the t h e  his head t u n s  i n t o  the setting,  the entrance 
is an accompPished fact, Lt seems possible tha t  the 
gain overrides the rkslc of such entrance because those 
watchinaq wf.3.9 assume that anyone Wnaviag i n  such an 
ex~raazdiaary faskfm mu* surely be engrossed in 
something of Zegitirrrate interest  an3 importance, As 
such, any a-wkward slips 5n the approach m y  be readf ly 
u~aderstmd and forgiven. Thie is a relatiwly c m o n  
ploy when three persons are entering tqci&her, The 
lead person tuxma aft: the ~oxnent of entrance so as to 
face his co:rpan40ns and IideraPly backs in to  the setting. 
?resumably in such situations, one s sornpan~ions, who 
are looking fonwaxd; can 'bz relied upon to provide 
faamfngs of any tr;minea& disasters, ilowever; it is not 
u n u ~ m 2  to observe a Pone SPJ dividual employ the same 
taetie, maintaining his gaze from the mment of entrance 
mtll he is well wlkkial .&he setkLng em the area he has 
just passed through, 
Reachiag a Position, The final step of the approach 
mainowen" t~ to reach a psft im, to secure a stopping place 
or attain a goal, Thus, the approach maneuver may be said 
to Bs complete when the individual takes a seat in a booth, 
reaches a ticket t*iPindow, jumps into a pool; stops in 
f mnt of a ctgatette machine, and so on. 
a l l  
Persone who avoid taking  a reading at m y  be said 
to have reached a position whenever they m e  to a 
halt? or in the case of those hacking kn, tshsnever they 
turn around. They are by this time far enough i n t o  the 
setting so that they rnay simply e o p  and stand w i t h o u t  
being conspi;cuous. The a3spotPfghtn 9s off once the 
approach has baa completed, although the length of the 
approach area wi 11 wry frm setting to setting, 
Those t??m take a Urestrf&edm reading may pe&h a 
position simply by folPowPag the area they haw chosen 
to observe, as we have seen above. The initial reading, 
% P t h ~ u ' ~ h  limited, yields enough infonmakion to enable 
them to move toward a position wFt1.r relative ease. 
For persons taking a full reading; whether quickly 
or ut i l i z ing  a tilelaying tactic; there are a number of 
alternative methods by which a position may ba reached. 
 hey m a y ,  after ssalnrg the various alternatives, 
opt for the restrickea tactic noted above and s h ~ ~ l - ~  
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follow one aide of the setting until they have reach& a 
satisfactory stopping place, When the setting is a 
paxtieularky complex one, involvi~ig a jumble of people 
and/or obge&ei0 this is probably one of the least di f f i cu l t  
and least dangerous m a t h o d s  for cam(p1eLLng the approach 
maneuver, 
Elowever, the fndivfdual m a y  have spotted t he  exact 
position site he wiaheis to take during the initial 
reading-*lee possible if the setting is not too large, 
complex or cwtded. In such a case, he may use w h a t  
may be called a "beeline tactic," With eyes focused OR the 
desired s i t e ,  he moves straight toward it, rapidly, purposefulhy, 
turntng ne i thsr  his body, head nor eyes in any other direct ion.  
Presumably, such single-pninded concentration eases some of the 
difficulties of the approach, i n  much the same way that the 
restricted and back-in t ac t i cs  do, First, the individual cuts 
off same of the incamtng atbmuli, thus avoiding confusing 
distractions and teaches his position in record time, Second, 
by focusing continually on the posbtian site, he prevents himself 
from taking much notice of those around him m d  avoids any full 
reabization of tha numbers of stranger8 who are looking at  him, 6 
Similar to the beeline tactic (and possessed of the same 
advantages) f s ths "object concentration taetic  Here, during 
the  initial reading, the individual ascertains the general d irec t ion  
or the exact locat ion of the position he wishes to attain. But 
rather than Eocusang on tha t  spot, he chooses some object i n  the 
general direct ion of his destination and lavishes his attention 
on that, Thus a l a r g e  wall clock, just above and to the side of a 
door toward which he i s  headed, may receive his gaze a l l  the way 
through the approach. This is a particularly useful method, 
i f  the s e t t ing  Pa not excessively crowded so that one does not 
have to be so careful about keeping an eye on the path ahead, 
When tk setting is  large, and the  distance to the position great, 
tha object of fucus may change, Du ing  the first Pap of the 
journey, a display board may serve: once that is passed, the gaze 
may sh9ft to a wall mural:, then finally to a row of 
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chairs. 
In erne situationsi, bath the nbeelinea8 and "object 
eancentratfonM tactics may be modified. If the desired position 
is samewhak beyond the approach area, as is often t M  case when 
large numbers of p o p b e  are present, the riveted gaze may be 
relaxed somewhat after one has achieved a more crowded (an6 thus 
less exposed) section of the setting, Here, there is an alternating 
of gaze fram the object or sllte to one side, then the other. 
But even here the aide faoks are brief, the first focus of atten- 
t i o n  continues to be the main one, 7 
Whatever the tactic far reaching it, the securing of a 
p s i t i o n  signals the &ginn%ng of a new phase in the self-manage- 
merit problem and ushers i n  a new set of tactics for dealbg with 
it. 
Once the posikicm has Men reached, the individual i s  able 
t o  take a more frank appraisal of the setting, noting much that 
he had s%ther nap: Been before or had only glanced a t  i n  passing, 
And from the relative uscurity of his parsition, he begina to assume 
the %alttfe stylen whieh wall represent the primary self- 
management maneuver to be used in khe midst of the enemy, 8 
In the &i:;idst of the Enemy8 Battle Styles 
The period of approach is a very brief one, While it is 
in process, the fadivjldual Bs primarily concerned with projecting 
himself only as someone who can successfully execute t h i s  
maneuver, There is time for little else. It  i e  not unt i l  a f t er  he 
has reached a posit ion and Its Paced with a prolonged stay in  the 
midst of the enemy that ie bec=es Important--or even possible--for 
him to assme his more itrrdiwfdualistlc and complex 
battle style, His overriding coneem mntinues to be that 
of pro jetting a favorable and cmf Pmable tmage, but 
w i t h  mare t i m e  naw at: his disposal, this projection 
will involve a greater range of behagliar m d  w i l l  
reflect more individual differences than was posslbbe 
during the approach, 
Since a i l  newcmers AEld cu8tme+s in public places 
face the same basic problem of self managmeyit9, it is 
to be expect& that  the%^ Lndivfdual battle s ty les  might . 
eschibf f-, a n w h r  of cornon ckaractesiskf cs, 
W i t h  the exceFion: of mavericks (discuss& l s l c r w ) ,  this, 
indeed, appears to be the case, 
Among those who am alone, t w o  characteristies 
seem almsst miversal, T-he f i r a t  involves facial 
exprsssion, OF more preei8ely the lack thereof. Ua- 
aecsmganied prsons 95% public settings axhibit an almost 
completely .%=passive face to those who care to look. They 
appear neither firtlpw nor and; angry nor pacef  ul. T h e i r  
M y  language may express iamterssl or emcentration or 
easuafness OP any number of c,tker attitudes, but the face 
registers nokhkng. Peronrj who read in public s e t t i n g r a r e l y  
display their reackicm to the words  before them, mly 
secasionally 8-s even a fleeting mile play across their 
Zips, Even more raraEy, does one obseme an apparent 
&mggle to choke d m  a bursh~ of laughter. Oncethe 
f.auqkt is at%LI& the face r e t m a  to its prior lmpaasfve 
state, 10 
seco~d, persons alone in public se t t ings ,  tend to be 
to a greater or leases degree task orient&, There are, 
of course, wide variatiaas in this %cause of the 
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differing functions of publie sekting* such as libraries 
and theaters tshiek have built-in expectations of task 
orkentatfoa. B u t  e-mn in settings where no particular 
task is expactad, such ao bus depots, air Leminals and 
parks, one often ELnds people occupied ~ % t h  one or 
another -11 task. 
Amcng those in groups of t w o  or ehree, an additional. 
characteristic may P38 ebservd, With rare exceptions, 
convessatisnal tones axe kept at a low level, In 
contrast do the members of pro"tecti~.% groups (as we19 
as residents and perhaps wtrons) members of dyads and 
triads rarely yell at one another f r o m  across a roam or 
ta lk  loudly when together, 
Aside from these ahatad charactertstics~ battle 
styles exhibit a range of individual differences. T h i s  
too is to '53E4 expa&ec3. Conceptions of self differy it 
o~ould be surpris9ng if presentation sdcyles did not, 
In addition, there are probably individual variations in 
the extent to w l ~ i c h  any given setking is perceived as 
dangerous, Thus, bars are usually sitee of considasabbe 
danger TOP unesmrtcx3 f a a l e s  m d  are eowsiderably less 
dangerous Eor mesco~&& males, It cam be expected, 
therefore, that  battle ~ t y l e s  w i l l  vary accoPdiFng to the 
degree of wrotactFon deemed aecessazy. 
S - 
-en t=hougll battle style* diPfer among different 
fndioidua%s, "b'11ePr rang2 is R O ~  Infinite a d  it is 
possible to observe some main petems or types. k3e 
shall look at five of these battle styles (or more 
precisely, four, plus a category of persons who seem 
to lack tkrn ahtagether--the mverieks), SeEore doing 
so, a f@w qualifieatians ate necessary. 
F i r a t ,  these styles represent n%deal typesU or 
dygificatSons of b@)ravior pttems which contain 
seality but are not fowd fully Pn given instances of 
tl~eir espactive oceumanms, They are composfte 
portraits, Although no actual battle style w 9 1 1  
exhibit a19 Lqhe characteristics of the portrait, each 
will approximake one or another type? same more closely, 
same, less clesePy. 
~eeond;  these five are not exhaustive of the full 
range of poasib%lites. They are based primarily an 
obervaLfons of people in nan-task oriented settings, 
spcff%eall:r, waiting settings, Such a hs f s  is 
selective and less them representative. This type of 
setting, however, has its advantages. The setting itself 
places only broad, general r e ~ & ~ i e t i . o n a  on haw the waiting 
tim may be spent. There is considerable oppaPpIunfty, 
therefore, for indivfdaal styles to ba expressed and -
obsemed. Wl?ife it seem9 quite Pfkely that pereons in 
theaters, for example, exhibit differences in how they 
handle self-presentation (through sitting postures, 
gestures, etc, ) the highly spsciflc task oriented 
e'nzcrcac-ker of such a ssktfmg ssstriets both the extent 
to which such d i P f  esenees may -be expressed and the ease 
w i t h  which such dif fsracaa may be observed, A waiting area, 
is a kind of "Ef sM4ln in which baktle  styles obscured in 
other settit~gs may operate fully and be seen clearly, 
T:hiud, the exact extent to which any given 
indivfd\aslOe battle style may vary Pram sett ing to setting 
i s not kno~opt, Certainly, it is to be expected that -
variations will oecw , depending, perhaps, on degree 
of perceived tweak, Haw radical these variations may be, 
or w h a t  factors other -than degree of prceivad threat may 
account for than, are 4_nresLFans ~nmaa~~ered at present, 
With these qualifications in mind, let us turn to the 
styles themselves. The order of their presentation l a  
based upon the amoun& of behavioral expsessioa each style 
allows--fnw the nost to the least restrice&. The degree 
of each styles restrictiveness appears eo 5er a function 
of t'hb extent to ts'nich -khe person exkiblting the style 
perceives the setting as more or less dangerous and kin- 
self in more or l e a s  need or' protection. We begin with 
the m o s t  restrict&, and! t'nua most protective style-=-that 
of ths c 3 s ~ e e t  young thingu and end w i t h  khe style that 
is so unrestricted and 60 mprotective as to be no s t y l e  
 he The most restricted and 
protective of battle styles is used prhtatfly, a s  the 
name suggests, by .EemaPes, ranging in age from Bate teens 
need for the w a s t  protective style is understandable, 
Wmen In American society are thought to be subject to 
sexual admmces in pvblPc settings and girls are taught 
from an early age Lo b e w a r e  of strange men. OUP folk 
tales abound w i t h  storAes of dangers that may kefall the 
w m n  alone. Young women partie\alarly, as the most prized 
of sexual objects and the most inexperienced in the ways 
of u c f t y  l ifee are thmight to be in greatest-peril, 
'%he battle s t y l e  of ?he OSweet Young ThingH inw1ves 
very PfteEe movement, 3avfng owee take3 a psbt lon ,  
wsuaPby a seated one, she raraly leaves it, H e r  posture 
is stralg~ht, w-kential%y sugqestive or revealing "slsuehFngU 
IS no% dared. she crosses her legs oc her ankles but 
&akea great cave to see that. no mare of hen is sim~rfng 
than  current standards of good t a s t e  allow, 
She %nevftaBLy has s book or mngszine fsa her possessSlow 
asla this is d-ttzem Prom her c o a  or handbag the m m e ~ t  
she has settled herself in a wsition, The book or 
~agaz$ne is newer closely  ready to b c m e  engrossed is 
to r i s k  losing awareness and ecntrol of one% p ~ t u r e ,  
In add3tion, it 5s essentfal to be opt, a constant look- 
oue I o r  any apyroael?kag danger, But while read&ng 
material receives Ej-kt Ee d o s e  attont ion ,  i t  is always 
conspicuously present, eltker PayB~g 013 the Pap or held 
ouk Eycm the k d y  ~ ~ f t 9 :  one hznd, about midway between the 
lap ezwa the faca, Stsch a p r ~ p  serves to dw,onatrat=e that 
she 1s tsading to her Q-m affafaa, n o t  on t h e  prcng3 for 
strange males and ~ ; o t  he typa a E  young bad.; v7M wotl ld 
invite atlention by h k d i y  sLarLng abouk, While she daes 
gaze ak heat s~;~groudila~g~i, Aer glances are zmsua99y short 
and easunl, risking no ey= eontack, Cn Lhs oecasPons 
when she ahlovs 'herself to sbpEy stare, she ~ajces 
cerkain her eyes are -kurxed km~ard. the ~%OQI, chair, 
vaIP,, patted p lant ,  or any other %nan%mate sbgeet, 
Should the oecasisa arise whea wks must leave &sr 
pasZtiow and move to esoehza lseatdss, s'he doe3 so 
purpooe4ttf btr, hn a busPmcss-like, no-somosnse way ,  Sho 
does not Ustrof19 from OPE park of tha a,eVcdi~g tc, ~5?~3t3754', 
Having f i r s t  carefully planned her move, she proceeds with 
a11 deliberate speed to her n e w  dest ination,  
The -- Nester. The "Nester" s t v l e  derives its name from 
@he main a c t i v i t y  engaged in b! those who  use it, H a v i ~ g  
once established a position, such persons busy themselves 
with a r r a ~ g i ~ g  and re-arraagiag their props, .much in the 
manner of a bird building and occupyfag a west, The 
followhag anecdote is an apt I lPustrat ios ,  
b;rs, B. of our church parish always came to 
pass with an incredible num-r of small items 
fn her possession. ;fie seemed always to ?a? 
seated iw the pew j us t  behind her so t ha t  
before services bgam w e  had a very clear 
v i e w  of her aceivit./, Having elatered the 
,wvJ she first knelt for a few mi~autes in 
prayer, thea sat back, opened her purse and 
began pulling out various i t e n s .  F i r s t  came 
ths missal  which she looked aver carefully, 
opaed and marked 5 7 ~  tho dayos serv%ee, and 
t hen  Paid to awe side, Next ccme her rosary, 
careful ly  taken from its tiny b x  awd placed iw 
a eonve~ient pocket for later use. Thew the 
collect ion envelope was d r a w  for th ,  examined 
closePv aad Fiaal ly  placed between the pages of 
the m i s s a l .  If it w e r e  a w a r n  day,, she would 
remove her coat, taking great care to fold it 
just so and place it next to her. gem: hat aee6ed 
re-arrawgisg quite o f t e n  too, and she s p a t  
qui te  a b i t  sf time removfag and replacing hat 
pias,  She invariably went to the altar to 
light a candle,  ~ecessitati~g an inspect ion  of 
her change purse amd oftea a bi t  of kousekeepiwg 
f&~ .  the hamdlbag itself, ;{hen she hzd lit the candle 
and returned to her petr, she seened always to 
find that things had been disarranged or were not 
as propikiously placed as she might wish, and 
(the whole process would begin again, It was said 
in our parish that &,ass could not begin until 
Mrs, B, had f iaished buf fding her west, 
Like R r s .  Be, Nesters in public s e t t i n g s  are possessed 
of an mazimg number of i t e n s  of persona1 property and they 
spend most of their t i m e  9 ~ 3  the setting caring for them, 
Nesters are primarily young middle class men and middle 
aged women. whatever the  sex, khev are always ver:! neat in 
appearance and their bodif presentations suggest middle 
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c l a s s  standing. 
The Nester is so~ewhat less r e s t r i c t e d  in his 
movements than is the Sweet Young Thing, although like 
her, having once secured a pos i t ion ,  he rarely leaves it. 
ladeed, he is really much too busy to do so. H o w e v e r ,  
unlike the Sweat '!oung Thing, t h e  Neater is not confined 
to one rigid posture, Ia fact, his d u t i e s  require that he 
have considerable' freedom of M y  movement wft'nia the 
cosfines of his p o s i t i o n .  
S o m e t i m e s  t h e  Nasteros possessio~s, though ~umerous, 
are small In  size, a s  i s  the case with the youwg man 
described below who was able to carry t h e m  all in h i s  
pocket, a small brief case  and a paper sack. 
A young man, mid-20Bs, sits down on o>e of the 
benches ZR the bus depot, He places  a brief 
case, whlch he had carried under his  arm, OR 
h i s  lap and opens it. Ze w i t h d r a w s  several 
mall  pieces of paper, exaniniwg each with 
same in temsf ty ,  then returns t h e m  to the ease. 
He stands up slightly so as to  pul l  some 
c o i n s  from h i s  pants  pocket, t h e n  sits again 
and couats the money several times before 
returning it to the pocket. Now he takes 
a check book From the brief ease and spends a 
f e w  milrJutes Bringing tns check register up 
to date. The checklmok is returned to the 
ease and a spiral notebook is withdrawn, He 
beg ins  writing, but thLs too lases only a 
few minutes. Then the ~ o t e b o k  is replaced, 
the brief case closed and a paper sack is set 
n e a t l y  om top of it. IB a fev seconds, the 
paper sack is remwed, thg brief case re- 
opened and a packe t  of letter sized paper i s  
~ i t h d ~ ~ ~ m e  He +ances thieougll these, returns 
them, and then ia rapid suceessfon, p u l l s  out 
and returns a newspaper, book, brochure and 
letter size envelope, 
OR other occasions, the  Nester may be kept busy 
looking after items of a muck bulkier nature. In suck 
cases, there is a g o d  deal more standing up and sitting 
d m ,  l i f t i n g  and juggl ing,  than i n  the situation 
illustrated above. Witness the a c t i v i t y  of a middle 
elass rsman in her I n t s  rocties OP early fifties, 
A vollow convertible skops outside the bus depot 
an& a ??omen merges, SI?5 makes sevaral t r i p s  
f zom eE~e ear LO the PoePrer axen, ffnally places 
a n m b r  of ftms in one of GEra I O C X ~ Y S  and leaves, 
A ? ? . u l  a b f f  hcur Latex she returns, hex ams 
ledes w k e k  nddiklonal packages, SI?e seks khan 
an a haeh, qoea to %.he Seekers, retr$eves what 
'has been placed ins ide  and brSngs these things 
ta eh% &neb a s  v?e13., Her psssssiosis 12ow 
Include two bress bcxos, a hat LMX, a 2ufe- 
ease, a purse, a pwpar sack and a ra5ncsat CSR 
a hangar, protected bl a pSasLic rover, s??s 
a f t s  dam ne-xt .ko this seeck nx~d &gins to 
arrange thm. The auitcase 1s pbaed ae the  
f k o a r ,  dress boxas on Lop, klle raincoat is 
Eald amass the Wick OP the bs~teh, Iisr purse 
m d  the paper sbck are pl~ced naxe to her, 
Shs surveys th5s 11aw3iw6rZ and apparently 
d%asatlsfied, begins Lo re-arrange St, This 
arranging and re-arranghsy continues Ear  
A ? *  P ~rrkaen minutes ~ziiatbE a h-E i~ called and 3he 
kzansporls 62.1 hor gear, In 8evera3 trips, 
oue to t b  Imdlng ares, 
SP20uPd! ehr; Nester be requfrs8 -20 forsake his posttion 
-kempear5ly, Ae does so only after. i~?~f:fn(g certain t h e  
evarythinq 13 13 place ( 3 . f  hs @%%not take it a19 w i t h  
g%%mp\),  eve^ Xf? kg wusk leave some khfngs behirrd, he 
does aot ~ o v e  to his nets dea"c%nat2on empty-kra~ldsd, but 
eaaries wmke f'c~zi ,  wtlch as a brief ~ a s e ,  with ?~Prn, 
During the paasir=?gs, he eor%%ituGs i?le ~*iosk, 2usokFng 
tWsug'n or efdlr~ilg np whate:yer ite~il he was a b k  k-,o brfncj 
along, mice P O ~ U P H I ~ I  ko the initial psietan,, ha 
inevitably fFn%s t h a t  khe props left &hind need ka be 
re-armnqed once moue, 
This sbasr@.9an with props fmetiows eo i ~ ~ e ~ s a e e  th3 
NestsrOs ~irolaekbon, F i r s t ,  it kesps h i s  eyes ocmpi~&. 
so thqk he e o e ~  net have do & eo~cemed with eye 
conk%* [a "Cvw OF COW.~A& which B ~ P B W ~ B ~ I S  taka y~'9aC'. 
p s b ~ s  to eo.oid] . second,. llcs busmess n~nggask:; ko 
t ' 'k08~ Z T O % > ~  l3)irl th2k ::c& !.- ::?F.-sqq r r i ; ~ ,  m j r  c;eE.: - *. 
: J ~ E C  m e  should attempt any ve rb1  tnteraetbon. U W ~ Q P  
same ecppad%&$ons iateraetBon '-tween cer ta in  strangers 
i n  p~b%Pc settings is no: taho,  l2 sue the i4estero 
wfshing to au~idl all interaction, l e g i % b ~ a d e  or not, 
aresento h%er,sslf so as to dfseauracp any in&eraetiona% 
opsning, 
The 1- Lesa coglfini~lg f n bcdy rnovament , 
khan either of the previous bat t le  styles, -LEI@ Investigator 
stance nevertl2e3ese pratee$s ithsse w50 ukllize it from 
eye contact and tmdasired istasae-tion, Lnveokbyatora, 
(p5rirnariJ.y mature--lake 30es or old~r- . -~ iddhe  iind lower 
widdle elass or workFng elass =ales) are quite as a h  
sorb& and thus unappmaefrab18 as f3es%erso 3ut mlPke 
Me8kC?l?s0 th2 03JeeS3 sf. their ab36~-@$0k5! 8E€2 I ? ~ ~ ~ S O T I E ~ ~  
props but Lka varleus facilitiau of elm 8 8 k t 8 ~ ~ ~  8tseffc 
Elavhng first reetched e p s i k t ~ a t a ,  the fnvestlgrator 
surveys hls S I ~ P E O U M ~ ~ H B ~ S  v i t h  sme careo Tkren, having 
dona t E I ' j 3 ~ 8 ,  ha l~aves hln p s i t i o n  "co begin a minute 
bnvestfgation of every Snaa%mP.a?x? object In sight, 
OeeasionalSy he returns Lo hPe initial pasikfon or 
erla'fa%ishes a aetz oae, Bu? m a s t  a% h i s  % b e  ia spent 
mov%mg about, Ths SnvsaQigator 9s at %is beck, sC course, 
If khe sektLng f_s Sasge a..xdt ~wmpls*.r, and preseate a w i d e  
array of f  ems fsa him %o acok at, Bra'?. :if t h e  s e t t i n g  
eoatains as such t'lush gro~ith" ?is reaains ~idaak3$ed, 
v ~ E P  supplied bus depot, 
k mtddtle or lo2er mrddle class? male, early 40°s, 
is wandering a b u t ,  fie spends a r'ew mornewts 
standing in front oE a maI.1-giEt vendfng machine, 
looking at the ddspley of available i t e m s ,  'cbn 
sits dmm on the bench across f rcm the machine 
to continue h i s  investigation. He rises, goes 
up the stairs to tl-e rest raom, stopping en route 
Lo look at the V ~ ~ C ~ O U S  signs t.~'nFeh adazn the  
walls, Leaving the ~es t rom,  l?e moves to the 
f ront  of tha depot, taking note of the m e w u e s  
an &he wall -hind the lmeh camterm Mow Pi 
eoms Curther into ths depot agejm, stops in 
fro& of a medal making machias and promsds 
to read all .E=hs Pnstrue.tionr?s pristed. on it, 
Tie comes Ixkek even furtlx?a, now gazes at a 
SEW urging trav~leac to tag $heir luggage. 
Leaving this spat, he moveb to a Bkners Club 
display--a desk-18ke arrangement v i t h  a sign 
asking people Lo f f S 2  out appPFeat%ons for 
a DSners Club card, Thera is a place an the 
desk appnrently desicpeB to hold applications 
but it ia e m p t y ,  He remains in front of the 
desk for a b u t  three minutes, then goes 
back to khe gif t  machine e7hie3 once again 
receives Emfa studled 'attan.i=SowD Now he 
goes out the side exit and looks a% the 
busses p r k e d  in the mni.zay, comes back in, 
skaaradr; gazing out the wfn6m7 to the runway, 
Leav ing f i1~  10(3~3djhon~ he goes to the reaf 
extt,  1-ooRs out at the parking lot for erne 
f Lve minuees, Caning back i n t o  GPze middle 
cE tka 4epot, he examines a coke nac'i~ins anad 
the photo ?moth situated next to it$ then 
sits d m  at tila &nch facing khsse two 
items and eoisLFnuee h i s  oxmlnation, He 
rFms afker a few m i n r ~ t e s  and gcos aver 
to the phone R r x s t ? ~ ~ ,  spends a b u Q  f o ~ r  
m i w u t s s  looking tkuougk khe teleiphonts 
a i r e e t o ~ ,  
Tho Investigator wZ13  eonstinus kh2a kindl of movement 
during tEts enkire t%?c?e he in i n  the setting, W11c.n h.2 
leaves he ~ 2 3 2  have given a Pew m c m e m t s  of pgpld3vPded 
attsnL9on to every machine, phone booth, sign,, clock, 
window, doas, chair, ash tray, tJFaE@a fountain and newso 
paper stand in the place. 
The Segsmd U r h ~ i t e ,  Of the e~~%ventbama~ or non- 
deviant battle ~ t y l e s ,  %ha& oE the  Seasoned Urbanite is 
the Psast restricted and thus least  protective, EQ is 
used, a o  might ba exp3cted, prirnaaily by garsons v ~ h s  
by reason of age and/or long experience in publie settings,  
feel thsy have little to fear, As s ~ h ,  the behavior 
of? the Ssasorsed Urbanite begins ta approach t h a t  of the 
resident, paksoa or qrmp me8X3er in its ease a d  
apparent relaxed e'mracter. Bue unlike the reside~t, 
patron or group mmber, i=he Seasoned Urbanfee neither 
m&susea the ssttJng0 df splays M~'R8taga bhavi.>r nor 
manifes ts  proprietary attitudes, He is easy and relaxed 
only w%&ktn "eke confiwss of 3egittwte setting use and 
pmpr pub3.5~ behav$~r. 
The Seasoned U z b n % k e  nay be aither male or female, 
If male, kg eendsr Pro be In hf s late Porkies or f ipckesg 
%Z Eemsle, e o ~ ~ ~ = & a t  older, XaJs users of thls styhe 
seem to be equally representedl by middlo or woukiag class 
types, but m0ng females, the working elass prsdmrantes. 
The Seasoned Urbanite 5s confined to no fixed position, 
lxx3l.l p o ~ l u r o  sn taslg inv3lvsr1eri3'C. Shn1~38 be reading, 
he does so as thoug:? %mXy 8k?gmss&, settling IrlmseEr" 
emforta3ly Ba h i s  chair, aP'i=en sliding dom, spreading 
Ifis legs nu2 &fore h l m  and resting his head against the 
bnt for ellorter pe%&s 0% time and with les~: 8108orpt3%0~1 
than does the N e s k ~ r ,  He moves slntdt the settis~g eesilly, 
may glance at the varfous signs ox displays but with 
eonsidarably less interesk khan i s  s h m .  by the 
I!~vestigator, 
The nafs pm&e&ios sf the Seasoned U r b n f t e  is age 
which> pa-Peia~laely Poa females, reduces the. chances for 
any sexual advances; and Pang experience in publie 
settings which assures h i m  sf the ha?ledge  and skalZs 
necessary to handle m-y difficulties. Seascnedl U r ' m i t e s ,  
parkicvlarlv females, samelines even open thenselves to 
verbal SwLer=aetl.m with &Pangezs, secure in tltein: 
abklPey to judge others ac~w.rately on the basis of 'Body 
presentation and M y  language alone, 
The ZilavericX, - This final battle s t y l e  is actually 
a noa-style and I t s  uosrs are those who either do not 
know how0 are not able, or do n o t  care to protect them- 
se2vss iw publ%e se:tfngse KaverQeks are likely to 
drat-? ~ r t - a t  for eanve~nt%ona~ others would be conoiclored 
threatening a$tention:, ehey make ~p@ct%cfes of themrjel~e8 
a s  persons who possess inadequate; ~lflworehy 01 hllegitfrnate 
salves, Those who obserde them, diutimkd by t'nef r apparent 
lack of respect for proper puesepatsttfon, avoid them as 
itlzech as passiblea "cat rsaaep.ie?cs do not play by the rules 
and will of ten  farm tksnse~ves Into Psternctiaa with  
u 1 w f  ll !ng strangers, 
There are threa typs  of Fe-Psone vf im may be rsaid 
ko Be :fiavsrPcSts: children, or those w i t h  f t~suff ie iently  
developed ~elvosp t:m cons%antl.y stfgmatfzed, or those 
t ~ ~ f t h  s p i E & l  so1v~sp and eeeentries, or those ~ 9 t h  
--P 
i r r e~peefb le  selv@s, 
Children are nokoriously tmcop,eerned w i t h  greeentbng 
a favorable and eonfimahle image COP themselves and they 
are  squally u~coweerned w i t h  vhet'21oe others do so, 
When quite young t h e y  t 'kink nothing or" removing 
their  elathingl and expocing their m a s t  prtvate parts to 
a l l  tdm may wish to look, 9ady Eurlctbons are handled 
quite nqstter of Eactl - f ,  w i t h  no consideration of the 
wecassfty to keep secg l~ t  tilak&eita secret, Proper T-xd-2 
handling is equally Ignored and c h i l d r e n  show n o t  the 
least shame over stumbling, falling dmm, bumping i n t o  
o t h e r s ,  or BRV o t h e r  equally horren3ous error. 
N o r  do children respect t h e  Miss of o the r s ,  
staring unabashedly a t  any and all who attract  t h e i r  
notice. They comment freely on t h e  appearaces of 
others, are often so bold as to i n i t i a t e  body contact 
w i t h  complete strangers. 
Chfldren w i l l  mis-use t h e  facilities of a pub l i c  
setting t o  whatever extent they ean "get away w i t h t i t  and 
are of t en  to be seen removing groceries f r o m  super- 
market shelves, or cllmbing otver photo booths and water 
fountains, 
Zven o l d e r  children--teenagers--socialized o u t  of 
t2e more glaring nis-behavior of their younqer days, 
when in the presence of one other peer, th ink  nothing 
of calli-ng attention t o  thenselves i n  public settings 
by giggling, laughing and shout ing,  
The bd fails to p r o j e c t  an - 
acceptable and protective battle style, not because he 
is  incompletely socialized, but  because some highly  
visible deformity of-face and/or figure prevents him 
fron d o i n g  so. His very presence I n  a pub l i c  s e t t i n g  
makes h i m  the center of unfavorable not ice ,  spastics, 
o r  persons afflicted t -~ith Cerebal Palsy or s i m i l a r  
d i s e a s e s  are prime examples, 
The spastic cannot assume a protective bttle st71e 
because h i s  lack of muscular c o n t r o l  makes it impossible 
far h i m  to behave as proper American a d u l t s  are expected 
to behave, no matter how much he may wish t o  do so, 
A s  w e  have seen, self-management, both dur ing  the 
approach maneuver and while  i n  the m i d s t  of the enemy, 
requires a great deal of ph;!sScal d i s c i p l i n e s  t h e  
urbanite must control h i s  b o d y ,  his eyes, h i s  head, his 
hands, h i s  movements. B u t  the spastic can do none of 
these t h ings ,  or can do them only  very poorly. 
TO normals wi th in  t h e  s e t t i n g ,  the s p a s t i c O s  very 
presence is a n  a f f r o n t ,  and whenever poss ib le ,  they w i l l  
avoid contact and i n t s ~ a c t i o n ,  as i n  t h e  fo l lo i i ing  example. 
A l a r g e  group has gathered i n  a h a l l  connecting 
t w o  University bu i ld ings  t o  l i s t e n  t o  and argue 
with the anti-Vietnam w a r  speakers, There are 
heated exchanges and as the voices grow louder,  
more people join the crowd, A young man, a s p a s t i c ,  
has j u s t  e~tered the hall and is s tanding  q u i e t l y ,  
l i s t e n i n g  t o  the speaker. suddenly he becomes 
animated, rushes Eoreuard, l o s i n g  more and more 
control of his limbs as he does so. H e  f l a i l s  
hFs arms, trying t o  attract t h e  a t t e n t i o n  of the 
main speaker. H e  begins  t o  t a l k p  he is angry, 
but the words come o u t  slurred and i n d i s t i n c t .  
H e  struggles Lo make himself understood, but  
succeeds only i n  becorni~g more excited and 
more uncontrolled.  H i s  head rolls against 
h i s  shoulder, his legs bow, his ams move i n  
all d i r e c t i o n s ,  his eyes dart t o  and f r o ,  The 
crowd, so noisy before, i s  hushed. Eyes turn 
from him and people %gin to leave, slowly a t  
first, then w i t h  increasing momentum u n t i l  
only a f e w  persons remain, Newcomers s t o p  
for a moment t o  Pis ten ,  b u t  unlike t hose  before  
them, do not remain for more t h a n  a few seconds, 
He watches the crowd dfsper se ,  pleads fo r  then1 
t o  l i s t e n ,  lu rches  toward those nearest him as 
though t o  prevent their leaving, Fina l ly ,  after 
completing his argurient wFth the speaker, he 
himself leaves ,  A young cooed greets an  
Incorning friend a moment later, tells h e r  of 
the inc ident  and expresses her view that  the 
entire episode was vu lga r  and grotesque. 
The eccentric fails to p r e s e n t  a proper battle 
st~lle because he i s  too preoccupied with his W n  thoughts 
to be aware t h a t  one is required. A s  such, e c c e n t r i c s  
present a n a r t i c u l a r  problem to convent ional  o the r s .  
The:? are so unconcerned with an/or i n s e n s i t i v e  to  the 
responses of o t h e r s  t h a t  they are imune to sanctions 
which might s o c i a l i z e  them, as with children? or t o  
sanc t ions  which might skme them, as w i t h  the cons tan t ly  
st igmaki zed, 
Eccsn&rics  show no coneern for body presenta t ion ,  
appearing in p u b l i c  in t h e  m o s t  o u t l a n d i s h  of ' o u t f i t s .  
N o r  do t h e y  appear concerned that t h e i r  behavior may 
attract undue a t t e n t t o n .  They often mis-use the setting 
quite openly and without anv a p p r e n t  awareness that they 
are doing so. Since tho. ,  are unresponsive to sanct ions ,  
t h e y  are unpred ic tab le  and presen t  a g r e a t e r  threat to 
the p r o t e c t i o n  of t h e  self than aces any o t h e r  s t r a n g e r  
in a public setting. We shall be meeting a number of 
eccentrics in the following chapter, for they are of 
particular concern in the t a c t i c a l  problem of contact 
management, Fo r   ROW^ a s i n g l e  example w i l l  s u f f i c e  t o  
acquaint the reader with the e c c e n t r i c a s  style--or l ack  
A very tall young male e n t e r s  a bus  depot. He 
is bearded, his hair is dark and long and rather 
kinky and.it seerns t o  s t i c k  o u t  i n  all d i r e c t i o n s .  
H e  is wearing a green wool "loggeru shixt, w i t h  
a whi te  shirt beneath it and woof  slacks i n  a 
gray plaid design, Ee is moving a l l  around t h e  
depot w i t h  great speed, rushing from one s e c t i o n  
to another ,  as though he had a specific destin- 
a t i o n  i n  mind and were i n  a g r e a t  hurry to reach 
it, H e  qoes t o  t h e  water  founta in ,  then  t o  the 
D i n e r O s  Club display, back t o  the water founta in , .  
takes a drink, turns on his heels, heads up 
toward the rest roams three stairs at a time. 
Still rushing, he canes back down, out the side 
exit, back in and out the rear exit, A few 
seconds later he reappears, t h i s  time hurrying 
through the front door, ecmes a11 the way into 
the depot and out the side exit again, Again 
he reappears at the front entrance, rushes 
through the depot until he reaches a bench, 
plops down, l e a ~ s  back his head and heaves a 
loud sigh, Now up again and out the  side 
exit, i n  the front door and back into t h e  
depot, reaches the side e x i t ,  whirls around, 
takes W o  steps away Prom the door, whirls again 
and goes out. Returns a second later through 
the same door, strides rapidly to the front, 
out the entrance and disappears. 
Having examined the tactics of self management, 
both during the ap~woach to the enemy and i n  his midst ,  
we t u n  now to those ta&.ics designed to cope with 
another aspect of the problem of maneuvering-in the face 
of the  enemy, t ha t  of managing contact with strangers, 
1, The reader may question whsther the various gestures - 
and W y  movements described in this see t ion  might not be 
merely idlosyncratic  and irrelevant to any general 
understanding of persons in public settings, If this were 
the case, however, w e  should expect such acts to be dis -  
tribited randomly through time,' Thfs does not appear to 
hg the case. In oi¶e o b s e m ~ i c n  site ('The F S s h b s 0 ~ 1 ,  see 
appendix) it was possible to begin obseming persons 
whtle ithey w e r e  still  at a considerable dfstance from the! 
setting entranca. The qes'tures aad body movements in 
question did not commence w t i P  persons had come within 
a few yards of the entrance. The behavior called 
readiness checking almost invariably occurred between 
this p i n t  and a point a Pew feet inside the door. 
Very /  few gestures and W-; rnovmants of this type were 
obsep~ped outs%de this area, on either side,  
2, There are exceptdons to this, of course, Sometimes - 
entrances are designed in such a way as to afford the 
individual  at least  a modicum of privacy, Thus, a woman 
leaving a darkened theater ma7j  yank at her girdle.just 
before gitep~fng out i n t o  the l ig?? .k ,  In most. settings, 
however, readiness checks I Y I U ' ~ ~  be performed within the 
view of at least a few others, The importance of 
ecologfcal arrasgemnts in the performance of these 
t a c t i c s  i s  discussed i n  Ch, V I I .  
3. Residents and members of protective groups denonstrate - 
their lack of fear of the setting most clearly during the 
period of the approach, Both types are o f t e n  obsemed 
standing j u s t  inside the entrance for a prolonged 
period of time, gazing about frankly and wAth apparent 
calm. Ecological differences may also greatly affect the 
difffculties involved in taking a reading, (see Ch. VII) , 
4. The w r i t e r  was able to gather this data because of the - 
remarkable abi l i ty  of htma~ b e i n g s  to determine whether an 
eye--looking i n  their direction--is focused or not. 
[see, for example, dames J, Gibson and Ann D, Peck, 
U P e ~ c e p t i o n  of Another Personos Looking B e h a v i o ~ ~ ~ ,  
American Journal of f P s v ~ h ~ l o ~ ,  V o l ,  76 (September, 1963) 
386-94p and fiiehae3i Argyle and .Sane1 Dean, "Eye-Contact, 
Distance and Af f f l i a t b ~ n ~ ~ ,  -, Vol. 2 8  (~eptember, 
1965) 289-3843, Soma of the implication of this 
ability will be discussed in Chapter V m?der contact 
mnnagawent--non verbal. 
5 ,  St I s  not suggestb& that such delaying tactice are 
C 
necsgarily delgberate. Pt is quite understandable that 
for purposes of physPcal ecmfort one might wish to 
remove his gloves upon entering an indoor setting. B u t  
whether deliberate or n o t ,  such acts do result in a 
delay in the approach process and thus in an opportunity 
to take a fa ir ly  cmpfete reading, 
6 .  It seems quite likely that often. urban man greatly 
sl 
overestimates the number cf persons w h o  are paying the 
slightest attention to him, MevexTheless his concern 
over his Image and presentation style is ~ o t  .unjustified==- 
either during the  per%& of appooseh or later, Some 
people most certainly will be watching hiKc and should he 
make an error, a good many mare will be. 
'7, Frank gazing about whi la moving through a s e t t i n g  -
approach is rare, a t  Least for neiJcomers or customers, 
I have observed it on only a few occeaions and mostly 
in persons who were s e t t i n g  residents or members of 
a large group. However ,  some settings are desfgned such 
that the persons already present have their backs to 
those making en entrance. O t h e r  s e t t i n $  because of 
design and function, offer little opportunity for those 
within to get any clear vimv sf the sottinges entrance. 
In aueh eases, the need for an elaborate approach 
maneuver i s  greatly minimized, if not ePfrninated, See 
Chapter VII, 
80 F o r  a graphic illustration of the kind of tactics 
-9 
involved i n  the approach maneuver, in fact in all phases 
of initial contam between strangers, I recommend a 
viewing of the deligPntfuP 1952 French film, Wr. Hulotas 
Holiday. Jacques T a t I 0 s  prtr%ya% of i.iro Huloe i s  a 
masterful characterization of s man desperately tP^yfng 
C 
to project himself as capable, urbane and sophisticated, 
but Aope%essEy inept  at doing so, Through an e-mggeration 
of this ineptness ,  tho f h h  il~ustrates b a u t i f u l l y  t h e  
kinds of self-projecting gyrations we all go throuqh, 
if usually with ai bit more success than !4r. Hulot, 
Cne part1 cullarly peztikewt scene ( for the problem of 
s e t t i n g  approach), involves firo MuloQ0 s entrance into 
the lobby of the small resort hotel  where he will spend 
h i s  holiday. All of the parsons i n  the lobby have 
achieved npositio~su. He is a stranger to t h e m  all 
and the focus of all eyes as he comes in the door. In 
hia attempt to get frcm the door to the desk to the 
129 
stairs, he denonstrstes, w i t h  great exaggeration (but, 
I think, w i t h  equally great accuracy) the horrendous perils 
of the approach maneuvsr, 
9. Residents, patrons and m m b r s  of protective groups, 
CID- 
of  COUP^^, ~ P Q  excepted. 
18. Thfs is only  significant., of course, if o m  could - 
show that  persons in the wivaey of their mm hanes, but 
not in in teract ion,  do - exhlbk5 facial expressions. Lqhile 
there %s no reliable rwidence an khf s question, it is 
the feeling of t h e  w r i t e r ,  based o d y  on her o m  experience 
tha t  this is the case, V l ~ i l e  it seems Sikely that the 
face, even in private, does not exhibit as much 
axpress%sn as doas t he  face in i n t e r ac t i on ,  it neverthe- 
less seems reasanable to assme that muck of the 
''imaginary interactionti the ip?dividua% carries on when 
alone is aceompnied by chasgea in t h ~  face, And It is 
certainly t m 8  t h a t  no one in the privacy of their home 
feels constrained ko st if le  miles, laughter or tears, 
11, See CZI, V, -
12. see Ch, V,, on llaccessibilityH, - 
The overall tactical problem of contact management 
may, for seasons of analysis, be sub-divided into t w o  
types, non-verbal and verbal. Non-verbal contact 
C 
managmemt concerns the  tactins used in dealing wfth 
strangers w i t h .  whom cne is net I n  spoken interaction and 
verbal contact management refers to the tactics used 
while in spoken interaction with strangers. Although 
we shall consider each type separately, it must be 
emphasized that. they are highly interrelated, Tactics 
of non-verbal contac t  may b used to avoid or initiate 
spoken f nteraetion, And while spoken i n t e r a c t i o n  is in 
process, hon-verbal tactics continue to be employed, 
whether to maintein, prolong or terminate the verbal 
exchange. With this i n  mind, let us turn to the f i r s t  
of the two types .  
Non-Vsrba 2 
T h s  tactics of non-verbal contact management may 
themselves ba divided into three subtypes ,  depending 
on the particular problem to which the tactics are 
addressed: These are the problems of routinq, of 
seatin?, and of eve contact. 
o u t  The problem of routing i s  one we have - 
m e t  earlier--although onlv incidentally--in relation to 
self management bath during the approach and i n  the 
- midst of the e r t e m y ,  Whenever the individual moves 
through space in a publlc setting, he must be concerned 
w i t h  moving hirnsalf i n  such a way as to avoid any 
unnecessary contact  w i th  f e l l o w  urbanites. Americans, 
as Edward Hall has pointed o u t ,  
. . . have a pattern which discourages touching, 
except in moments of intimacy, When we ride 
on a street car or crowded elevator, w e  w i l l  
"hold ocrselves i n u ,  having be2n taught from 
e a r l y  ckildhaod to avoid bodlily contaet with 
strangsrs. 1 
Therefore,  i f  the individual i n  the publ i c  s e t t i n g  is 
to avoid any a c t i o n s  which might cast doubts on the self 
he wishes to profeet, he must route himself so as to 
render his passaqe as free f r o m  M y  contact as is 
possible. 
One e f t h e  most amazing a s p e c t s  of the behavior of 
man in public settings, is the tremendous s k i l l  which he 
shows f n handli~g the routing prob!-ern, N o  matter how 
erowded the space or sapid the  movement, he shows a n  
amazing capacity to get Pram ons. place to another with ,, 
a m % r i i m m  of bod;/ contact w i t h  the many strangers presslng 
IR around him, 
Just how t h i s  is accomplf shed is on1.l barely  
understoodo2 In most ins tances ,  it appears to be 
done without any fully-conscious effort on the part 
of the individual. As we saw i n  the l a s t  chapter, 
persons moving through space, whether in reaching. a 
position or during the performance of their ga2ticclar 
battle style, often appear to be concentrating on 
. a ~ y t h i n g  and everything but the placement of the 
persons who surround than. Only when the setting i s  
e x c e s s i v e l y  crowded docs  conscious contro l  appear to 
be necessary,  a s  when one speaks of "making ones ways 
through a crowdu, 
A& other, less crowded times, there seems to be 
operating a kind of rhythm of movement--an urban -
r W t b ,  f f you will,. a coping technique which the 
urbanite has apparentl-ir learned so well that he performs 
h t  without much realization that he is doing so, 3 
Because of the speed with which people m o v e  in 
public settings, it is extremely d i f f i c u l t  to capture 
the operation sf this urban ~hyekFn in any detail. 
.Two rather sketchy diescrfpeiozis of brief routing 
episodes and aecornpa~~~ring diagrams will have to suffice 
in illustrating this technique, 
T h e s c e n e  of the f i r s t  episodle is a large airport 
terminal .  F'an W 1  is in the process of moving from the 
walt9,ng area, across the open passageway and totvard the 
entrance to the dining room, Nan #2 is proceeding down 
the passageway, Their movements are suck that they 
appear to Be headed for a col1EsEon. But just short 
of the point where the collision would occur, man #1 
pauses for a fraction of a second, turning his head in 
the direetioa of the display case (position of pause 
marked P bn diagram). . He then proceeds, passing just 









1: o?aiting A r e a  11 
The second episode takes place on a city street. 
Woman A is fn the process of crossing the street and 
rnoviBg along the sidewaPk in a straight line, Woman 
B is approaching the corner at right angles to wman A, 
Like the men lln the preceding episode, their movements 
are such that t h e y  appear Lo Ix on a collision course. 
However,, as w o m a n  A nears the point of t20lli~i0~ (the 
sideqalk corner) her xnov8n;ent.s slow downo almost 
imperceptibly and w i t h  no actual break in stride. At 
the same tine, woman B O s  movements speed up, so that 
rather than colliding, A passes directly behind B. 
One f usther observation regarding the operation of 
the routing technique may bs made, There does appear 
to be a general tendency to fo11aw, whenever possible, 
the traf f ic  rule of keeping to the right, This is 
particularly evident when two groups of psople, one from 
either side of the street, are crossing an intersect ion,  
Vueh remains that  i s  n o t  understood, X h a t  factors 
influence the choice of one route over another if both 
seem equally crotrded or equally free? Is avoidance of 
body contact always preferable, even when the  accomplish- 
ment of such avoidance requires great phys ica l  strain? 
For example, if the choice i s  between passing through a 
group of people or squeezing through an extremely narrow 
space b s t w e e a  t w o  inanimate objects, which i s  the 
preferredl route? These questions, and many more, must 
for the t i m e ,  remzfn una~aswered, 
seaeinq. Many public settings present oppoPeuraFties 
for  people to seat 'themselves. Bus depots, terminals, 
libraries, theaters, bars, restaurants, parks, ete., 
all make seating space avalPable, In such settings, 
the iwdfvidual is eonfroneed w i t h  a second problem of 
non-verbal contact management. IIe  must place himself 
i n  such a way as to insure that h i s  act ion i n  no way 
disrupts or coaflfcto with the image of himself which 
he wishes to project, This coneern is necessary because 
seating phaceineat, at least for Americans, is a f o r m  of 
bod.,r language cornu~tfcat9on. When an individual sits, 
this simple action sends out signals to those around 
him w h i c h  Indicate to them something about the kind of 
person he is and the kinds of further actions he may 
be expected to take, 
Robzrt Solmner, a sociologist, has been very interested 
in looking at seating patterns among aequaintanceso4 but 
there has been very little concern w i t h  the tsay i n  
w h i c h  persons seat thamselves when i n  the presence of 
strangers. Some tentative suggestions for approaching 
the problem may, however, be made. 
There appar t o  be at lease s i x  faetors affecting 
the individualos decision as to where he will seat 
himself within a public s e t t i n g .  We will consider these 
oae bv one, but at the same time keeping in mind that in 
any given instance of a seating decision, all are operating 
simultaneously. 
First, .there, is tlne question of whether the 
fadivitlual desFres avoidance or 8pOkeR interaction, .It 
seems as true mong strangers as mong acquaintances 
that the desire for spoken interaction is cammmicatedl 
by means of sft'tinng close 'to the person or persons w i t h  
whom one wiehes t o  converse. But, as we s-11 see 
below, what cojastitutes welssell in a publie s e t t i n g  
will vary depending on all the other factors, This 
muck can ?x? said,  In any given se t t ing ,  at any given 
moment, most of tho prsows within it will be fully 
aware of what does or does not constitute a signal for 
desired interaction. Women may be attuned to such 
signals even more intense ly  than are men because of 
their greater fe l t  need to protect themselves from the 
dangers of interacting with strangers. What signal the 
individual desires t o  eokmuaaicate, then, avoidance or  
interaction, will affect his decision as to where to 
sit. But w h a t  any given act of sftting will mean, will 
vary according t o  the following five factors, 
A second %amor is how much seating space is avail- 
able to choose from, Thus, for example, if only one 
seat at a lunch eouater is free, a male may take the 
seat without sugqeatirlg to the females on either side 
that a pick-up is intended. aut if almost a l l  the seats 
are empty, and a male chooses to sit next to a female 
(or vice versa), there will be RO question in the mind 
of the woman (or, for t h a t  matter, in the minds of any 
other obssmers) as to just what t h ~  gentleman intends.5 
Third, as just sugqested, sex (and to a lesser degree 
its combination with age) 1s extremely important in 
determining the meanflng which will ']be assigned to any 
given act of seating, It appears to be the case that 
whenever the age and sex of two strangers are such that 
one might appear sexualby attractive to the other, the 
distance required to insure that no spoken inkeractfon 
signal is given is greater than i f  no sexual attraction 
potential obtains, Some concrete materials on a specific 
Bet t ing  will suggest th9 dynarnlcs of t h e  sex-age factor, 
The follcx~irig charts  w e r e  recorded in the w a i t i n g  
area of a sinall bus depot. There are t w o  benches, each 
containing ten seats on either side for  a total  of 
f o r t y  seats, The seats of the benches are separated 
from one another by arm rests and in the middle of each 
bench there is a woden d i ~ i d e r ,  larger than the am, 
rests, which tends to fom separate units out of the 
five seats cn either side of It, Males in the charts 
are desigenake6 by I.;, females by F, The 7.- sign 
ind ica tes  that persons are together. The seating patterns 
are shown at 15 minute intervals between 8:45 a.m. and 
6 9845 a , m ,  

Note that with one exception (shown in chart # 5 ) ,  
RO lone male took a seat in o n e  of the five u ~ i t  sections 
whsn only a lone female was already seated there (and vice 
versa). In chart # S  the female was elderly? and even 
here, the space beltween her and the male is the maximum 
possible w i t h i r ,  tha five seat wit. 
Of course this pattern is sot iavariable, B u t  it 
does appear to sbtaia fairly constantly as long as the 
numbers of people present in the area is small as 
earnpared to the nun~ber of seats available, O n c e  the area 
begins  to fill, the dis tance  insuring that no spoken 
interaction sicpial is given appears to decrease. This 
i s  true even though actual  seats m a y  st i l l  be plentiful. 
Thus, far example, the exception in chart #5 may be 
accounted for as much by the fact  that  a t  9 ~ 4 5  the w a i t i n g  
area contained more people thaw at any other time in the 
sequence as by the factor of the womanQs age. 
Between those for whm no potential for sexual 
attractiam is thought to obtain, a shorter distance 
suffices to insure t h a t  no signal i s  gives, Thus, if 
the number of persoss PR en area 9s smaS1, a ~ d  mpty 
seats  plentiful, a lone wonan may st i l l  seat herself 
one or ~ G J O  seats away from another woman w i t h o u t  suggesting 
any desire for spoken interaction, Note for example the 
placement of figures 1 and 2 i n  chart #6 which follows, 
36 
On the other hand, had female $1 seated herself right 
next to female %2, her action would m o s t  certainly have 
constituted a sfg~al. 
Small childred are excepted. They may sat wherever 
and at whatever distance they please without their a c t i o n s  
constituting any sort af signal, This is wot because the 
c h i l d  may not w l s h  to initiate verbal interaction but 
?x?cause small children arc not cons%derod to be full 
persons. As such, the adult is quite free, i f  he wf shes, 
to behave as if the chi ld  were not actually present. 
A fou r th  e l e m e n t  in seating decis80~1s fs the aumqmr 
of perso~s approaching in a grotsg and making the decision. 
If only one, there is a necessftv for fax greater care 
than if t w o  or three. Dyads and triads ( p a r t i c u l a r l y  i f  
the group is sf mixed s e x )  have a freedom to sit ahnost 
any~~here in t'ns setting wlbthcut fear of mis-inlerpretatioap, 
N o t e  tha t  in charts 84 and 3.5 shown above, a lone  female 
and a mixed sex couple are seated in the same five seat 
mlft. This oecuared at a t i m e  when the wait ing area was 
relatively Pull: but it also oceurs when fewer people 
are about, 
The gsnerallzatfon aL.muQ n1mbers in the seating 
decision f s o  of eovrse, modified by condi t ions  ob- 
t a i n i n g  on the other five variabbes, Thus, i~ a s e m i -  
deserted s s k t f n g ,  if a dyad OF triad chooses to sit 
vepr close to a lone individual it is quite likely that 
their action will be seen k y  the lone person as threat- 
ening. And this Pikelfhoud Ps internsiffed if the lone 
person is female and t h e  dyad or triad is all male, 
Nevertheless, BR most instanceso two or t'mee 
person groups are less often seen as signaling a desire 
for spoken interaction, regardless of where they sit. 
Apparently it is assusted that persons already in 
interaction are unlikely to be interested in initiating 
it with someowe e l a e ,  
what the setting Is used for is a fifth factor 
determining w h a t  any givea ac t  of seating will mean and, 
therefore, where the individual will choose to sit, 
Thus, for exanple, in a highly task orfentea se t t i~g  
like a library, spacing patterns which are so important 
in other settings are disregarded,  ti is quite com.oa 
a 
to observe a m L e  sit dom at a tsble occupied only by 
A 
a lone female, and vice versa, Or, f~ a small area 
within a Plbrary contaiaiag a semi-circle of five 
cornfartable chairs, persoas quite often choose a chair 
right next to one which is  occup id ,  even though all the 
others arc empty, And this is true regardless of the 
sex ancvor age of tho= involved, 
In bars, quite the reverse 1s often true, Def Pned 
as settings where spoken Interaction is likely to occur, 
s p c 4 n g  becomes more freught with meaning than in any 
other public place, Here the Pone individual who wishes 
to signal  o n l y  avoidance, must be particularly careful 
to seat himself as  far away from othero as poss%ble, 
T h i s  is  not too difficult i f  thgse are booths or 
separate tables availab1eo7 But to sit at the bar 
counter itself is to render avoidance almost impossible 
because people along a counter feel quite free to engage 
one another in co~versatlon, {This may be due, in 
to the tendency of patross and residents to congregate 
in this area). 
P. s i x t h  and final factor af feceing seating d e c i s i o n s  
is the ecology or physical arrangemerit of the setting and 
the potential which this arrangement holds for eye 
co~tact. Eye contact w i t h  strangers is most often to 
be avoided, Some settings are arraaged so that to sit 
in a given spot i s  to be placed. in the  p o s i t i o n  of having 
to look a t  t h e  person seated opposite, Unless props, such 
as ~ o k s ,  rnagazfnes, ete,, are available to cut off the 
Un 
line of vision, such a position can be very,,comfortable, 
As sommer has noted, 
Just as people moving aMut a house require  
resting places Ear ~olitude or fndividual 
concentration, people rooted to a given 
s.pot i n  a publ.ic area require places where 
their eyes can rest without stress. There  
is the apocryphal story of the s t r e s s  
prodIueed by the newspaper strike in New ?ark 
City where the seated men [in the subway: 
were unable to "retreat intot1 newspapers 
and had to look at the other occupants, 
particularly women atandtng above them. Y *  
Eye contact. is dliacusssd i n .  the, next section, O n e  
brief i2lustration will suffice to indicate the way 
in which avoidance of eye contact may affect seating . 
decisions. 
r'our middle class women are seated in the waiting 
area of a Bus depot as indteated b e l o w ,  
Women A, B, and C had been present first a ~ d  
A had  bee^ avoiding any possibilities of eye 
contact with B and C by turning ller head to 
her sight in euch a w a y  as to look toward the 
frolnt of the depot, Woman D then arrived, 
placing some packages in the empty end seat 
and sitting dom next to A, NOW the problem 
of eye contact for A has b e e r a  complicated, 
To look straight ahead is -Lo lo& dlrectly 
at B or C, or at lease to appear to be doing 
, so, To look toward the front of the depot 
is to look directly at D or to strain her 
neck so as to look efthex in front of or 
behind DQs hsad, To look to t h ~  rear of the 
depot requires considerable strain and also 
involves looking In  the dfrection of persons 
seated to her lef$, F O ~  several minutes, A 
attempts to  coRtflnue looking to the fromt, 
strialning so as to dlkrect her gaze either fn 
f r o n t  of or behind Dg or occasionally alternating 
by Laokirsql dfrectl-r at i3 and C. That she is 
s t r a i w i ~ g  is evident by the rapid shifts in the 
d i r e c t i o n  of her gaze and by an almost continual 
rubbing of the neck, Finally, apparently finding 
the strain too much, she leaves, goes to the 
front of the  depot and rekurns minutes later 
to take a df f f s r e n t  seat, 
Eye Con'tact. The th i rd  and finai'problem sf non- 
.. verbal eowtaet management 1s that of eye eontact. In 
relatione with strangers, particularly if avoidance of 
spoken interetction is desired, great pains  are taken 
by the individual ko prevent the possibility of looking 
i n t o  the eyes of another. T h e r e  i s  good reason for this. 
Like body contact end sftcing close, the meeting of 
eyes  is an express%on of an on-going or desired r e l a t i o n -  
shfp. Perhaps even more tlmn M y  contact or proximate 
seating, eye contact between human 'kings is prqnant 
with meaning, As Gsorg Simel observed over 50 years ago: 
T h e  limits [of eye contac t )  are to 'be determined 
by the significant fact t h a t  the glanca by which 
one seeks to perceive the other is itself expressive. 
By the glance which reveals the other, one dis- 
closes himself. By the same act ixt w h i c h  the 
obsewer seeks to know the observed, he surrenders 
himself to be understood by the observer. The 
eye cannot take unless a t  the same t i m e  it 
gives, The eye of a prson discloses h i s  
am 'soul whoa he seeks to uncover that of 
another. What occurs In t h i s  direct mutual 
glance represents the most perfect reci- 
procity in the entire field of human rela- 
tionships. 9 
More recently Michm3l A r g y l e  a ~ d  Janet Dean 
reported that eye contact serves a nu?r;ber of functions-- 
one of the most important being a quest for feedback 
during social fnteractfon,  as well as a signaling t ha t  
ths communicatiem channel fs open, In addition, eye 
eontact may be seen as e component of intimacy and is, 
fn a significant wayo the equivalent  of physical 
proximi &ye 10 
It ks  quite elear t'wt most persona in public 
places are often mwilll~g to ope3 themselves to spoken 
interaction, to exprcooa mutual relationships or to 
simply cannot  be eerkain enough of just who these 
strangers are or whak they might be up to, to risk 
their fragile selves thrmgh such actions, 11 
A number sf df f i e r e n t  techniques may be used to avoid 
eye contact, k7e shal l  l m k  a t  four of these.  
F'irst, as seen  nbove, props may be used, ' This 
ut91Pzatfon of props to avoid eye contact is one of the  
main charne'ceristfes of the "Nester" and the t8Sweet 
Young Thing* But the use of props 5 s  n o t  confined to 
these t w o  types. Almost everyens wi th in  a public setting 
uses them a t  one time or another, some simply rely on 
them more heavily than others, 
Seeorid, the problen may be handled by concentrating 
o n e a s  gaze on P~anirnate objects. This, of course, is 
w h a t  characterizes the ufnvestigato~w~ but as was 
pointed out, OSeasoned urbanitesu utilize this tactic 
as well. Sometimes the setting is arranged so that certain 
seating and/or standing positions within it, make it 
possible for t h  f.ndAvfdua3. taking  the position to 
concentrate his attention on soae knaninate object or 
objects, Unlike the Investigator who %s constantPy 
on t3e move, persons in such positfans may remain in 
one spot and still protect themselves from direct eye 
coatact with  others, Iw other setting?;seats may be 
available which face out i n t a  a large open space rather 
than  facing a row of ocher seats, Thus, in an a i r l i n e  
- T t e m i n a ~ ,  one may observe the following kind of seating 1 
! 
i I [L+--.i ----- i --...-- i .-.-- + + 'i -T r " ' r / l  1 F I F .  
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l ~ o t e  that  with t w o  exceNiors (one of the persons involved 
in the excepPIPombef~ag t M  w r i t e r  who needed a clear 
view of the e n t i r e  secfAon), the 17 persons hecre ilave 
arranged themselves either around the outside of the 
seating area, or f f .within t h e  area, have seated themselves 
i n  such a w a y  that only the backs of others are within 
their l i n e  of vision. 
A third, and quite commonly used means for avoiding 
eye. *cowtact is the " m i d d l e  distance stare." This is 
p a e i c u l a r l y  effective in situations which are either so. 
crowded or soarranged +hat no matter where one loakso 
one is looking someone. Here the individual looks 
out in to  the sett ing,  but do68 so w i t h o u t  focusing 
anything. The effectiveness of this tactic lies in the 
ability of the human animal t o  ascerta in ,  even at  
considerable distances awd with considerable accuracy, 
whether or not someone is actually looking a t  him ( i ,e . ,  
whether the eye gazing in h i s  d i r e c t i o ~  is 
The fourth and f i n a l  technique is less eolnmonly 
used but because of its effectiveness, deserves special 
mention, T h i s  i s  the wearing of s1m glasses, particularly 
when indoors, %hen an individual0 s eyes are covered by 
dark glasses, it is imgmssible for those around h i m  to 
know whather he 3.s looklrrg at  them or not, W h i l e  the 
wearer can hott what others  are doing,, his eye behavior 
is veiled, It may be that the s o m e w l ~ a t  odious connotation 
attached to weaning dark glasses indoors i s  'a response 
Co this very facto To the urbanite there l a  something 
not quite erieket in the  ability of soneone to look 
directly at: him w i t h o u t  his kna~ ing  it. Neve;6theleaso 
d a r k  glasses are a great advantage to the wearer, as 
th2ir manufacturers apprent ly  well understand. A display 
of sun glasses obserged recently carried this eome-ono 
LC GK AT PEOPLE P~FTHO~JT THEIR KNO~.JING ITI 
Not a11 eontact between strangers In public settings 
takes place at the nonwver2?al Ievel, Occasions do 
arise--and surprl sf ny Ey enough, s.re not uncommon--when 
strangers find themselves in verbal cmmicat ion ,  Thus, 
not anl:r must non-verbal contact *be managed, so too must 
the occasions of verbal. contact, We shall consider two 
phases of thFs tactical problem. F i r s t  is tl16 question 
of accessibilitv,, or who may legitimately speak to w h m  
in a public setking, Second, owe of the major tactics 
for handling i n t e r a c t  ion %7i th str.angers, the  public 
bargain will be discussed, 
A- As w e  have repeatedly observed, a 
g o d  part of tho Sndlvfbua%% b E - ~ ~ ~ i o r  in non-verbal 
c o n t a c t  is detemiwujlby whethar or not he wishes to 
initiate i n t e r a c t i o n ,  In s m e  eases, his desire to do 
eo may be eonsi.dersd Ilfegitir;ake, as for example, a 
male who attempts a "g%ck uplO, or a Psaverick who forces 
anether to tnteract w i t h  h i m .  E u t  there are many 
situations where persons may qui te  legitimately ask for 
and expect to be granted verbal. contact, There appear, 
in fact, to be at Peast six such situat8oas in which 
perstias are accessible to one aaother, 13 
F i r e t ,  the  "lsgi&imn%e aolieFtorM is granted 
access to a l l  persons in a publie setk%ng, The individual 
seeking signatures on a patition, selling Veteranso Day 
poppies, eolleetlng contributions for a worthy cause, etc., 
may legitimately approach any and all within a public 
area, This applies however o ~ l y  to solicitations 
sanctioned bv the soeiety, and in many cases, pemltsslble 
by l a w .  Thus, the prostitute, the Beggar, the "dirty 
pas.tcardgl salesman are not granted the right of access, 
and are always subject to arrest or at Peast removal 
from the s e t t i n g .  
Second, access 9s most generally allowed between 
persons OP groups of persons who  are seen as kaving no 
potential for sexual interest La ane another, Piomen in  
public se t t ings  have a great deal of access to one 
another and are quite free to seek each otherOs assistance, 
For example, during the eourss o f  observation, the 
w r i t e r  w a s  approached on ten different occasions by 
females requesting help of son0 kind. Requests fncluded 
such various matters as the location of a mail box, 
how to catch a city bus, whekher a bus had c o m e  along, 
looking af ter  luggage while the omer took care of an 
errand and t.~here change might bs obtained. In r~amenos 
rest jtOOii8, 1~cces~ibP1Lty is even greater. Women nay 
aak each other to hold doors, look after children, and 
~htime supplies, such as towels as ovea cigarettes. 
Aeceso between wmsn is n o t  limited to requests for 
help. In a wailing sbtuatfon, for exmple, a woman may 
legitimately at tmpt  to engage another in a prolonged 
conversation as a way of passing the time, ThPs is 
particuLarP;~ true among ol8er women w h o  are often t o  be 
obsemed rebating some of the intimate details of their 
lives to one another. The following conversation took 
place in a bus dept between two older women who were 
traveling together arid a lone older woman who was waiting 
for the same bus. The pair and the lone woman had not been 
acquainted prior to the time t 'my began their conversetion, 
The lone woman expla ins  to the others  that she 
Is traveling in connection y i t k  a death, One 
of the other womn replies that if the person 
who died was old, it is not so sad. "Besides, 
we all have some very mpleasarte things ahead of 
us, I lost m y  mothsr just t h i s  last spring." 
She then goes into  %he events surrounding the 
death in great detail, 
Men, on the other hand, have no such easy access 
to one another, Presumably thfs is a result of the 
suspicion in our society that relations bztvleen men are 
more likely to be homosexual than are relations between 
tminen, In his study of a mi llenarian cult, John Lof land 
found that the male w e m b e r s  of the sect who attempted 
to i n i t i a t e  contact w i t h  persons in public places (as the 
first step in an a'kkem~t at coiaversion) mek w i t h  very 
a 
little success as illustX$ed in  these iastancasg 
In the winter  of 1962-63, Elmer and A l f r e d  
attempted access fa libraries and museums. 
Elmer liked to seation himself near the 
psyekolwgy s e c t i o n  of a library, observe in 
w h a t  books paople w e r e  brwsfng, and warder 
about the re~jldlh~g reoms noting wha' t  books 
w e r e  being read, Upon finding a person in- 
vo2ved in a book imagfned to l=e ncosrnieu in 
concam (books on psycilology, r e l i g f o n  or 
warl!P affairs), he trould sta17 close 7017 the 
peraon, waiting for an occurrence ellat could 
brfng about a conversatfon, Elmer did much 
lcoking but he rarely fom-~d opportl;witl:r to 
talk and often complained about the difficul- 
ties of str iking up a conversation with 
strangers. 
Access was equally difficult in museums, i-?bile 
walking around looking at the exhibits, Abfredes 
ploy was to station himself next  to a co-patron- 
izsr and hope for a likely opening. Ke complained 
that it was d i f f i c d l t  to  make such an opening. 
If you looked at a work w h i l e  standing beside 
a stranger and said, "That 1s certainly an 
interest ing beart8 (or whatever), they tended 
to Uloak at you as if you are some kind of nut* 
and walk away, 14 
Female m e m b r e  of the cult met with much less difficulty 
i n  such attempts, In one among many instances, a female 
member  even returned to the cult headquarters w i t h  a 
woman whom she had just m e t  on a bus, 
Kembers of m2xd-sex groups are also viewed as 
having no potent ia l  for sexual interest in others (out- 
* 
s ide  their group) and thus are granted access to and 
are seen as accessible by almost anyone in the setting-- 
w'nethar lone or the  m e m b e r  of a group. Thus a male-female 
couple may approach either a lone male or female to 
ask for a.?rsirtance and a lone person (either male or female) 
may initiate conversation with the members of a mixed sex 
group, 
Third, access is legitimate bett~een persons who spend 
a good deal  of t i m e  in t h e  setting. Patrons are Likely 
e ~ ?  know other patrons and residents (at least Sy sight), 
*.'he mutuIa.1 sharing of a setting for prolonged periods of 
time establ i s l~es  the relationship, even before any verbal 
contact occurs, l5 Thus, when patrons and residents 
h i t i a t e  interaceion with one anather, they do so not 
as stranger to stranger, but ss persons who already share - 
a relationship even in the ab cenee of previously spoken - 
tsords or mutual aquain&anceso One of the  more i n t e r e s t i n g  
possibilLties along &his Pine is fllustreted in this 
account by a ysmg woman, 
I had b e e m  working in Chicago for three months 
arid during all tha? tine it had been my practice 
to stop at the same eoEfee shop near my office 
each mom-ing for about a half hour before going 
to work, On &he vexy last day of my job, I was 
in the coffee shop as usual and was preparing to 
leave when a !~oung man approached m e .  I had 
noticed him -Pore but we 'had never spoken. He 
said  t h a t  he had s e a  me every morning for the 
past three months and had not wanted to 
approach me earl ier  but felt that it was al -  
right to do so now. He said he would very 
much like to get to h o w  m e  and perhaps "Lo 
go out on a date, 'He intrcduced himself and 
I repl id  by giving him my name in return, 
I: told him t?mt it was very nice  of him to 
have approached me! but that this was the  very 
last day. I would be on the job? that, in fact, 
I would he leaving Chicago to=orraw, The 
interesting park of ah1 this is that I felt 
it was quite props for him to have talked to 
m e  fin thfs way, and hadl I been remain i~g  in 
Chicago, I night even have agreed to go out 
w2t.h him, 
Fourth, there 9s freedom of aecoss between residents 
end all others in the setting, as long as the i d e n t i t ,  
of t h e  resident is sstabl5shed at the onset, 
The freedom with w l l i c h  newcomers and custmers 
approach emplayees ( pPei cularly if the11 are uniformed 
and thus readily identlff;a'hs.Pe) and with which emplolrees 
approach netqcomers and customers 5s ~~ell-ho;wn, Perons 
seeking assistance in a setting are eonsidered to have 
every right to seek out an employes, and employees are 
thought t o  have a duty to approach newcomers or customers 
if they appear to need aassistanes, What is not so w e l l -  
3cno.m is LhaQ access may also be granted between colonPzers 
and newcomers and customers. Howeverg if the colonizer 
is to initiate the intesactio~~, he, must make absolutely 
eertafn that the other understands his  Identity almost 
at once, In doing so, he makes elear that like the 
employee he "bLongs3 in the se t t ing  and is thus entit led 
to behave totrazd th@ newcoi-ner or customer as any host 
would tadard visitors t o  his home. Let us look at an 
example of h o ~ ;  this identity establisherat may ba 
accmplished. 
A yomg woman fs seated in the very last seat 
of a bus, the seat extends the e n t i r s  width of 
the bus, She has been om the bus s i n c e  it 
started out from the depot and took the seat 
she now occupies at the time she boarded. A f t e r  
the bus has 'Been traveling for some.five minutes, 
it stops at an intersection and a working class 
middle aged male ccmes aboard. A f t e r  pa-!~ing 
the driver, he moves t o w a r d  the rear and as he 
is about to reach the back seat, he looks at the 
woman 'seated there and sa.;% "This ia my favorite 
place. w i l l  I be in the way?" The woman smf les 
and replies that of course he will not. He 
seats himself on the same seat but somewhat to 
the left of her,. nexk to the windmu, During 
the next twenty or t=hFrty minutes they engage 
in on again off agoan conversation, Finally, 
they bagin to ta lk  and do not interrupt their. 
converet ion .until the male leaves the bus, 
The important,thing to note here is that despite the 
usual concern sf females w i t h  protecting themselves 
f r o m  spoken i~ t (em~t iop1 with male strangers, th i s  
young woman was quite wS.lling to engage the older man 
in co~iversation, It was not only possible but acceptable 
for him to speak to her because at the outset he had 
esta5hished himself a s  a resident colonizer in that 
particular bus during that particular scheduled trip, 
With the words, tnThLs is may favorite placen, he made 
it very clear tWLt  he was the host and she the visitor, 
Fifth, as Ersrdnq Goffman and Fred Davis have 
documented, a l l  persona BR a public s e t t i n g  have access 
t o  any physically s t igaat i zed  person who may be present.16 
Interestingly enough, the reverse is not true, Stimatized 
persons may not initiate access with a l l  others. 
Presumably, the stigma renders its carrier less dssewi~g  
of privileges than are ''nannaPg8 hman beings. Thus, the 
various opportunities for interaction outlined above do 
not  hold for the stigmatized. And at the same time, he 
is denied the right to keep himself out of interaction even 
if he may wish to do so. He is fn.much the same situation 
as the child who is to Ospsak only when spoken to". 
This wfllingness on Che part of ~nomalsu to intrude 
themselves into the affairs of t h e  stigmatized m o s t  
certainly adds to the burden of an already 'burdensome 
life, as the follcxdiag fncident clearly demonstrates, 
A male, middle a g d ,  is wandering about the bus 
depot. He 9s blind, or at least partially blind 
and has w i t h  him a m u t t  who apparently serves 
as his  lead dog, The dog f s c~earing a special 
harness to aid in the signaling that: must 20 on 
bet\-men them. A m i C Q d l e  aged woman has been 
watching hfm E o r  some time, Iie is now standing 
an front of the lunch counter, apparently pre- 
pato~..r to talclng a seat, As he is standing there, 
the wornan apprcaehes, introduces herself and 
begins telling hem about some people she lvlor~s 
w h o  are blind and what taas done for then and so 
forth, Be listews politely for a few m c m e n t s ,  
than turns and begins to maneuver himself onto 
a Lunch counter seat, The woman, noting this, 
desires to be he lp fu l  and she tries to assist h i m  
P n  getting up Lo the counter and on to a stool, 
XFS doing so, she bmps into the bog rseveral 
times, chmgaa positions and then gets hers elEm 
the dog and t k  man tangled up in the leash. 
During all tlais she keeps reaching down to 
p e t  the dog who 1s becoming more confused and 
excf t@ a11 the t i m e ,  Finally she leaves, the 
man orders coffee, finishes drinking it a ~ d  
leaves unaidedy a Ear smother departure than 
arrival. 
Sixth, mutual access is allowed bettqeen a91 persons -
in a setting in situations where the everyday routine has 
been suspended, This may ke, as G o f f m a n  ?ms observed, a 
time of crisis, 
Of course, at monents of great crisis, a new set 
of motivss may suddem?.iy becme effect ive and thz 
established accial distance betv~een teams may. , . 
decrease. 17 
Thus, the recent blackout of the Eastern Seaboard created 
a crisis situaeion in which the normal rules of accessibi9.fty 
w e r e  suspended. Louilon Waifio~right, wri t ing  for ~ i f e ,  
made the E o l l o w f  ng obsesre-at%ons. 
It seemed to me that the blaclcout quite l i t e r a l l y  
transformed the  people of New York. Ordinarily 
smug and eomforkable Pn the high hives of the eit:f 
where tlley live and work, they are largely strangers 
to one another when the lights are on. In the 
darkness they emerged not as shadows, but far 
warmer and more substantial than usual, Stripped 
of the anonymity that goes wFth  f u l l  illun~fwakion, 
they b e m e  humans ca~scious of and concerned abauic 
the other humans around them18 
And - Time reported khaiz, 
The most pressing: problem was to rescue a l l  the 
people trapped Apt subways and elevators.  A 
few women fainted and there w e r e  s m  hysteria 
eases, but most of the inpmrisoned straphangers 
rose to &he oeciasion, Aboard one train, a man 
who ca l l ed  himself Lord Echo got everybody to 
join h i m  in eaZypoo  songs^ two hours Later, 
asto,misl~& reseusrs famd 50 passengers dancing 
in the aislea,l9 
B u t  everyrdayroutina may be suspended i n  s i tuat ions  
other than those caused by a crisis. -My event out of 
the oxdinzary, even a happlr one l i l c e  a ~ r a d e ,  w i l l  
create t h e  requisite conditions, For example, during 
a t i m e  when a an"c%-Vietnam w a r  group was holding forth 
in a large hall between two University campus buildings, 
persons who passed through the hall often stopped to 
listers, argue, andl often iwf tiate cmversations w i t h  those 
abcut them, Stimulated by arguments betv~een speakers, 
little groups of people who had never before'spaken to 
one anather, w e r e  continually breaking off from the main 
group to hegin arguments on th@ir,om. Or, a newcomer 
might ask anyone Am the  setting w h a t  was going OR and 
receive a f u l l  explanation, OR another occasion, when a 
large group of persons had gathered to watch the arrest 
of a number of sit-in demonstratous, individuals within 
the group OF observers dtmonstrated their w i l l i n m e s s  to 
initiate verkl  interaction with anyone and everyone around 
them. S o m s t h e s  oniy a few minutes of conversirtfo~i 
ensued, sometimes these w e r e  long discussions, sometimes 
violent and bieter argunents, 
Whatever the cause, a situation of suspended routine 
creates for all thoss who experience it a kihd of community, 
a sharing of experience, rendering than for that brief tisne 
at least, no strangers to one another at all, but comrades, 
Before turnfag to a consideration of the public bargain, 
one f i n a l  obeerr~a-Lica is in order, In none of these 
sftuations of L e g i t i m a t e  access is the person approached 
required Lo respond, He has every right to sinply ignore 
anyone who attemptstto speak ts him. T l ~ s  difference 
between legitimate and llPsgitinaie access is simply .that 
i n  the fomeu, t he  approached individual has no cause for 
eonplaint, I'fe may not wish to &cone engaged and that is 
h i s  privilege, But ha may not bring any sanctions against 
the other w l t h u t  himself comit ing an error. 
The Public Bargain. in Chapter I, it was suggestd 
_s 
t h a t  social life may 'be viewed as a kind of social bargain, 
a whispered sngoigader to let us a l l  protect each other 
so we caa carry en  ell^ b u s f ~ e ~ s  of living. ~t was further 
sug7ested t h a t  tghlle this bargain oMained among persons 
who knsw one another, mong strangers in an urban public 
setting, no 8ueh assurance of mutual protection was 
g iven , A s  we have seen in ?he preceding chapkers, the 
urbanite is concerned above a l l  else with his a m  
protection. He is, after all, in battle, and if his 
survival depends on the destruction of some other, weL1, 
that is the way of w a r ,  
This is not to say that ~ P S O R S  in public settings 
do not support each otherOs selves. In fact, most lpersofis 
in a public eettbng mosk of the time are doing just  that. 
All the various tactics of self manaqexent and non-verbal 
contact management are, in most instances, as protective : 
to others in the s e e i n g  as they are to the person utilizing 
them. thd, OR C C C ~ S ~ O ~ S ~  praons  may help their fellow 
urbanites out of dnple generosity, But maer only one 
set of circumstm-cea trill the urbanite in  a publie sett ing 
i ~ e ~ i t a b l y  and Invariably go out of his way to protect and 
support the self of the others only under circtnmstsvlces 
where to refuse t h e  supxmt would be to put himself in 
darsger, The public barhln m a y  be view& as an agreement 
I-- 
between strangers gu.aranteeing mutual Ltselfa support 
onlv under conditions where the Pailure to extend such 
----.-d- 
suwprt would pr~ve dangerous to t h e  one refusing it: 
TO understand the difference between the social 
bargain and the pubfie hrgair., let us examine an instance 
of the social ba.rgainas operation, 
Youthful, Rep. Andy Jacobs, Jr,, (Do ,  ~ n d , ) ,  33, 
who has a sense of hmor like that of his father, 
a f omer House meplbejr, dossnot get annoyed by 
the lordiy airs of senior c o l l e a ~ e s ,  some of 
whom st f l l  don" recognize him, 
The Hoosier freshman was a b u t  to have his hair 
trimmed in the Capitol barbershop not long ago 
whea 280-pound Xep, R o b r t  A, sFatsn Everett, 
(Do ~enr-s,), Eftsra1Py the biggest man in the 
House waved h i m  to one side, tjYouo 11 have to 
w a i t ,  sonE3, snapmd Everett, 6aCong~esmen have 
sanioriizy in these c'laa%rsOn 
And when Jacobs was in  the Denoeratic cloakgoom, 
veteran Rep, JBmy f.iI6rrlson (Do La,) who was 
making a phane call wagged a finger at him and 
commanded, l$S~no find.out where they are on t h t  
roll ca l l  on the floorom Jacoba returned soon 
and informed J.?orrfson, '$Theyore on the EIDsO 
siro" 
A newsman friend suggested that Jacobs should 
put an end to t h i s  tomfoolery by making known 
his identity but the good-.~.,atured young 
Hoosier only grinned. "ItOs easier to do 
w h a t  the:r say than .to listzen to apologies1I, 
he remarked, "The best way far a newcomer to 
make himself knmm around hare i s  to es tab  
Z i  sh a g o d  legislative record. " :  20 
The yowing Congressman could certainly have called 
these errors to the attention of h i s  somewhat overbearing 
i?! 
collzgues without in any way discrediting h i m s e l f .  But 
he w a s  as concerned w i t h  protecting them as with himself 
and he did ~ o t  wish thein to suffer the embarrassment that 
on=,-the-spot dl~cLosure WQUJ-d have eauruod, sr~eh is the 
nature sf the social bargain, 
But  among sexangers the situation is quite different. 
3xeept when disclosure would result in discrediting the 
self, the indiv idual  is only too ~ k r i t l i n g  to clear up any 
i d e n t i t y  errors, regard1ess of the embarrassment thf s 
may cause the other. 14owavar, should he be himself 
endangered by a failure to support tho other, he will 
bargain, The EsZlming- exchange, between the writer and a 
bus depot custmer illustrat&s this point. 
Just a few mamonts before 8830, a bus drove in to  
the runway. I l m k d  about, actually for the 
purpose of checking who was in the seat behind 
me so a s  to conplete my 81 30 seating chart, 
The woman seated facdng me in the far left 
seat apparently mlsineenrpreeed my look. She 
leaned toward me, *I don't think thates the 
Chicago busU. I replied, MI don0t think so, 
but 1 donet Then there was an annornee- 
msnl to which we both l i s tened  with great 
attention. The bus was headed for Toledo, 
iae! prodded as though in mutual understanding 
that ehis was n o t  the Chicago %us. She said, 
s one of those shore stops8s. I nodded, 
she continued, '230ve never waited. for a bus 
yet that was on tins." f miled in agreement, 
the conversakio~ endeda 
H e r e  i s  a case i n  which one strangep was willing to 
go along with and thus support ,the self of another stranger. 
But this only occurred because to have admitted that I 
was not wai%fng for a bus, thak P ha4 turned around not 
' 
to get the ~ a m s  of the Bncming bus but to get data for a 
mating chart, would 'nave been to admit thae f was in 
the depot for IlSeyfefrnate pur)?osesm=-and that  ttould have 
been di sexediting, 
>?hat lcinds of actions the public bargain will support 
depends on what kind of person is perfoming the ac t ion .  
With conveaefonals, support is usually only required i n  
situations such %s thae described abve.  Only in direct 
verbal confrontat lc ,~ t . ~ i t k  eonven tionals is there much 
possibilfty that aon-support will lead to discrediting, 
But song 14avarfcks--'those parsons lacking the deqncy  
to have a protective 'Battle style--almost all contact, 
verbal and norm-verbal, f s fraught w i t h  danger, The 
k<avsriclr is so unpredictable 'that to challenge any of 
h i s  actions; in any way is to the ml the risk tha t  his 
next action will Qead.tcr danger for the self, 
Thus, for exmpl9, persons in public settings are 
quite willing to s tars  at a eonventionaf whoPas just 
trip-wd over a piem of luggage, fie is a f a i l r l ~ r  
predictable hman being. Xe will realize that he has 
done wrong, will feo l  ashamed arad will usually take some 
corrective action, B u t  were a spastic to undergo the 
sme difficulty, no challenging stares would result, 
AS1 the persons in the seizting would, rather, avert their 
e y e s ,  conspFlring tugether to support the ficticn that - 
nothing at a l l  has happened. For the spastic, able to 
exert pnly little, if ant!, body control, f s unnenrfng, 
He himself does not knew what his body may do, and i f  
he i s  not predictable to himself, he is cer ta in ly  not 
~redictable to others, Ey pretending that nothing has 
aecuxr@d, by supporting an Image for the spastic of an 
8 
adngate self, these others hope to protect theinsalveso 
ostrich fashion, from any possibility of their b9i~g 
involved in hes next  accident,, 
Mavericks represent constant threats to a l l  others 
in t h s  setting.  Hot~eves, unpredictable as they are, 
chi ldren nay bcs controlEed, They are mall and if 
necessary, force may be us& to bring them into line. 
And the constantly stigmatized, despite their inability 
to control t h e i r  M i o s ,  are, after all, just like every- 
one else i n s i d e ,  Tt is uriderstood that  t h ~ y  would 
m o s t  certainly  adopt a canventional battle style F f  they 
could, But eccentrics ara another matter altqether, 
~ o t  only are they unpredictable, they are irresponsible 
an8 absolutely unres~onsive to sanctions. Thus, it is 
in urban inanas contack wi-th eccentrics that we m a y  
obseeve the full fruition of the public bargain, 
O ~ c e  an individual has definitely established him- 
self as an eccentric, he may engage in the m o s t  bizarse 
bei~avior wikhout exciting &he slightest notfce, iJ0 m a t t e r  
how peculiar his appearance or how odd his aetlons, he 
w i l l  be treated as though he looZ:ed and scted like a 
conveational hman being, Of course, should his 
behavior appear excessively biz2are or potentially 
physically dangerous, someone may call the authorities, 
But this is an action t?laE: is taken &hind his back. To 
his face, the elaborate fiction of his  complete 
unomalitya will continue to be acted out. 
At its most simple, the operation of the public 
bargain between urbanites and eccentrics may involve no 
more thm disattention to pec~liar~ties in presentation. 
C 
as in the following incident, 
We entered the coffee shop about 11800 porn, 
and sat in  ?moths along one side, I was 
s i t t i n g  so that I eould see everyone in the 
booths ahead of us, all the w a y  up to the 
door, We had not been there very long when 
a man of about 50 em.@ in and sat  himself 
down about thrse! booths ahead, facing in rny 
direct ion.  He ordered, and for  awhf Pe I did 
not pa:7  much attenelon to hfn? t!mt is, 
until a murmur of conve?rsa.lion and a slight 
blur of movement mde me look again i n  his 
diract ion.  There he sat, eating h i s  dinner, 
and quite elearly carrying on an ani-mted 
mnvezaatio~1 w i t h  smecne who, also quite, 
clearly, was not these, This invisible 
empanion, to judge by the mmOs scctfono, 
was apparently oea-ked on the other side 
of t h ~  table, As t i m e  p s s p d ,  Lhs conver- 
sation bFccame more audible, and the man 
begtin to gesturs more bold%y, apparently 
invc?%ved in some very lntgnse eonversation. 
H i s  invisible companion carried on his part 
in tha interc'nange, for ever:.? few minutes 
the man trornld stop, cock his head, hold his 
fork suspended, and listen in rapt attontion 
to w h a t  his companion had Lo say ,  Those 
tmre not very many people in the coffee 
shop, and Lhose who weye pres9nt w e r e  
going out of their way to pretosld they 
hmdnf t noticed. There was a young couple 
sitttng FR a booth right across the aisle 
from l n l m  and t E - t e . 7  tqere taking gmat pains 
to keep from lookjng at hin and to stifle 
any Laugl~ter t h a t  m i g h t  threaten to arise, 
T could see the employees every ones in 
a while duck into a kitchen area to laugh 
quietly arnong kha.selves, or at least comment 
on the behavior, bdt I noted t'mt the 
waitress who served the old gentlemen, Ciid 
so with great ciilm, waiting p a t i e n t l y  sl~ould 
he be in khe midsk of eonversation, utneil P I  
had finished before asking if he wanted 
anything else. I~ncidentally, the invisible 
companion apparently was not hungry, for no food 
was ordered for him, Sam not quite certain w h a t  
would have 11appe~edl kadl an order for t w o  been 
placed, but I sathsr suspect that it would have 
been served without e m e n t ,  
k.!hen eceenlxlco and urbanites are engaged i n  verbal 
contact, the successful operation of the bargzln becomes 
a bit more complex, !-Isre one must do more than sfmply 
keep one0s eyes averted. One must communicate the  
normality f i c t i o n  through facial expression, words and 
body language, To fail to do so is to challenge the 
e ~ c e n e r ~ ~ s  self, and to do t h a t  is to r i s k  all the 
dangers of unyrediertabili ty ,. In the foS10~~ing example, 
t w o  8'eonverationmls~S are in Sntesacrtion w i t h  an eccentric, 
One of the 1nconvent60nals'~ h o w s  the eccentric sf igkt1.y , 
To the stlaer she is a complete stranger, Note that during 
-the time ths eccentric i s  present, she receivss f u l l  
support: Ercn t h a n  both, Only after she has gone do they 
feel free to express their tme feelings about her 
A working class wonan, Pate 40a s or early 50 s o  
is seated at one of the h~rseshas counters in 
a large coffee shop in a bus depot, She is 
cleanly dressed, wearing a seater and print 
dress. As she is drinking her coffee, a 
woman In her mid 70°s cornea out of an adjoin- 
ing cafeteria and greets her, The nevrcomer 
is d~esoed  in a rather notle:? collection of 
umate7md, appxantlly second-hand and terribly 
wrinkled and dirt:, items of apparel, Her dress 
is of a s h i ~ ~ * (  satin-like material and is badly 
tattered, Ik hangs loosely around her as though 
it were several sf zes too large, Over this, 
she t.?esrs a shiny, equally shapeless aatin coat, 
apparently desicped for w e a r  on fom-al occasions, 
It contains e very large hole in one e l b o ~ v ,  
A badly -draggled hat, with a tierra like 
frzme sets.on her head. shs i s  carrying a 
large paper shopping bag which appears t o  be 
almost full although nothing w ithfn it is 
identifiable. 
The o ld  woman stops beside Aer acquaintance. 
ttEnjoying hot coffee, huh?" The<! exchange a 
f e w  words, The old woman looks about her 
and notices that  on the counter are several 
dirty small paper p la tes ,  used by the coffee  
shop for serving sandwiches and p ie ,  she 
picks up one nearest t o  her and asks her 
acmaintance, "Do you t h f ~ k  I can have it? 
They usually give them to me. I have a 
collection of them you hor.r?N The acquain- 
tance says nothing for at this point the 
waitress approaches them. The old woman 
asks the waitress if she may have the p la te ,  
The waitress nods, her face showing nei ther  
s u r p r i s e ~ ( ~ r  puzzlement, Another plate setting 
further down the counter coir.es to the  o l d  
lady % sttention but before slm can reach it, 
the waitress has picked St up and placed it 
in the waste can, Noticing this, the lady 
asks the waitress if she may have the second 
plate, Again the waitress remains expression- 
less, pulls it out f r o m  the trash and hands it 
to her, Eloticing other plates In the waste  
can, she ask6 if she might have those too,  and 
i n  a ~ h o r t  ime she has all the dirty p l a t e s  
avai4nI.e in that section of the coffee shop 
in her possession, As she receives each one, 
she w i p e s  it off slightly w i t h  a raapkin and places 
it in her shopping bag, After she completes 
wiping off and packing the last plate, she bids 
good bye to her acquaintance and disappears. 
?4 few moments later the waitress approaches the 
other woman and asks her v r h t  the old lady does 
with all tl-~ose papar plates, Her face is not 
expressionless now, am3 she quite clearly means 
to indicate that she thinks tlm now departed 
lady is a l i t t l e  crazy, The woman answers that 
sha thinks the o l d  lad;! has childr~n t o  visit 
her and uses the plates, after  cleaning t h e m  up, 
Lo serve rrofres'nmcents to her visitors, Having 
varbalized this explanation, shg apparently finds 
it unsatlsfactosy eves to h e r s e l f ,  shrug-s her 
siloulders w.b laughs, and says to the wa=resss 
"Z don't really knob? exactly what she does w i t h  
them. The two women exchange knowing smiles and 
the interaction bskgeen them ends, 
There i s  a marvelous paradox in all this. The 
convenC=ional, s t r i v i n g  desperately to always appear as  
an adequate,  worth:^ and legitimate hrnan being, need 
make only the slightest error to lose all support for and 
eonfikmation of his desired image of self. B u t  the 
eccentric, whose ever:./ act ion ,  whose verL7 apwarance, 
constitutes an error, Fs granted continual support and 
eonfirmation no matter w h a t  he does, The most dangerous 
opponent in the  great urban battle, is the most carefully 
protected from ham. 
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TACTICAL ERi3GKS AN3 XECOVSRY 
3ay L, Birdwhistell has observed that  sathere are 
literally thousa~ds  of bits of information exchanged 
between human beings w i t h i n  moments of time. &la-  
In the W o  preceding chapters, we have been watching 
individuals manauver in the face of She enemy. This 
maneuvering is basfcal1.r a process of givinq off and 
reeefving information. Whether involved in the manage- 
ment of self or in the management of contact, the 
urbanite iw a public sdtting is constantly engaged in 
i n f o . n , ~ a t i o n  exehaago, He makes observations, acts, 
elicits responses (real or imagined), and acts again? 
each act Beedimg into the next  ohsennratdon~ each 
observation Feeding i n t o  the next act. 
The complex and almost slrnuleaneous character of 
these varPaus activities cannot be overstresssd. As 
Ray Birdwhistell savs, w i t h i n  moments, there are 
thousands of b i t s  of i n fo rma t ion  exchanged. This 5s a - 
ccmple~ and remarkable process in the social relations 
b e t ~ ~ w e n  acquaintances. It is even more so when the 
relationship I. s between s-ksamgers. The need for accurac.! 
and clarity iw the exchange is intensified because 
strangers have much less basis, aside from their public 
p~eseatations, upon which ko confirm or discomform 
their des ired  images of se l f ,  
Given the con~plexit ies  involved, it is aot sup- 
prising that tactical errors occur, And given the 
intensified irnportaneof c lar i ty  and accuracy in the 
informational exchange, it is also not surprisiag that 
the individual will do all he can to rectify any such 
errors as quicklv as possible, 
A .tactical error may be said to have occurred 
whenever the individual, when in the presence of strangers, 
acts is such a way as to d i s c r e d i t  the image of himself 
which he wishes to project. Errors may result simply from 
an accidental failure in body control, such as w h e ~  the 
individual stumbles or bungs into someone. Or they may 
be the result of actions based oa mis-iwfo~rnation, 
whether about techniques, public settings or people in 
public settfsgs, In either case the response is 
embarrassmeat and, if at all possible, -aw attempt at 
immediate rsetifieation, 
The problem of mis-infomation with its potential for 
error, whether strategic,, tactheal, or bath, was intro- 
duced in Chapter 11, In this chapter, w e  shall be 
concerned with mis-information only as it relates to 
tactical errors, Iw addition, we shall Ix coazcerned with 
errors resultf~q from failure of body control--errors which 
no amourat of osnrect information can always prevent. 
VJe shall examia&? tactical CSHTOPS, first as they 
occur in the handling of self management, %hen as they 
occur in the handling of contact manaqement. There Is 
no attempt to present an exhaustive list of errors or 
even of t . ~ p e s  of errors. The goal I s meselv to examine 
a few ins tances  of the kinds of things which may go 
wrong and a number of technqiues for seeking recovery 
when they do. In this, it is the intent to ernpbasize 
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once again, the great complexity and difficulty of the 
task faced by modern man, fighting to protect his 
f rag i l e  self amidst the  dangers of the urban public 
setting . 
Errors in Self P.aaacpexneat 
Errors in the tactics of self management seem to he 
primarily the result of failure of body cowtrol, although 
t h i s  is mot necessarilv the case, i t  is conceivable 
that m'. s-Inf ormati on a b u t  the settinq, for example, 
might lead to errors either during the approach or in  
t h e  midst of &he snem:r ,  causing the individual to head 
in the wrong directioa or to act out an inappropriate 
ba.ttle style, But errors of this sort are difficult 
to ascertain, It would be necessary to k ~ o w  what 
information the isdividual possessed prior to entering 
the settiag &fore one could determine that the 
information led to the error. 
Errors r e s u l t i n g  f r o m  body control failure are, 0 s  
the other hand, relatively easy to observe and, ia 
addition are cofirnonlv- repo-rted as irrstancea of embarrassme~lt. 
Thus, for  example, i n  a Detroit News article, discussing 
moments of embarrassment experienced by teenagers, ten 
\ 
of the eighteen incidents reported involved situations 
of bod J control failure in the presence of strangers, L 
Included were such matters as sitting down with no 
chair present, tipping over a desk, becoming entartgled 
in another person0s clothing, catching a hand i n  a fence, 
and 'becoming "gluedu to a freshly painted 'uena. 
H o w  to handle such public errors? Three possible 
recovery tecbiques 4-11 bs coasideredt dmial,  
and corrective interchanqe . 
G~ting for the first alternative, denial, as a 
respowse to his error, the  individual remains i n  the 
s e t t i n g  and simply behaves as i f  the error had not , 
occurred. H e  qives no iurdicatian, either with words, 
facial expression or b o d y  movement that anything at all 
has gone wrong. Oeeurrencee of flatulence i n  public 
settings are usuall-/  handled i~ t h i s  way and denial  is 
probably m o s t  o f t e n  effective when the guilty part!; 
cannot be p o s i t i v e l : ~  fdentif ied, 
Nevertheless, denial may sometimes be used even 
when there is no question as to whom is respo~sible for 
the error, and persokqs willi~g to  use this technique in 
such a s i t u a t i o n  are said to have great waplombu. 
A second recovery technique far tact ica l  errors i n  
self management is  escape. Here, too, the individual 
may g i v e  no indieat ion e i t h e r  verball or i n  facial 
expression that anything is amiss, His admission of t h e  
error lies rather is his hastv departure Prom the scene of 
his misfortune. Tn some cases, embarrassment may be 
expressed through facial  expression, but the encape 
technique mver involves any iwterchange between the 
offender and his observers. 
A th ird  recovery techicpue, t h e  corrective interchange, 
whe~ever possible to use, is probabl-:J the most satis- 
fying to the iwdividual, for it r e s u l t s ,  at its campletion, 
i n  his r e - e s t a b l i s b e n t  as  an accepkable social being, 
as an adequate self. 
The concept of the corrective interchange is 
Erving GoffmanOs, and he conceives it as a natural  
sequence of four moves which follow a f t e r  the c m j s s i o n  
of an error, First, there is the challewge in which the 
observers ca l l  the error to the  attention of the offender. 
T h i s  i s  followed by the offering, hn which the offender 
i s  exLpeet& to make some correctiow of, or restitut8om for, 
his offease. If the offering i s  s a t i s f a c t o r y ,  it ia 
accepted and this acceptance constitutes the third move. 
F i n a l l y ,  the  offender gives some demoastration of grati- 
tude t o  those who have forgiven h i m .  3 
The  first step in the corrective interchange, the 
challenge, mav occur i w  the two previouslv mentioned 
recover 7 techniques as well. But in these eases, the 
offender blocks  any furtherance of t h e  corrective process 
e i t h e r  acting eis ehough the error had not occurred, 
thus refusing to make an offering, or by simplv escaping 
the scene altogether, 
The fo l lowing  incidemt illustrates mice ly  how the 
corrective,  intarcllange works in rectifying errors of 
self management, 
A man who has been seated a t  one of the middle 
tablea i n  an airport cafeter ia  slides back h i s  . 
cha ir  a s  though preparing to l eave .  Apparentlv 
attracted by the no i se ,  a voung woman seated 
e s'ntJrt distance awal g lances  a t  him and sees 
tha t  as he i s  rising, he stumbles and i s  knocked 
against the edge of the  table. He r ights  him- 
s e l f ,  glances about, ~otes tha t  he has 'been 
observed. His face  reddens slightly, he looks 
directl.r a t  his observer, shrugs his shoulders 
and smiles. She smiles i n  response. H e  nods 
and moves o f f .  
~w this instance, the continuation of the gaze u n t i l  
the offender took note of it const i tuted the challenge 
f ram the observer. She, in effect, said to him, UI saw 
rou commit a blunder which cases doubt on your adequacy 
as a full, mature, human b ~ i w g . ~  W h a t  are you going to 
do to correct The offender, at this paint, 
still had the option to dew the  error or to escape the 
seen@. i I e  ehose rather, to make an offering, to seek 
forgiveness, The slighe reddening demonstrated that 
hz could r e c o g ~ i z e  h i s  error and feel shame over it. 
Themile and the  shrug expressed t h i s  recognition 
and shame d i r e c t l v  to  the obsarver, iIe said, in affect, 
"I know I have c a s t  doubt oa m ?  adequac:~ as a full, 
mature human being. I have no excuse, it was an 
accident, please accept my apology.$* The observer 
could hawe refused by turning away, Rut she chose to  
complete t h e  in ter  change, communicating her acceptance 
w i t h  a s m i l e ,  i3io f i n a l  nod before departure eowstituted 
the fourth and final s t e p  of the corrective process-- 
tho "thank youu POP forgtveness received, 
The need which human beings feel for re-establishent 
as adequate selves is sug~ested by the interesting fa.& 
t h a t  the corrective interchange may sometimes be enacted 
even when no other person i s  nearby, In such cases, 
t h e  offender himself acts out a l l  the parts: challenge, 
off er inq ,  . acceptance aad thanks. O r ,  perhaps it would 
be m o r e  accurate to say that he acts it out with the 
assistance of oae of that multitude- of %maginary others 
which each hmaw baing carries about. Thus we may 
obsswe a voung woman, thrown off balance while opening 
a door who, after looking up and notii3g that  RO one is 
near*, initiates a kind of pantmine in which she first 
frowns, then shrugs, then smiles, It is apparently 
preferable, should there Be anv witnesses to this 
episode, to be judged as someone w h o  carries on private 
dfalaglues, than to ba judged as a person so insens i t ive  
as to have,no need for the eorreceve interchange. 
Errors in Contact  f.,aaagement 
P.is-informatiopt and b o d ! r  control failure appear to 
Be of about e q a l  importance for errors in contact 
management, altkPugh the former would semm m o s t  relevant 
for verbal contact ,  the latter for won-verbal. Whatever 
the cause of the error, the recovery tecMFques are the 
same. as those used in self managsmealt errors--denial, 
escape BY corrective interchange. 
Sometimes denial seems the most appropriate technique, 
particularly in situations w h e r e  the error is a minor 
orae, Errors in @.:re coatact are often handled in t h i s  tray. 
Thus, far exampla, an i a d i v i d i a l ,  having bcome 
somewhat c a r e l e s s  about body coatrol, may allow his eyes 
to rest om another person in the s e t t i ~ g  for some few 
minutes. Should the other look up while the gaze is 
still fixad on him, eye cogtact is likely to result. 
The of fender  will have bae~ caught in the act of g i v i n g  
more visual a t t e n t i o n  to a fellow urbanite than is 
momally deemed proper, He might attempt a recover.? 
through escape or corrective interchange, But the most 
exp&i t ious  teebique is  d e n i a l ,  for ele contact  i s  
one of the few tact$ c a l  errors w h i c h  ma.., denied t,~it- 
some g o d  chance tha t  the denial will believed. Using 
t h e  d e ~ i a l  m e t h o d ,  the individual does not drop his eyes 
at the moment of eontact (a sure admission of guilt). 
Rather, after breaking cor;tact, he simpl.; moves h i s  gaze 
away fror the other and continues looking aqmut the 
setti ng, Thf s action suggests to the offended party 
that the  individual was n o t  staring, but was rather, 
engaged in a quite legitimate visual scan of the 
environment, The contact ma1: t h e n  be seen as mere eoinci- 
Aence and the c?f Fender is a'rtsolved of a1 l respc?r1s.i;bF2lt-*. 
In other instances of error, i ~ p t i e u l a r l y ~  t?>ose 
related to verbal contact, d e n i a l  is a less  satis7?actor: 
rnethcd. So~eQives, t he  situaticn is suc? that esca* 
seems the onLv alternative, rzs i n  the fol lowing two 
. L young womanp late 2CBs ,  s i d d l e  class, seats 
hersel? at one esd of a lunch courter in a >us 
depot, A few mi nutes Ta-ker,  a working class 
male, early 30'9, sits down *side her, alkhough 
alnost every &her stool a@ the  counter i s  zmpt:.:. 
He orders coETes, The woman makes no indication 
t h a t  she hss ~ o t i c e d  his presence, She stares 
s t r a i q h t  ahead, The man is lookin9 at her in 
brief, sidelong qlanees ,  but she makes no 
respTnse. A'ter a few moments, he initiates 
conversation, "You0d think ::Tells Fargo could 
run a beterr schedul-e khan t h i s ,  The wm.an 
q1.anees a'; him For a sseond while he is speaking 
but makes BC, r e ~ l y .  iIe has some coins in ofie 
hatld and i n v e s t i g a t e s  these closell,- '3efoue 
s x a k i n g  again. Ii-Are -.:ou s student  or just a 
traveller," This time she looks at him "ull:, 
her face is expressi .onless .  She' answers, her 
voice a monotone. "Just a t r a v e l e r , "  
::mmediatel:. after respondin9 she Faces forward 
again and continues staring straight ahead. Ye 
keeps tr.?incg. 14T?'rel.7 sa: 8%; of the business is 
studentset' T3is time there is no response at 
all: she gives no i n d i c a t i o n  t h a t  she has even 
heard him. Ile remains a few seconds longer, 
then gets up, his coffee unf inislled, and dis- 
appears, 
A young woman i s  seated i n  the  waiting area of 
a bus depot. One seat renoved from her, an 
elderly i?eqr@ w m a n  is s i t t i n g ,  almost covered 
by several packages, including one rather 
tattered cardboard hat box. The older wovan 
s t a r t s  to get up and as  she does, the hat 50% 
drops into the empty seat. The other observes 
this and assists in the recover .' of the box. 
A s  she dnes so, the older womn sa.rs, "Ion 
looking for s o ~ e o ~ e ;  " ?-pparently interpreting 
this as a bid for assistance, she replies, 
UT O ll look after .lour ellings if yov want to 
get up." The older w@manOs face shows anger. 
She s p i t s  out a resounding, saXo81  , and t u r n s  
away. R e r  would-be assistant appears un- 
canfoxtable and Fw a FEW seconds she moves to 
another seat, 
In neither aE these cases would denial have 'men 
effective. A verbal error had been aade and there was 
no way of pretending j . t  had not, And, interestingly 
enough, in both cases, any attempt to i n i t i a t e  the 
corrective icterehange v?ouZd probably have only 
worsened the situations . 
In the f irst  instance, the male had been attempting 
a pick-up. 1 . 1 ~  had rnisj~rdged either M..r presentation or 
hd:? language or bcth, COP ke M ~ U I . ~  ~ o t  !lave initiated 
i n t e r a c t i o n  had he woe anti cipaeed a varm recepticn . 
It took several tries at conversation hefore he could 
be certaiff he had made a mistake, and I317 then  he could 
do nothiag but leave the scene, To have begun the 
corrective process, he would have had tc apologize to 
the woman BOP h i s  mis-judgment of hek and t o  a h i t  
openly that he had been  t l r  ring to pick her up. That 
she had M e n  mis-Judged, she already knew. That he 
had been atternnting a pick-up, she also knew. And fron 
her response, he was aware t'nat she knew these things. 
The entire episode tvjas sn discrediting t o  them bath, 
that to bring it all into the open would have s i ~ p l  
' increased their mutual discr~mfort and made a recover.: 
even more difficult. 
IR the second instance, the older woman had terminated 
interactiort wjth f-rer would-be helper 3y her angry, 
"i40." In order tc have in i t ia ted  the  corrective interc:ange, 
th2 lounqer woman would have had to pursue t h e  other 
and 'begin i~ teract ion  anew. But to have done so would 
have been to demonstrate undue interest i n  the other and 
her possessions and would have cast even more suspicion 
on the ;:our_g :ax-an8 s alaead : suspect  motives, Under the 
circmstanres, escape proved t'ne most satis=actor 
technique. 
r\!overths2ess, the correctj ve interclnnge probably 
remains the most satisPactor*7 recover.? method whenever 
it is feasible, As long as the error is not terribl; 
discrediting en eithe- party, the corrective interchange 
is tile mst jl.~dtcious method i o n ,  insuring full recover I .  
~t is about noon and all the various eating places 
in a large b ~ s  deP$ are filled. young woman 
has Just ?one into the coffee shop, standing 
for a rn~menl  j us t  inside the entrance looking fo r  
an empty.7 place. She sees none and turns around 
zs t'noug.'.~ to leave, As she does so, a woman 
sitting near the entrance addresses 'her. 
"?ire you looking for scpeone." The girl shakes 
her head and resumes her departure,. The woman 
speaks again. 'oua re ~ o t  G i nger are i . . ~ u ? ~  
The girl. answers no. The wcman adds, " T u r n  
lookin$ for someone t e i t h  ..?our hair color. " 
The air1 smiles, the woman smiles, and the girl 
turns  around and Leaves. 
The woman might have ceased the interaction when she 
received her f i r s t  negative reply (which, of course 
constituted the challenge) .  But this would have left 
her in the midst of an error and with no opportmity 
for recovery. She would have appeared to herself  and 
to the other as a person who in i t iates  contact w i t h  
perfect strangers for no legit imate reason. Her second 
question and subsequent explanation of her motives 
constituted the offering, She legitimated herself, and 
in demonstrating a fe l t  ~teeetssit-7 to make this explanation 
to a stranger, communicated her apology. The -.romg woman 
might have continued to walk away, but by rmaining 
to hear the explana-tion,  ead then smiling, she demon- 
strated her acceptance, The older womn, smiling her 
thanks, was re~tored to her place 138 a complete6 human 
being. The younger wc?man was relieved of any feeling 
of offense, 
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The errors doscribed above are o n l y  a few of the 
many whiela may occur when the individual is  engaged in 
maneuvering in the face of the enemy, The errors 
mentioned may not be the moat serious which can occur. 
N o r  are the recovery techniques described the onl;  ones 
possible,  Tho descriptfon of these errors and the  methods 
used in recovering from them is intended to  be suggestive, 
and to emphasize once again *he complexity of the task 
facedl by modem man in  the usban setting, 
CXAPTER V I  NOTES 
1 , - BirdwhPstelI, R e  L,, f lComm~icat ion  Anthropologr? i n  
the Residency Settingu, unpublished paper delivered to 
( 1 - 
2 ,  Korona, Jackie, "Was Wy Face SQ rlet Wheglu, The Detroit -
News  (Wednesday, Narch 9, 1966), p, 6F. 
I 
3, Goffmaa, E m i 1 3 g ~  H O ~  Face Workoa, Psychiatrv:: Journal - 
for the Study of Interpersonal Processes, VoP, XVII 
(August, 1955), pp, 220-221, I have somewhat altered 
Goffmaa8s eonee*ion of the corrective interchange but 
not to the e x t e l t o  I belP6-v~~  that his meaning is dtstorted,  
Goffmas is primarily eowcernd w i t h  ewcounters between 
persons who know one a~other, &4s was discussed in 
Chapter I, amosg acquaintances there e x i s t s  a mutually 
protective social bargain in which each person has a 
genuine interest in supporting &he otherOs self, Among 
strangers t11i.s does not necessaril-r obtain. The public 
?xrgain is adhered to o a z 1 i . r  when tile individual feels it 
is  absolutely essential for h i s  protection, Strangers 
are quite capable of observing tactical errors without 
Peeling an7! compunction to assist i n  ths recovery, It 
is is relation to this fact that I have modified the 
meaning of the corrective interchange process, Coffrnan 
assqmes that if the offering is not made b.7 the offender, 
it will be made by someone else since it.is essential 
to re-establish the equilibrium of the encounter, I do 
not make this assumption and suggest, instead, that among 
strangers the offering is entirely up to the offender,  
CK4lTER V I I  
NOTES ON TfB ECGLOCf GF PUBLIC S3TTINGS 
klhether involved in managing himself or managing 
others, the i~dividual~s task may bz made easier or more 
difficult, more comforting or mare threatening, depending 
on the ecological arrangernewt of the setting I n  which he 
f i ~ d s  himself. 
This chapter e x m i n e s  a amber of specific physical 
arrangements and tries to understand something about how 
these arrangements may affect the tactical behavior of 
persons exposed to them, While the  present treatment - 
is far from exhaustive, it is suffic;ent to suggest 
swre important g~>sskblc relations and types of differences. 
Perhaps, most impartant, it establishes the propositioa 
that no battle is fully understood mtfl the details of 
the battle grau-id itself are graspad, 
We shall Poolc first at aome differences which 
ecological arrangements may make for the tactics of self 
management: thea et the effects such differences may 
have on contact management, 
Zcology an8 the Tactics of Self I.:.awagmont 
The diff icult-!J of the approach maneuver and the 
potential for error i n  the execution of it, depends in 
large measure OE the ph-~sfcql arrangegent of the setting, 
particularly t i m t  which oMains in the vlciwity of the 
entrance. For exan~gle, if %.here is an area just outside 
the setting which is screened o9f from public v i e w ,  the , 
readiness check rnn-:f be performed less kislstily and leso 
surrept i t iously  than if the individual is i n  f u l l  view 
from the moment of entrance, Some bars and restaurants 
have mall vestibules which serge t h i s  purpose, Rest 
rooms located Just inside the setting w i l l  do just as 
well, a l t h ~ u g h  @his is rarely Pound, 
some setti~gs are designed so that  a "readingsa may 
be taken with considerable ease, If a bench i s  available 
just inside the entrance, it b e m e s  possible to take a 
position at once, The setting ma17 then be scanned at 
some leisure before the individual is required to move 
further in.  Sometimes glass doors semnre a similar purpose, 
making it possible to get a good look at the setting 
before ever coming im~side, 
One of the most helpful arrangements for  purposes of 
the M~eadinga is the  placement of some legitimate object 
of interest just inside the door. l a  retail stores, 
one o f t e n  finds displays sf merchandise so placed. A 
cart containing sale items or a rack of sport shirts give 
the person entering an o p p o r t u n i t ~  to stop for a few 
minutes, investigate the items on display, while at  the 
same time making observations on the Ulay of the land." 
Taking a -positfan may be simplified if the setting 
is a re lat ive ly  complex one, containing within it many 
potential stopping places. Public libraries and book 
stores are good examples. Both kinds of settings 
contain many things to look at so that it is possible 
t o  take an i n i t i a l  position just seconds after entering, 
And since "browsing" is both expected and structurally 
f e a s i b l e ,  the individual can make h i s  way in to  t h e  
s e t t i n g  slowly and carefully t stoppAag here, stopping 
there, until the actual desired positio~ is reached, 
Thus the kind of rapid, concentrated approach maneuvers 
one observes in settings l i k e  bus depots are n o t  to be 
seen in libraries, People entering libraries tend t o  
do so with appamnt ease, nwlooking at the card catalogue, 
n o w  browsing through the magazines, now stopping inn front 
of a new book display, IJibraries, of course, have the 
additional advantage of being highly task or i en ted  so 
that perans entering receive If t t l e  attention. 
OB the other hand, the phlrsfcal arrangements of 
some settirigs render khe entire approach manewer so 
that specific purlpose, The ladies-read\!-to-wear shop 
Entered thxouc~h front entrance. There is nothing 
to look at, no racks of c%othing, no items on 
tables, nothing, There are counters along one 
side of the store and behfnd these stand several 
clerks. A s  one ea-lers, thet? iriunediately look 
at you and keep you I n  their qaze a l l  t h e  way 
through t h e  e n t i r e  shop.  Zven within the store, 
very few items are on display. Apparently there 
is no browsing a l l m ~ e d  in here, If you want 
to look at something, you have to ask a clerk, 
The efFecL which setting ecology m a y  have on t h e  
expression of variqus battle at:.rles is perhaps already 
evibest and requires little additional comment, The 
~nvestigator, for example, needs a good deal of room to 
move ahout in and the Nester is most comfortable whem 
sitti~g down. Crm~dsd busses and suhqa.7~ in w h i c h  many 
persons are required to stand, but a& the same time are 
highly restricted in their movements, would seem to be 
sites of maximum difficult,r for self management in the 
midst  of the enemy, 
Ecoloqy and the Tactics of Contac t  Management 
The effect of phz;sical arrangement on the tackice 
of contact  management appear to be greatest at the non- 
verbal level. 
some settkngsare designed so as to facilitate 
eontact-free moverneat. Others, Like movie t i;- iaters  
make the problem of routing a difficult one. Moving to 
a seat in a theater across a row of people can be a 
b 
genuine struggle if one wishes to avoid badly c o n t a ~ t  as 
much as possible, One suspects that the annoyance 6%- 
pressed aver having to let people  pass In a theater ?us 
less to do w i t 1 1  awv momentary Znterruption of the view of 
the performance khan with an abhowrance o f  the bod:? 
contact that is almost alwat!s the inevitable result. 
seating and aye contact problems vary eonsiderabl 
f s o m  s e t t i n g  to setting, RQstaurants where a11 the 
tables are arranged in one larye open space, greatly 
intensif./ the necessity to  manage eye gaze. Osl t11e other 
ha.nC1, ~ostau;-anis which contain high booths, planters  and 
r c a m  dividers simplify the problem sf elre management and 
i n  song casss eliminate it aZP together, Some restauraats 
make it a habit of placing two tables together so that 
during per ids  of crowding, sets of strangers may find 
themselves, in effect, sitting a t  one table. This  
practice greatly increases the entire non-verbal 
management problem and one m a r  often observe persons 
indicating a preference to w a f t  rather than undergo 
such close contact v ~ i t h  -perfect strangers .  Tha difficult y 
is not that one may be satk ing  next to a stranger, for this 
is common at counters a d  creates no s p e c i a l  problems, 
The diPficulty arises rather out of the necessity .to 
s l t  acrcss the table from a stranger so that each t i m e  
one looks up, the other is directly within the line of 
vision. 
settings in which all the seats face in the same 
d i r e c t i o n  may also have the effect of e l b i n a t i n 9  eye 
management problems. In such settings as theaters a ~ d  
auditariums, the entrance problem is also simplified. 
On the other  hand, movie theaters, because they are 
darkened, create special problems for seating decisions. 
Both lone males andl hone females must pay particular 
attention to the rnsmSsg which any given seating decision 
m a y  hiwe for those around thm~, 
The effect of physical arrangement on verbal contact 
management may m o s t  elearly be seen in retail stores, 
The increaafng popularity of the self-service market 
may be as nueh a response to the desire of urbanites to 
avoid contact o:itka strangers as to economic efficient-J, 
Unzltke the situation in restaurants where contact with 
an employee may involve ao more than placing an order and 
receiving it, i~~teraction with a elerk in a retail store 
may be rather prolonged, Purchasing can Jx a rather 
persc~al act, favolving coasiderations and self-expressions 
that on@ might prefer not to have to share with a stranger, 
n inus,  7 for dxmpbeo sm.e wmen may avoid dress shops in 
which the:/ know t h e y  wjlll never be left alone. Rather 
than expose such matters as their dress size, type of 
undergarments, Pigure failures, etc., to the eyes  of an 
impersonal clerk, they simply do their shopping else- 
where. 
S e l f  service stores also eliminate t h e  possibi1i.t.r 
of appearing inadequate or uninformed in the presence of 
strangers. The self service meat market is an interesting 
example. The woman who does her purchasi~g frm a butcher 
as required to lanow a go& deal about various cuts of 
meats8 how they are packaged, ltow much is required to 
serve hott many and so on. In the more pisrsonal s o c i e t y  
of the small town where one m f g h t  h o w  the butchef, a ~ y  
inadequacy in auch WowkcZge might be overlooked, But 
in the anommft,r of the city, to make an error about 
meats is to threaten the image of oneself as adequate or 
 worth^. A woman entering a butcher shop in a large city 
and ordering a p e n d  of spare ribs wfll suffer the 
emloasrasament of being t01G by the butcher, i n n  the 
prese3ce of many strangers, t h a t  spare ribs are not  cut 
i n t o  units that small and t h a t  even if . thq  wex-e, they 
would not cokntaia enough meat for one meal, In a self 
service meat market, RO such errors are possPble. Ever.?- 
t h i ~ g  is pre-packaged, the choices have already bssn 
narrowed. And if one should still make an error, it will 
be discovered only Itn the privacy of o n e o s  am hame. 
One might h;'pothesize that the retail store which 
fails to allow a good deal of browsing before forcf~g the 
customer to interact w i t h  a clerk is domed to economic 
failura . The  exception I s  perhaps the highly specialized 
store in which the clientele is small a ~ d  the relation- 
ship between clerks and customers is a personal one. 
V e r y  expensive dress shops have this c'naracter, as do 
stamp and rock collection shops, But for the retail 
store w h i c h  depends on a mass clientele, the practice 
of gncoetgng the eu~tomer at the door and staying w i t h  
h i m  a l l  the t i m e  he is present nay very well be a thing 
of the past. 
It has beaw the intent and the hope of this study 
to contribute, in ak feast a modest'way, to the soeiological 
understanding of urban life, Cities of a11 sizes and 
types--from those which were small towns only yesterday, to 
those whose history as great metropolitan complexes extends 
back a huPi8s@d years-riare all an important part of ' the 
modem world, The uexprfonce of the c i t y u  is one w h i c h  
is shared by ever increasing numbers of men. If 
sociology is to come closes to its elusive goal--a clearer 
conception of mano s curious ways--then surely it m u s t  
seek to understand sonethiaq about this I1experience of 
the c i t y u  which is so impartant a part of the lives of 
so many, 
Georg Sinunel recognized this, as did 3obart Park and 
Louis Mirth, These men mfierstood the c i t y  to ba a 
fantastically complex and iw many wa;m totally unique 
social arrangement, which, if it was to be grasped , 
must be approached Prom a variety of perspectives, using 
a variety of methods and addressing a variety of problems, 
In "The Cit-!o Suggestions for the Investigation of 
B u m a ~  Behavior in the U f b 3 ~  EvironmentN, R o b *  Park 
laid owe page after page of quest ions about citles and 
urban life which needed to be answered, H e  felt it was 
gmportant to know everyt'hing tha t  could be botm, from 
the sources of the cityOs population, to the social 
rituals of neighbrl~oods to the social organization of 
"moral aseas."l And Louis Wirth in 18U~bamism as  a Wa.! of 
Life,*' urged hfs fellow sociologists  to appreciate that 
the c i t ~  was many th ings$  a ph*!sical structure, a system 
of social  organizationt a set of ideas and attitudes and 
a constellat ion of personalit f as, 2 
Although much work has been done on the city, much 
has bees left undone, There has Men great concern w i t h  
its phrsical and demographic characteristics, w i t h  its 
great institutions and w i t h  its plethora of problems, 
But there has h e n  very little concern with the 18experience 
of the c i t y ,  w i t h  its meaning for and sf fect on, the 
day to day, minute to minute lives of the people who 
eal3. it home. 
1% is out of a desire to Imow something of the 
mexpa~ienca of the cityti  tfiak th i s  study has been written, 
I have attempted to understand something of w h a t  it means 
to live in s world peopled b.7 strangers. I have sought 
to conprehend sons part of how it is possible to survive, 
even for brief stretches of tima, in a world w h e r e  the 
solid sup~mrks a ~ d  reassurances of face-to-face social  
life are mi-ssing. X have suggested that part of the 
"experience of the c i ty ta  4s the acquisition and practice 
of a complex sat of t sc?miquss  w h i c h  are used to render 
this world of strangers a loss alien and nore hospitable 
place, And, I have aqgeoted t%.t man survives because 
his techmiques grow out of, andl are the behavioral expres- 
sions of, a set of eonvsntioss which are shared by t+ 
res idents  cf the urban world amnd which f u n c t i o n  to 
give that world sufficient predictability to make human 
life, if not always pleasant, at lease possible. 
But what has  bee^ said here only scratcl~es the 
surface. It has &en possible only to h i n t  at, and then, 
only now and again. the nature of onl:r a f e w  of the rules 
w h i c h  guide strangers in their relations with one 
another. Tlre diesc~iptions of the techniques themselves 
must be understood as b i n g  tentative and incompletep 
the assertion of the very existence of these technf~es 
is o ~ l y  a pre9-llminarc7 postulate, xany q e a t f o n s  remain 
marmy more unasked, 
Y e t  oms th ing  may be said wieh sane degree of 
certaiwev, Regardless of whether the reasons for maaDs 
behavior are the ones w M c h  2 have presented, the fact  
remains that h i s  beheolor IR public settings is atuesomely 
complex. Whatever the reasons Eor a i l  his maneuvering, 
the face remains that  he is cosstzntly at it, He is 
moving, gazing, avoiding, staring, fumbling, reading, 
investigating, scanning, kalking,  eating, w r i t i n g ,  
laughing, frowning, gesturing, questioaing, rearranging, 
repairing, eheekiag, m,oothi~lg, and combing from the 
moineat he enters a public setting until the moment 're 
leaves, ARB anyone who takas t11e time to observe a l l  
th9s canwok help but come away amazed and wondering at 
the meaning of it a l l ,  
1. from Iiwman Communities (New .forkg The Free Press of - 
Glencoe, 1952), pp. 13-51, 
2 .  from Louis Wirtk on C i t i e s  6 Social L i f e ,  A l b e r t  J. -
Reiss, JP,, ed., (Chicago: The Univers i ty  of Chicago 
Press, 1964)* pp, 60-83. 
APPENDIX 
A KmHODOLOGXCAL NOTE 
The techniques u t i l i z e d  by modern urban man in his 
attempt to neutralize the dangers of the public setting 
are probably net fully conscious. I do not mean to 
suggest that they are umconsciousf8 for I rsuspeee that 
at cer ta in  times, in situations calling for careful 
handling, w e  are acutely aware of them. tiowever, most 
people, most of the time, u t i l i z e  these techniques 
without being conscious t h a t  tkev  are doing so, They 
are part o f  our everycla:.? equipment for living and we 
give then no more thought than w e  do our ability to 
walk. They represent a part of w h a t  Edward T, Hall has 
called the ninZottrtaln aspects o f  cu l ture ,  1 
If w e  were to ask a man to describe in detail how 
he handles h F m s e l f  among strangers or what rules he 
follows in guiding his behavior, the response would most 
likely at best be a few superficial s%atementsy at worst, 
a look of incomp~ekens io~ .  Much of his behavior i~ such 
situations, the ru les  that guide it and the reasons 
underl!!%ng it exist out-of-=awarenass, are pa& of 
l8 knowiecfge felt rather than DsknowLedge under stood. l n 2  
Thus, to iearn about these behaviors, r u l e s  and reasons, 
w e  cannot depend on w h a t  the a c t o r s  tell us but must 
utilize other methods, 
ivjuch of the material ernp1o::ed in this study was 
collected through direct observation, Some 200 hours 
w e r e  spent  in four main obsemation sites in and around 
ARR A r b o r ,  Michigan. These were the Gre:~kound Bus Depot, 
the Willow Run A i r p a r t ,  the "Fishbowlu between l~iason 
and Haven Halls on the Ziarfversity of iv:ichigan campus, and 
the Ann A r b s p  public library. In addition, some observation 
was conducted aboard Greyhound busses, a t  the aetroit, 
N f c h i g a ~  bus depot, and on the streets and in the stores 
of downtown Ann Arbor. Supplementary in fonnat f  OR was 
drawn from personal comunieatfons. and published materials. 
I observed behavior i~ public places by merel*? 
entering a publi c setting, positioning myself in w h a t  
appeared to be an adi~a.ntageous s p t  and beginning. to 
record as' much as I could of what waa taking place 
around me. With minor exceptions (to ba discussed below) 
arose the data. 
In each of the settings strangers are the rule  rather than 
t h e  exception and the unobtrusive observer simply blends 
i n t o  the scenery, In the four  main sites mentioned above 
it is expected that  persons will "hang arounda POP 
various periods of time so t h a t  again the observer in 
no way violates legitimate expctations. Kany persons 
in these setting§ are engaged i n  private tasks almd it 
was, thcrefofe, possible to take complete notes on the 
spot and w i t h  l i t t le  attempt at camoflaugs. Only on 
the streets and in the stores of downtown Anr, A r b o r  was 
it necessarv to l i m i t  m y s e l f  to a f e w  brief nota t ions ,  
waiting until later to w r i t e  up a more complete account, 
rt should h emphasized that had the rules of these 
settings not allowed for on-the-spot note taking, 
meaningful observation' would have  bee^ precluded. The 
subject matter of these observations--haw persons dress, 
where they seat themselves, how they handle their bodies, 
how the7 occupv themselves, etc,--are far too complex 
and detailed to be held in niemorq for  even a brief 
period of t i m e .  
While faul ty  memory cannot be seen as a source of 
data distortion, it is possible that f a u l t y  and/or 
select%ve perception can, This observation was m- 
svstematic in the sense L b t  it was not guided by any 
pre-detemined, pre-coded schedule, In entering these 
settings, I was guided ORI-,r by a desire to see what 
could be seen, My object was to study behavior i n  public 
places and the formulation of research objectiveswas no 
more formalized than  tha t ,  At first, I attempted to 
record everytkfny w i t h i n  my line of vision, A s  the 
stud.. progressed and certain interesting areas ca l l ed  
themselves to m y  attention, I would concentrate on one 
particular kind of behavior and then another, Seating 
pattoras a%d entrance behavior are t w o  examples of such 
eoncentsation, B u t  even i n  the f F ~ a l  days of obserua~ion, 
t he  emphasis was on gathering as much and as  many di f ferent  
kinds of material as I could. It goes without saying 
t h a t  I missed much of w h a t  was going on around m e .  I t  is 
s i m p l - . r  not possible %o see t a e v e ~ ~ L h i n g u  much less record 
it. P'y eye was dram to certain types of behaviors and 
ignored otherst certa'ln individunls were watched more 
closely than others? end scrne settings (the bus depots 
and a i r  terminal ) seemed to provide the greatest 
variety of data and thus were favored over other, less 
stimulating l oca les .  Thus, there is  good reason to  
suspect that I may have concentrated on much that i s  
t r i v i a l  and skimmed oves or completely ignored much t h a t  
i s  important.  B u t  such are the dangers of exploratory 
research and I E e e l  s t rong ly  thst the rich data which 
were obta ined  are j u s t i f i c a t i o n  enough for  f a c i n g  such 
d l f f i c u l t i e e ,  
Some few words are perhaps i n  order r e g a r d i ~ g  the 
use of Ann A r b o r ,  Michigan as a site in w h i c h  t o  seek 
same understanding of urban life. While in many respects, 
Ann Arbor retains many of the characteristics of a small  
tom,  t h e  fact ehat it i s  the sits of a g i a n t  university, 
c o n t a i n i n g   thousand^ of students who are strangers to 
one another  and to the townspeople, coupled wi th  t h e  
fact that it is experiencing extremely &id growth, give 
it many of the characz ter fs t lcs  of more metropolitan 
comunities, I n  addition, ,  t h e  University attracts a 
population of both students and faculty that i s  character- 
ized By diversity i n  race, n a t i o n a l  background, original 
class s tanding  and prior experience, while the age range 
and present class s tanding  of the population of Awn 
A r b o r  is hardly typical of most met ropo l i t an  areas, the 
city s t i l l  sha.res enough cl~aracteristies w i t h  urban 
, 
centers to justify it as a site for this research. 
In on ly  t w o  instances w e r e  there any d i f f i c u l t i e s  
involved i n  the collection of data, and i n  both instances 
t h e  difficulties were as much the r e s u l t  of my own 
i n t e r n a l  state as t h e  r e s u l t  of any external obstacles, 
Tha first d i f f  i c u l t y  arose as I attempted some 
obse rva t ions  of street behavior. I was p a r t i c u l a r l y  
i n t e r e s t e d  in r o u t i n g  at that time and I was looking 
far a spot t h a t  would give me a good view of people 
walking along the  street, I disco vex^ to my surprise, 
that in downts~n  Ann A r b o r  there were no places where one 
might j u s t  sit for awhile (a situation which has since been 
d 
corrected). In fact, the only seating space available 
was that provided by the bus stop benches. I decided to 
use the benches, but after four or five d i f f e r e n t  tries, 
I gave up i n  despafr. I found that observation Prom 
these benches was absolutely impossible, I could not get 
over the idea that %he benches were provided for the use 
of people waiting for a bus. And I would nc sooner sit 
down than H would begin to worry over w h a t  might happen 
if a bus were to pull up without  my seeing it, and w e r e  
to stop to let me bard,  I was so nervous over this 
possibiltty t h a t  I spent  all my time on the benches 
looking out fbr approaching busses, with $he result. 
of course, that there was no time l e f t  to look at any- 
thing else. 
The second difficult-7 arose during the course of 
observations at the W i l l o w  Run A i r p o r t .  I had &en 
appearing there quake regularly, often remaining in 
the setting for prolong& perSods of time without 
attracting any attention. The terminal is large and. 
complex w i t h  great numbers of people coming and going 
most of the time, In addition, persons are of ten  
required to w a i t  between planes for long psr iods  so I 
had every reason to believe that no special notice 
would be made of m y  rather l'ong vis i ts ,  T h i s  appeared to 
be the case until one morning* after having been in the 
t ermina l  for some three or f o u r  hours, I decided to chart 
the table arrangement of a 8tFronek Cafew t..rpe restaurant 
which is located in the center of the terminal, It is 
e~closed only by a low picket fence so that it is 
eompletely visible from most sections of the terminal, 
However, wishi~g to chart it accurately, I went up t o  
the picket fen- and stood there sketching for some t e n  
minutes (the restaurant was closed at this time), With 
t h i s  completed I returned to one of the waiting areas 
for further observation, iS?.!lthin mi nutes after sittfnq 
down T was approached by a man T had earlFeh identified 
as an employee--possibly the custodial  manager. I I e  had 
apparenll-r seen me sketching and asked, IR what I felt to 
be a most suspicious tone, if he could help me w i t h  the 
terminal. I said, no, and he Left but a short time 
later I noticed him talking to a man in a busi~ess suit and 
pointing In my direction, I have no idea what he thought 
E was doing awda nothing more was said, but I Pound the 
incident unnerving and after khat day made no further 
t r i p s  to the Leminal .  
There was a l w a y s  a s l ight  fear i n  the back of my 
mind that I miqht be arrested for vagrancy, or some such. 
such fears are undoubtably gromdless, but the fact that 
I experienced them says something a b u t  the kinds of 
forces which discourage setting misouse. Interestingly 
enough, the site in w h i c h  I spent the most time--the 
bus depot--rms one of the smallest a ~ d  I have no doubt 
that my presence was noted by both emplo.:~ees and 
colonizers, Nevertheleas, nothing was ever said, The 
depot was always so full of persoas who made it a second 
home that apparently the addation of one more.simply 
didn0t matter. 
As should be evident from the tex t  of this study, 
women alone fn public settings, particularly for prolonged 
periods of time, are more subject to suspicio~ than are 
men, Assuming the role of soeioloqieal observer d i d  not 
protect me Prom concern t h a t  as a woman my presence might 
M HI: s-interpreted. I was verrj hesitant to observe in 
the  bus depot at night when busses are few arnd far betweems 
anB I made no attempt to use bars or restaurants as 
cbsewation sites for fear of incidents .  In retrospect, 
however, I feel that I did n o t  come aaywhe~e near 
exploiting the gull potential of any of the settings I 
did use, nor did I %@st the full range of possible sites. 
My o ~ q w  fears kept Re frorn finding out all the places a 
lone wornan rntgbt safely go, as we13 as how long she might 
safe ly  stay after her arrPva1. 
As should be irnplicst in a l l  that has been s a i d  in 
the preceding pages, the potential for research in public 
settifigs is verJ grea .ko  A a d ,  if it is trueo as I lave 
argued, that urban publf  c se::tings are dangerous to rnanBs 
mental  health, then to ucclerstand how he survives in 
these settings is a-genuinely important task, 
None af my observations were systematically made and 
there is much p o t e ~ t i a l  in public settings for systematic 
study. The m e t h o d s  used by R o b e r t  S m e r  in  looking at 
seating patterns arnoag the acquainted, mkght work as well 
among strangers. Ray Birdwhistell has used slow motion 
f i b  to study b c d y  language and whfle he uses a laboratory 
s e t t i n g ,  there is no reason why.the sm.e method could not 
A-8 
be used i~ a natural environment. If CanG.id Camera can 
use hidden cameras, tkere is no reason why socfologists 
could not do the same. Rout ing and entrance behavior (the 
entire approach sequence) are two areas of stt.dy in which 
the motion picture camera would be particular12 useful. 
The whole area of the e m l c g y  of public sett ingsb*-o~ 
micro-ecology--dtesems a great deal. of further attention. 
Gregory Stone has done some w o r k  on how shoppers fe?l  
3 about certain types of stores , but. he did not speci!;.cally 
coflcern himself w i t h  the way, in which the physical 1a)7ut 
of the store mi ght af feet these feelings,  I suspect t h ~ t  
it would be possible to get some of this data through 
interviewing. At least my own experience sugres t s  that 
the  feel ings of cornfork or discomEorL in owe sekt ing  or 
another are quite eoascious. 4 
Whatever the meth03s used, there is much to be 
learned about pualie s~t%ing3, a h u k  the 'behavior of 
men in the presence cf strangers. 
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